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Sharing of services over IP networks prove to be an effective approach to satisfy the demand
of network users when their home network cannot offer the required services. Authenti-
cation, authorization and revocation are some of the important challenges in the service
sharing services over IP networks. This research address the problem associated with the
authentication because it becomes more and more complicated due to the incompatible au-
thentication schemes used by individual autonomous networks, privacy of authentication
information, and the overhead in establishing the sharing. The case gets worse when a user
roams from network to network.
Many efforts have been made to address these issues in the past years. Kerberos is a
solution for cross realm authentication. Unfortunately, Kerberos suffers from bottle neck
and single point of failure. Ad hoc aggregation cannot make use of Kerberos. Eduroam
enables sharing of wireless access to users roaming between participating institutions, but
only services provided by the home network is available to a user. Mobile Host Routing
can route data between mobile user. But the networks are linked together in an unscalable
network by network basis.
Another authentication scheme which has gained some momentum is OpenID. How-
ever, in OpenID, authentication simply means proving the ownership of an account, and
there is no binding between the account and the actual user identity.
These problems and the limitations in the existing approaches inspired us to propose
Service Network Graph, a service authentication infrastructure for service sharing among
heterogeneous networks aggregated dynamically via self-authenticating encrypted chan-
nels. The key feature of SNG is delegation of authentication authority from one network
to another. A user can use the services provided by the delegatee network as well as his
home network after authenticating to the delegatee network.
When an autonomous network attaches to an SNG, not only does the network being
attached delegate its authentication authority, but all authentication authorities delegated
to the network also re-delegated to the attaching network. Authentication Delegation and
Re-delegation makes SNG scalable.
As authentication is always done by the home network, the identity of a user can be
securely bound to his account. At the same time, there is no hierarchy structure for the
authentication process, autonomous networks can join an SNG in an ad hoc fashion. No
v
authentication bottle neck is anticipated in SNG.
The information of the authentication delegation path is stored in a Service Path which
can be optimized for performance . SNG can readily extend to include mobile users.
We also proposed Dynamic Password (DPass) and its associated Key Exchange Scheme
to be used as one of the candidate authentication schemes for SNG. DPass provide strong
passwords which are relatively easy to remember.
SNG together with DPass provide an infrastructure for secure service sharing on
dynamic aggregation of heterogenous networks. The features and feasibility of SNG and
DPass have been demonstrated on a simulated model of autonomous networks and an
aggregate of networks in a laboratory. Our study has, to a certain extend, overcome the
draw backs of the above mentioned approaches with efficiency and scalability.
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Table 1: Symbols used in this dissertation.
ix
Glossary
Abbreviation Term / Meaning
SNG Service Network Graph
Infrastructure which enables secure services on dynamic aggregation
of heterogeneous networks.
U UserofSNG
A user who is entitled to use services available within an SNG.
SLS ServiceListingServer
Server which lists the service available to an User on an SNG network.
S ServiceProvidingServer
A server which provides services within SNG.
HNet Home Network
SNG Network of which user U is a register user.
V Net V isited Network
Network in which the user is currently located.
FNet Foreign Network
SNG Network included in an SPath which is not a HNet or a V Net.
RNet Remote Network
SNG Network not included in an SPath.
ANet Alien Network
Network which is not part of an SNG.
SNet ServiceProvidingNetwork
SNG Network which provides the requested service.
Table 2: Glossary of terms used in this dissertation - Part 1.
x
Abbreviation Term / Meaning
DPass Dynamic Password
Consists of two parts: Dynamic Part and Static Part.
SDPass Static Part of DPass
First part of DPass with a relatively longer life span.
DDPass Dynamic Part of DPass
Second part of DPass with a relatively shorter life span.
SPath ServicePath
Network path that leads up to the server.
AS Authentication Server










State of an autonomous network joining or leaving an SNG.
USMode UserServiceMode
State of an autonomous network providing services to a user.
SPath ServicePath
Service information including the network path from a user to a server.
SAPath ServiceAccessPath
Network path from the user to the server.
H(X) HashvalueofX
{X}K EncryptionofXusingkeyK
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According to the Computer Crime and Security Survey [19] conducted by Computer Secu-
rity Institute and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in 2005, the average loss per year
due to unauthorized access to information is about US$300,000 per respondent of the sur-
vey. The situation has not been improved ever since - a similar survey [65] conducted in
2008 indicates that the average loss per year due to computing security incidents is only
slightly under US$300,000 per respondent. These figures highlighted the severity and im-
portance of network security, especially authentication, authorization and revocation of ac-
cess rights. Without doubt, security issues become even worse and more complicated when
networks are dynamically joined together to share their services. It motivated us to explore
the practical solution to deal with the security of dynamic aggregations of heterogeneous
networks which share services among each other.
1.1 Specific Problems
The complexity and insecurity of distributed networks system are manifested in various
ways. For instance, some are related to the user authenticity; some are related to user
authorization; while others are related to service availability.
When a registered user 1 of a network requests a service, the user first checks if the
service is available or not. Then the second and third steps would be authenticating the
user and verifying if the user is authorized to use the service or not. Furthermore, during
service access, relevant parties have to check continually if the user authentication and / or
authorization has been revoked or not.
1A registered user refers to a user who has been registered as a legitimate user to the current network. In
this thesis, we always refers to a registered user wherever a user is mentioned.
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When some autonomous networks are linked together for the purpose of sharing ser-
vices, the situation is similar. Because the networks are autonomous, some of the important
questions to ask are:
• who confirms availability of a service?
• who authenticates the user?
• who authorizes the user?
• how revocation can be executed?
1.1.1 The Availability of a Service
Within an IP network community, a user needs to register himself with a local network to
enjoy all the services which are available on the network. The range of services available
is often a determining factor for a user when choosing a network. However, it is difficult
or impossible for one network to provide users with all the services its users want to use
due to technological and financial limitations. To overcome these constraints, the range of
services is supplemented by those provided by other autonomous networks. When users
make a request of a particular service, they often are not sure if such a service is available
or not; and even if available, where to get the service.
The services that are available on an autonomous network are usually listed and dis-
tributed to its registered users. Problems may arise when a service is shared. It is easy to
understand the fact that users of the Service Providing Network (SNet) are aware of the
services. However, users of another network which share the services may not be aware of
the services. It is desirable to provide users with the services available along with related
service information at the time when they approach network for services.
When a network changes its range of services shared with other networks, it is impor-
tant to timely update all service lists in networks. It will be disastrous if a user requests
and then waits for a service which is not offered any more. In a dynamic aggregation of
networks, it is critical to keep the service list up to date as the configuration of the aggregate
changes.
1.1.2 The Authentication of a User
Authenticating a user who requests a service is by no means a trivial task. It is, however,
not a big deal if the user is currently located in his home network (HNet), and requests
a service which is available from his home network. However the case is not as straight
forward when the user is visiting other network (V Net). Using the jargons, we may say in
the first case, V Net, SNet and HNet are all the same. In the second case, V Net, SNet
and HNet may differ from each other.
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When the user is not in his home network, who is going to authenticate the user when
the user is not in his home network, and how?
• Autonomy of Networks To authenticate a user, a network must share some common
secret authentication information with the user. As we know, authentication infor-
mation repository of one network is owned by the individual network. Furthermore,
individual autonomous network can have different authentication schemes which re-
quire different sets of authentication information.
When a user requests a shared service from a service providing network SNet, the
user has to identify himself to SNet. If SNet happens to be the HNet, SNet /
HNet can authenticate the user. Otherwise SNet has to be informed and trust the
result of authentication performed by another network.
When a user is at his HNet (V Net equals to HNet), authentication can be done
by HNet and the result be sent to SNet. It only involves one layer of trusting
relationship. When the user is not in his home network, (V Net not equal to HNet),
authentication request must be sent from V Net toHNet and the authentication result
forwarded to SNet. If he is currently not located within his home network, he may
not be able to contact his home network for authentication. Authenticating the user
is not a trivial task.
It is practically not feasible for all networks to be able to authenticate all users. Pri-
vacy, compatibility of authentication schemes, and scalability are just few of the
issues which forbid such a global authentication fantasia. Authenticating a user that
registered in another network is the determining factor for successful service sharing.
Authenticating a user by password is a simple and traditional approach. This ap-
proach has limitations. Apart from the difficulty of remembering a password, an-
other limitation of password is the scalability. To verify a password, we need to share
some common secret information with the authentication server within a particular
autonomous network. The shared information may not be available to authentication
servers in other autonomous networks. Thus users may not be able to authenticate
themselves when trying to use services in other autonomous networks.
Setting up and updating a common set of shared secrets for all users in all networks
is impracticable.
• Scalability of Aggregation of Networks
It is not practical for all networks to link to every other network for service shar-
ing. As the links in such mesh aggregation of network grows exponentially with the
number of networks involved, the administrative overhead for joining such aggrega-
tion of networks become more and more expansive. If we wish to have a dynamic
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aggregation of networks, we should look for a configuration that allows the aggrega-
tion to grow and the member networks can still share their services efficiently among
themselves.
• Heterogeneous Authentication Schemes
Different autonomous networks have different authentication schemes, different for-
mats of shared information and different authentication client software. To access
services in different networks, users may have to install various authentication client
software and share different common secret information with different networks.
• Unfriendly Passwords
Legitimate users need to be authenticated before using services provided by the dis-
tributed networks system. As we stated before, password is a common and readily
accepted authentication token which allows user to access the networks system and
makes network services available to legitimate users. Password themselves have two
extremes. A friendly password is something easy to remember which usually means
easy to crack. On the other hand, a strong password could be long with a short life
time [53]; it means that strong passwords are harder to remember. So when com-
posing a password, we face the dilemma of user friendly passwords are weak while
strong passwords are hard to remember. This dilemma inspires us to design a pass-
word scheme [33] in which the passwords are strong but easy to remember and with
a short life time, effectively a one-time password [20].
1.1.3 Authorization Relay
Service provider networks (SNet) may choose to deliver selected services to nominated
networks only. Authorization of a user helps to filter the legitimate users from the rest.
There is another form of authorization, sharing authorization. Apart from simple
sharing, a network can act as an agent for service sharing. Suppose a SNet provides a
service Service and shared with NetA. A third network NetB may request to use Service
via NetA. If the SNet is willing to share Service with all service requests coming from
NetA, it provides the service. On the other hand, if the SNet is willing to share Service
with service requests coming from users of NetA only, it declines the request.
1.1.4 Reluctance of Authentication for Roaming Users
Due to the lack of authentication information, service provider networks (SNet) are reluc-
tant to grant authorization to users from another network. The situation is further compli-
cated by the fact that networks are allowed to join and leave a distributed networks system
at any time. This will pose great hardship for roaming users - both the move-and-stay and
on-the-move users.
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1.1.5 Revocation of a User
User revocation information should be passed on to a service providing network SNet in a
timely fashion. The common approach of updating user revocation information is either on
a regular time interval basis or during initial authentication, however, this approach is not
efficient and not effective [49] [70].
• Total Revocation of Rights
If a user is revoked of all its right, it is equivalent to revoking its authentication status.
When a user logs in, an authentication server checks the user’s login information
and authenticate the user as required. The login status of the user changes from
“not authenticated” to “authenticated” and remains so until the login session ends.
For revocation to come to effect, the authentication server has to be aware of the
revocation and act accordingly. Since authentication servers check the authentication
and revocation information when users log in, the earliest time to revoke a user’s
authentication status is the next log in even if the revocation information was updated
some time ago. If a revoked user is currently logged in, (s)he can still use a requested
service until the session ends.
• Partial Revocation of Rights
It is common for the servers to check authentication and authorization only when
requests for services are received. The servers provide service to authenticated and
authorized requests until the service sessions end without checking authentication
and authorization while the session is still alive. When a user is using a service with
certain user rights, it retains its user rights until the service session ends.
If a user is denied some or all of the user rights to services which it is currently
accessing, it would not be denied of the rights until the server has updated its access
control information and the service is accessed by the user next time.
The time gap between revocation and actual banning of user from services may lead
to potentially disastrous damage.
1.1.6 Mobility of Users
A mobile user does not stay in one place all the time. When he roams to and within
another visited network, and would like to request a service which he can access in his home
network, he can only contact the visited network for authentication and service. When the
visited network receives such a request, there should be a protocol and mechanism so that
the service request can be handled.
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1.2 Related Work on the Problems
When a network provides a service to users of another network, the service is said to be
shared and the network is a service providing network (SNet). When a network includes a
shared service as part of its services, the shared service is said to be an out-sourced service
and the network is a service requesting network.
A service providing network has to establish the identity of a user requesting a service.
Many plausible technologies are proposed. We look at some of the prominent ones.
• A Common Authentication Information Set: When many autonomous networks
form an aggregation for service sharing, the network administrators face a problem of
authenticating users from other networks which have various authentication schemes
and authentication information sets. It is obvious that enforcing a common authenti-
cation scheme is not feasible and involves substantial administrative overheads. For
instance, when a network links to an aggregation of networks and subsequently de-
taches from the aggregation, switching to the common authentication scheme and
reverting back to the original authentication scheme requires all users of the network
to collect and present a different set of authentication information. Even a common
authentication scheme is in force, maintaining a global set of authentication data will
fail as networks may link to the aggregation or detach from the aggregation at any
time. Even worse, some networks may be reluctant to disclose the authentication
data for security reasons. As a direct result of this, other networks may not have the
authentication data required by the common authentication scheme. A typical exam-
ple is the X.500 [1] plan which has never succeeded in producing a global database
of named entities.
• Secrecy of the Private Key: Authentication in X.509 [2] is based on the secrecy
of the private key and the binding of the public key to a user name. For instance,
a Certificate Authority (CA) authenticates a user and binds its name and public key
in a digital certificate. If a user demonstrates he is the owner of the private key
with a corresponding X.509 certificate, then he is the user named in the certificate.
This authentication mechanism is built upon the unanimous trust for the Certificate
Authority (CA).
Note that an administrator of an autonomous network may decide to set up a CA
for the network or empower a third party to run the CA. However, when many au-
tonomous networks form an aggregation, they must agree on a common CA to issue
all certificates or on CA certificate chaining. We envisage that the workload increases
with the number of users involved.
• Trust Agent: Another approach is to establish a trust [12] [57] [5] [32] [6] [8].
Trust is the result of an assessment of an entity relative to a domain of action [15]
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by an observer. When an observer is authorized by a network administrator to give
trust recommendations [48] [67], the observer becomes a trust agent. The trust is
represented by a token and each trust token is signed by the trust agent.
It is reasonable for each autonomous network to have its own set of independent trust
agents. A user is asked to provide trust tokens by a few trust agents. By using the ag-
gregated result [7] [15] of the trust tokens, the server can determine the authentication
and authorization status of the user for the requested service.
This way of authentication works fine for individual networks. However, for an
aggregation of networks, each autonomous network may have its own set of trust
agents. Either all the networks adopt the same common set of trust agents or users
have to collect trust tokens from different sets of trust agents for services out-sourced
by different networks.
• Central Authentication Server: Kerberos [51] presented a user friendly solution in
which users authenticate with a central authentication server and the authentication
status can be propagated to the required servers. With one set of authentication infor-
mation and one log-in, users would be able to access services available from servers
within the same realm.
The problems with this approach is that users have to keep track of the availability of
services as they have to specify which server and service they want to access. Users
must maintain an updated list of services available by themselves.
Secure European System for Applications in Multi-Vendor Environment, com-
monly known as SESAME, is often considered as the Euro version of Kerberos. It
is a single sign-on project funded partially by the European Commission. It uses
Privilege Attribute Certificates and supports different security policies across multi-
domains.
• Eduroam: Eduroam provides wireless service to users roaming between participat-
ing institutions. The Home network authenticates the user and the service providing
network determines the authorization to use local network resources. The authenti-
cation technology used by Eduroam is based on 802.1X and Remote Authentication
Dial In User Service (RADIUS) proxy servers.
As Eduroam shares wireless access with a user, the user has to move himself to
a location within the range covered by the wireless LAN in order to use the shared
service. Another main drawback of Eduroam is that the shared services is still limited
to public services only.
• Mobile Host Routing: As the name implies, Mobile Host Routing (MHR) routes
data to a mobile host by establishing an Home Agent (HA) and a Foreign Agent (FA)
in a network. When the user is in his home network, he authenticates himself with the
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HA. When he moves to another network, he has to connect to the FA of the visited
network which forwards his user information and credentials to the HA of the user’s
home network for authentication. The main drawback of Mobile Host Routing is that
it applies to networks linked together on a network by network basis. It cannot be
applied to ad hoc aggregation of networks.
• OpenID:
OpenID 2 authentication is simply a confirmation process for the ownership of an
Identifier which is assigned by an OpenID Provider (OP ). Each OP has its own
requirements for setting up an OpenID account. Most of them just require a username
and password. Note that there is no binding of identity required.
OpenID can assert that you own the Identifier you presented, but what that Identifier
represents is in limbo.
• Strong and Friendly Password:
The classic password protocol Encryption Key Exchange (EKE) by Bellovin and
Merritt [9] and its successor Augmented-EKE (A−EKE) [10] is a collection of au-
thentication protocols that apply encryption for key exchanges. EKE uses a shared
secret indirectly to authenticate servers and users. However EKE is susceptible to
the Denning-Sacco attack [69] in which a stolen session key can be used to launch a
replay attack on the password. A more efficient Minimal Encrypted Key Exchange
(M − EKE) [69] was proposed.
Other alternatives to A − EKE were proposed. Strong Password-Only Authenti-
cated Key Exchange (SPEKE) [25] uses the hash of the password as the base for
exponentiation instead of a fixed primitive base. Extended Password Key Exchange
Protocols [26] is a family of protocols that extend the A−EKE and SPEKE pro-
tocols to B −EKE and B − SPEKE by using a second Diffie-Hellman exchange
instead of a digital signature to prove that a user has knowledge of a certain password.
Open Key Exchange (OKE) [46] eliminates the use of encryption for the user’s pub-
lic key. Another feature of OKE is that the user’s public key can be reused as long
as the private key is kept secret. Asymmetric Key Exchange (AKE) [78] is another
class of protocol that exchanges keys without using encryption. Initially, each party
computes a secret and generates a verifier with a one-way hash function. They swap
their secrets and use them as long term swapped secrets. For each session, each
party generates another session secret and swaps with the other party. The session
key is generated from the swapped long term and session secrets. Authentication is
completed when both parties confirm that they have the same session key.
2Formed in June 2007, OpenID Foundation (http://openid.net/foundation) promotes the OpenID authen-
tication concept. More information on OpenID can be found in http://openid.net/specs/.
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All the above password protocols do not offer transmission of new password.
1.3 A Practical Example of Service Sharing
In this section, we give a real life example which illustrates some of the problems stated
previously.
1.3.1 Background
Hong Kong and Macau are the two Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s
Republic of China [14]. They enjoy a high degree of autonomy and have executive, leg-
islative and independent judicial power. In particular they maintain their customary law
previously in force. As a result, Hong Kong and Macau have different and independent
custom laws and regulations.
When a resident of Hong Kong leaves or enters Hong Kong, he can use the biometrics
based Automated Passenger Clearance System [24] (e-channel for short) and identifies
himself using his own finger-prints [55, 45]. The e-channel system matches the finger-
prints captured by a scanner with a digitized version stored in the Hong Kong Custom in-
formation repository. Macau Public Security Forces Bureau still uses the traditional manual
passport inspection system and is moving towards the same e-channel system as that im-
plemented in Hong Kong [44]3. Hong Kong residents can authorize Macau custom to get
a copy of their finger-prints from Hong Kong custom. A resident of Hong Kong can use
both the traditional manual passport inspection system and the e-channel system after the
finger-prints are transferred to Macau custom.
1.3.2 Authentication Information Sharing
This is what happens in reality. When a resident of Hong Kong heads for Macau, he has
to use the e-Channel when he leaves Hong Kong. At the custom of Macau, he can either
use existing manual passport inspection system or the newly implemented e-channel. If he
chooses to use the passport system, the resident has to have two sets of identity information
for the two authentication systems - passport / Identity Card to be used in Macau and
finger-prints to be used in Hong Kong.
If the resident wishes to use the new Passenger Clearance Service for entry to Macau, he
can use a single set of identity information for both Macau and Hong Kong. The authentica-
tion information stored in Hong Kong Custom will then be copied and shared with Macau
Custom. However, both Hong Kong custom and Macau custom must have an identical but
3More information about the hardware and the supplier can be found in
http://www.nec.co.jp/press/en/0812/1101.html
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independent copy of the resident’s finger-prints. The transfer of identity information and
finger-prints has to be done manually and takes up to three working days after the resident
made an initial application for the transfer. It can be error prone and not scalable if you
consider the fact that there are seven million residents in Hong Kong.
1.3.3 Service Sharing
The Passenger Clearance Service is not shared. The use of the same Passenger Clearance
System hardware and having independent copies of identical information can be compared
to the case of networks using the same authentication scheme. The participating networks
use the same authentication scheme but each network keeps an independent copy of au-
thentication information which are identical. It is definitely better than two autonomous
networks with different authentication schemes and authentication information formats.
On the other hand, if the Passenger Clearance Service is truly shared, any Hong Kong
resident can authenticate himself using the Passenger Clearance Service provided by Hong
Kong and authentication information stored in Hong Kong Custom when they enter or
exit Macau. No massive transfer and duplication of authentication information between
two SARs are required. This will prevent security loop holes associated with updating,
synchronizing and revoking authentication information.
1.4 Research Contribution
This research is targeting the authentication, authorization, revocation of rights and mobil-
ity issues of service sharing. The outcomes from this study are as follow:
1. A secure and scalable user authentication framework for service sharing within a
dynamic aggregation of autonomous networks. The details can be found in the fol-
lowing refereed publications:
• An infrastructure for service authentication and authorization revocation in a
dynamic aggregation of networks. WSEAS Transactions on Communications,
4(8):537-547, August 2005.
• Network service sharing infrastructure: Service authentication and authoriza-
tion revocation. Proceedings, the 9thWSEAS International Conference on Com-
munications, July 2005. (CD Proceedings)
• Secure service sharing over networks for mobile users using service network
graphs. Proceedings, Wireless Telecommunication Symposium 2006, Pamona,
Ca, USA, April 2006. (CD Proceedings)
• Achieving secure service sharing over ip networks. Proceedings, ASEE Mid-
Atlantic Section Spring 2006 Conference, April 2006. (CD Proceedings)
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• Towards an authentication protocol for service outsourcing over ip networks.
Proceedings, the 2005 International Conference on Security and Management,
(7):3-9, June 2005.
• Efficient information propagation in service routing for next generation net-
work. Proceedings, The Fourth International Conference on Rough Set and
Knowledge Technology, pages 342-349, 7 2009.
2. A relatively strong but easy password scheme to be used as a standalone authenti-
cation scheme or in conjunction with the proposed secure authentication framework
for service sharing. More details can be found in the refereed publication:
• Integrated key exchange protocol capable of revealing spoofing and resisting
dictionary attacks. Technical Track Proceedings, 2nd International Conference,
Applied Cryptography and Network Security, Yellow Mountain, pages 115-
124, June 2004.
3. A theoretical proof for the correctness of the proposed secure authentication frame-
work.
4. A formal proof for self-authentication of a communication channel in which the traf-
fic is encrypted. This proof forms part of the basis for the correctness of the secure
authentication framework. More details can be found in the refereed publication:
• Self-authentication of encrypted channels in service network graph. Proceed-
ings, 2008 IFIP International Conference on Network and Parallel Computing,
pages 163-167, (NPC 2008), October 2008.
5. A formal proof that service records used in the secure authentication framework can
be optimized. This proof shows that the secure authentication framework is efficient
and scalable. The details can be found in the following refereed publications:
• Improving efficiency and scalability of service network graph by re-routing.
Proceedings, 1st Asian Conference on Intelligent Information and Database
Systems 2009, (CD Proceedings), 4 2009.
• Service re-routing for service network graph: Efficiency, scalability and im-
plementation. International journal of Computer Networks Communications
(IJCNC). ISBN (on-line) 0974-9322. ISBN (print) 0975-2293., 1(1), 4 2009.
6. Two case studies:
• Application of the proposed secure authentication frame work as a model to
two network simulations.
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• A practical application of the basic features of the proposed secure authentica-
tion framework using C++.
1.5 Structure of the Dissertation
We have gone through from the issues associated with the service sharing over IP net-
works to the design of Service Network Graph, the Dynamic Password, the Key Exchange
using Dynamic Password protocol and to the application of the Service Network Graph
and Key Exchange using Dynamic Password protocol on aggregates of heterogeneous net-
works. In Chapter 2. The technology reviewed includes Kerberos, Sesame, Eduroam,
Mobile Host Routing and OpenID. We comment on the drawbacks of each technol-
ogy when used for the purpose of service sharing for ad hoc aggregates of autonomous
networks.
In Chapter 3, we propose the Service Network Graph. An Service Network Graph with
the simplest logical topology is established when a network delegates its authentication
authority to another network by sharing an authentication Token key with the other network.
Services are then shared. Information about the shared services are recorded as Service
Paths.
The next chapter, Chapter 4, focuses on a Service Path. Optimizing Service Paths makes
them more scalable and efficient. In this chapter, the way to optimize an Service Path is
presented and a formal proof of the optimization process is also include.
When a network joins an Service Network Graph, authentication authorities are del-
egated to (and by the joining network). Participating networks can track the origin and
destination of authentication tokens sent and received because encrypted channels authen-
ticates themselves. In Chapter 5, a formal proof of the self-authentication of encrypted
channels is given.
Service Network Graph is designed such that individual network can have their own au-
thentication scheme. Nevertheless, username and password pair is by far the most common
authentication information in our daily life. In view of the weakness in common password
schemes, we proposed Dynamic Password scheme which is effectively a onetime password
scheme in Chapter 6. The associated Key Exchange using Dynamic Password scheme is
also discussed.
Chapter 7 justifies Service Network Graph using Dynamic Password as a correct secu-
rity protocol using the concept of Strand Space. The correctness can be proved by demon-
strating that Service Network Graph using Dynamic Password has the secrecy and agree-
ment properties. The correctness claims are presented as propositions and the proofs are
built up from series of lemmas.
As an illustration, we simulate the Service Network Graph process using OMNeT ++
simulator in Chapter 8. The simulation scenarios include the cases when a user is at his
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home network and in a visited network.
In Chapter 9 we presented a simple implementation of Service Network Graph using
Dynamic Password. Virtual Local Area Network and a ”Router on a stick” configuration is
used for the physical networking, and the services shared are simple time, date, echo and
name services.
Finally, we rounded up our discussion with a conclusion in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2
Service Sharing Technologies
In this Chapter, we take a brief look at some of the existing technologies for service sharing
among autonomous networks. We comment on the draw backs of each technology when
they are applied in the context service sharing.
2.1 Autonomous Network
The first technology is on an autonomous network. An autonomous network operates under
the control of a single administrative domain. An autonomous network has its own au-
thentication scheme and authentication credential repository as shown in Figure 2.1. Each







Figure 2.1: An autonomous network.
Some autonomous networks provide services only to their members; whilst some pro-
vide limited services to the public. Users must register to a given network to access all its
services. Services shared across networks are limited to the public services offered by each
network.
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2.2 Intranet and Internet
As the second technology, we have Intranet and Internet. An Intranet usually connects
networks within an organization. The inter connected networks function like an extended
network sharing the same services and authentication information and scheme.
Internet is a global interconnection of networks. Basically, each network acts like an
autonomous network and offers limited services to the public and other networks. In most
cases, public services are provided along side with advertizement to cover the running
cost, while some services gather user’s personal information for commercial use. When
authentication is requested by a network, the authentication schema and the authentication
data repositories used are basically independent of each other. The authentication data may
vary from simple user account name and password or public and private key to biometric
and token authentication [24].
Sharing of services on Intranet and Internet are limited to public services only.
2.3 Kerberos
Figure 2.2: The Kerberos logo.
When a user is authenticated in his home realm (equivalent to his home network), other
realms (or networks) within the Kerberos 1 system accepts the user’s identity if cross-realm
operation is enabled.
1Kerberos is the network authentication protocol developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) as part of Project Athena. The current version of Kerberos is V5, specified by RFC4120 dated in July
2005.
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Kerberos is based in part on Needham and Schroeder’s trusted third party authentication
protocol [50]. Users in the Kerberos Protocol are called principals. The identity credential
of each Principal is represented electronically as a ticket. The main component of Kerberos
is the Key Distribution Center (KDC). AKDC consists of two servers, the Authentication
Server (AS) and the Ticket Granting Server (TGS). Each entity, including principals and
servers, shares a secret (a password) with the Key Distribution Center for authentication
purpose. Principals whose authentication data are registered with a given Key Distribution
Center are said to belong to the same realm.











Figure 2.3: A Kerberos realm.
The Kerberos authentication process consists of six steps as shown in Figure 2.4, Fig-
ure 2.5, and Figure 2.6.
Step 1 A user sends a plain text Authentication Request to AS for credentials to use
services. Both the user and the service information are included in the request.
Step 2 An AS retrieves the shared secret of the user from the authentication data repository.
It also generates a TGS session key. The AS returns two messages to the principal.
The first one is an Authentication Reply message formed by encrypting the TGS
session key using the user key generated from the shared secret of the user. The
second message is the TGS session key encrypted using the secret key of TGS and
is called the Ticket Granting T icket (TGT ). This TGT is the credential to access
services.
Step 3 After receiving the Authentication Reply, the user can use his shared secret to
recover the TGS session key. The user also uses two messages to communicate with
the TGS. The first message is a Service Request made up of service information
and the TGT. The second message is an Authenticator formed by encrypting the
user information and a time stamp with the TGS session key just recovered from the
Authentication Reply.













































Figure 2.5: Steps 3 and 4 of Kerberos in action.
Step 4 TGS decrypts the TGT inside the Service Request and gets the TGS session key
for this session. Using the TGS session key just recovered, TGS can retrieve the
user information from the Authenticator. Similar to AS, TGS generates a service
server (S) session key; encrypts the S session key and user information using the
shared secret of S to form a Service Access T icket; encrypts the S session key
using the TGS session key to form a Service Reply. The Service Access T icket is
the credential to access the requested service of a given server.
Step 5 The user retrieves S session key using the TGS session key. The user now forwards























Figure 2.6: Steps 5 and 6 of Kerberos in action.
Step 3 but using the S session key.
Step 6 The service server S confirms the service is available by returning a Service Reply
fomred by encrypting the time stamp from the Authenticator plus 1 with the S
session key.
Upon completion of these six steps, the user can now access the service provided by S.
2.3.1 Cross-Realm Operation of Kerberos
Kerberos enables users of one realm to access services provided by another realm. This is
called cross − realm operation. To facilitate the cross-realm operation, the KDC from
one realm must share an inter-realm key with the KDC of another realm. When realms
share inter-realm keys with another realm, they established themselves as a principal of the
other realms.
When the user requests a cross-realm service, he would get a cross-realm TGT for the
realm which offers the service that has been encrypted with the shared inter-realm key
between the two KDCs as shown in Figure 2.7. The cross-realm TGT is forwarded to the
remote TGS of the other realm which either returns a service ticket for the server in remote
realm or rejects the request.












Figure 2.7: Steps 1 to 4 of multiple realm Kerberos in action.
There might be two extra forwarding steps, and the extra forwarding steps are shown as












Steps 4a and 4b Steps 5 and 6
Figure 2.8: Extra steps, steps 5 and 6 of multiple realm Kerberos in action.
Note that the cross-realm operation is transitive, which means, for example, as shown
in Figure 2.9 and 2.10,
• Realm A shared an inter-realm key with Realm B;
• Realm B shared an inter-realm key with Realm D;
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• Realm D shared an inter-realm key with Realm C;
The TGT sequence for cross-realm authentication is from Realm A to Realm B, then to














































Steps 4a and 4b
Steps 4c and 4d
Steps 4e & 4f
Steps 5 & 6
Figure 2.10: Extra steps, steps 5 and 6 of multiple realm Kerberos in action.
Steps 1 to 4 A user from Realm A authenticates himself to the AS of Realm A and gets
TGTA as shown in Figure 2.9.
Steps 4a and 4b The user forwards the TGTA to TGS of Realm B and gets TGTB.
Steps 4c and 4d The user forwards the TGTB to TGS of Realm D and gets TGTD.
Steps 4e and 4f The user forwards the TGTD to TGS of Realm C and in return gets a
Service Access T icket.
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Steps 5 and 6 The user uses the Service Access T icket to access service in Realm C just
like accessing service in Realm A.
The extra steps are used to forward TGT between KDCs of successive communicat-
ing pairs of realm. A database may be required to keep track of the possible authentica-
tion paths. If the communicating realm pairs can be organized hierarchically as shown in






Realm 21 Realm 22 Realm 23 Realm 24
Realm 31 Realm 32
Figure 2.11: Hierarchical arrangement of Realms for cross-realm authentication
2.3.2 Kerberos V5 Applications
The functionality of Kerberos is extended by various Internet Standards such as [80, 75,
82, 83, 81, 47, 76, 29]. Popular applications based on Kerberos V5 includes:
• User interface to TELNET protocol - telnet
• Remote login - rlogin
• File transfer program - ftp
• Remote shell - rsh
• Remote file copy - rcp
• Kerberized super user - ksu
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2.3.3 Drawbacks of Kerberos
Although Kerberos has been used for many purposes, there are some technical limitations.
• Each network must be Kerberized before joining, which means each network must
1. Implement a KDC including an AS and a TGS
2. Service Servers must accept Service Access T ickets and Authenticator as
the credential for using services.
This certainly limits the use of Kerberos for dynamic aggregation of heterogeneous
networks.
• Each realm KDC has to keep track of the TGT paths for service tickets.
• Hierarchical organization of KDC could make the traffic heaviest at the top level.
• Hierarchical (tree like) organization of KDC could suffer single point of failure.
• Mesh organization of KDC for cross-realm authentication makes the complexity of
inter-realm key management increase exponentially with the number of networks
involved.
• Users have to keep track of the availability of services as they have to specify which
server and service they intended to access. As a result, users must maintain an up-
dated list of services available by themselves.
• The administrative work involved in setting up realms makes Kerberos semi-static.
If autonomous networks are to attach and detach from an aggregate of networks in a
dynamic fashion, we need a more efficient solution.
2.4 SESAME
In this section, we look at SESAME2, Secure European System for Applications in Multi-
vendor Environment [31, 54]. SESAME is a single sign-on project partly funded by the
European Commission. It authenticates users and issues Privilege Attribute Certificates.
When operating in a multi-domain environment, it supports different security policies
across the domains.
The operation of SESAME is similar to Kerberos. The authentication process for
SESAME version 2.0 is listed below:
2More details can be found in the SESAME home page https://www.cosic.esat.kuleuven.be/sesame/
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Step 1 A user authenticates to an Authentication Server.
Step 2 The Authentication Server returns an encrypted Identity Token to user.
Step 3 The user presents the Identity Token to a Privilege Attribute Server.
Step 4 The Privilege Attribute Server returns a digitally signed Privilege Attribute
Certificate (PAC) to user.
Step 5 The user presents a PAC to the application server.
Step 6 The Application server provides services according to the security attributes in the
PAC and its own security policies.
A PAC can be used more than once at more than one application server. Recall that
Kerberos key distribution protocols can be used to establish session keys between users
and servers.
The major feature Sesame offers which Kerberos does not is the use of PAC. With
the PAC, application servers can implement their own fine grain access control and audit
checks. The approach to security for SESAME was considered an alternative to the DES
based security service in Distributed Computing Environment based on Kerberos [30].
Unfortunately, SESAME has similar drawbacks to that of Kerberos. We would not
repeat them here.
2.5 Eduroam
Figure 2.12: The Eduroam logo.
The eduroam initiative was started in 2003 within the Trans-European Research and Ed-
ucation Networking Association (TEREN) Task Force on Mobility (TF-mobility). The task
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force started off by setting up the roaming policy [62] and inventory of existing technolo-
gies [61, 60, 59, 58]. The Task Force eventually came up with the roaming architecture [63]
and the implementation plan [64] in 2007.
Eduroam (Figure 2.12) aims to provide wireless service to users roaming between par-
ticipating institutions. Authentication on the Eduroam is done by the home network and
the authorization to use local network resources is determined by the network visited.
It is worth pointing out that the authentication technology used by Eduroam is based
on 802.1X and Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) proxy servers. In


















Figure 2.13: Action of Eduroam for a user in home network
If the authentication request can be processed locally, the user would be granted the
authority to access the wireless services as shown in Figure 2.13.
Otherwise, the local authentication server forwards the request to a RADIUS proxy
server. As all the RADIUS proxy servers are organized in a hierarchical order, it is simple
to traverse the hierarchical tree of proxy servers to reach the RADIUS proxy server of user’s
home network. An example path taken is shown in Figure 2.14.
1. National RADIUS proxy Server 34;
2. Regional RADIUS proxy Server 22;
3. Top level RADIUS proxy Server 11;
4. Regional RADIUS proxy Server 21;
5. National RADIUS proxy Server 31;
Upon a successful authentication, the home network AS sends a message to the AS of
the visited network which grants wireless service access right to the user. Depending on the




































Server 21 Server 22 
Server 33Server 32Server 31 Server 34
Figure 2.14: Action of Eduroam for a user in a visited network
policy of the visited network, the user may access the wireless service and other network
resources of the visited network.
As we mentioned in the preceding section, Eduroam uses 802.1X which encompasses
the uses of Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP). Eduroam supports the use of Trans-
port Layer Security (EAP-TLS), Tunneled Transport Layer Security (EAP-TTLS), and Pro-
tected Extensible Authentication Protocol using Challenge Handshake Authentication Pro-
tocol (PEAP-EAP-MS-CHAP V2) as the authentication protocols.
As an example, the Eduroam authentication protocol used in University of Southern
Queensland is EAP-TTLS. A tunnel is used to provide the USQ home services to a USQ



























Figure 2.15: Tunneling of Eduroam for a user in a visited network
2.5.1 Drawbacks of Eduroam
There is no doublt that Eduroam has some drawbacks. The drawback include
• Sharing of Wireless access only.
• The user has to move physically within the wireless LAN coverage before he can use
the shared service.
• Sharing of other network resources is limited to public services only.
• Institutions have to register to the National RADIUS proxy server
• Enjoying home services only.
• Limited to research and education institutions so far.
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2.6 Mobile Host Routing
Mobile Host routing is another technology that supports service sharing.
Mobile Host Routing (MHR) [71] deals with the problem of routing data to a mobile
host by establishing a Home Agent (HA) and a Foreign Agent (FA) in a network. When
the user is in his home network, he authenticates himself with the HA. When he moves to
another network, he becomes a guest and he has to first connect to the FA of the visited
network. The FA must request that the guest provides his user information and credentials;
these requested information and credentials would be forwarded to the HA of the user’s

























Figure 2.16: Authentication for a mobile user.
The home HA then informs the visited network FA about the result of authentication.
If the home network HA is satisfied with the user’s identity and credentials, the HA would
request that the visited network FA registers the user and provides network access to the
user. At this stage, the user uses the visited network FA as if he is using the home network
HA as shown in Figure 2.17.
































































Figure 2.18: Home network user calling mobile user.
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Here we look at an example. When some other user UB wants to send data to the mobile
user UA, the steps taken are as shown in Figure 2.18:
Step 1 The UB sends the message to his home network HAB.
Step 2 The HAB forwards the message to the HAA of UA.
Step 3 The HAA sends the message to the FAV which is currently handling the data
transfer for UA.
Step 4 The HAA also informs the HAB the address of FAV handling the data transfer for
UA.
Step 5 The HAB, from this point on, forwards the data from UB to FAV , and finally
reaching UA.
The situation is quite similar when a mobile user UB wishes to reach another mobile
user UA. Only this time the caller UB is using an FA to send data instead of using his HA

































Figure 2.19: Mobile user calling another mobile user.
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2.6.1 Drawbacks of Mobile Host Routing
• Dedicated Home Agents and Foreign Agents have to be set up.
• Networks are linked together on a network by network basis.
• Cannot apply to ad hoc set of networks.
• Agents of one network have to keep track of agents in all linked networks.
2.7 OpenID
OpenID 3 authentication provides a way to prove that a user has control over an identifier.
It uses standard HTTP(S) requests and responses, so it does not rely on cookies or require
any special capabilities on the user side. OpenID authentication enables portable, digital
identity in a free and decentralized manner.
The main components in OpenID are listed in Table 2.1
We now take a look at how OpenID operates.
2.7.1 OpenID Account
The whole idea about OpenID authentication is to prove that a user controls an Identifier
which, technically, is a URI assigned by an OpenID Provider (OP). So the first step in using
OpenID is to set up an account at an OP such as myOpenID.com or VeriSign Labs. Each
OP has its own requirements for setting up an OpenID account. Most of them just require
a username and password. Note that there is no binding of identity required. Let us look at
two examples as follows.
Example 1
myOpenID has an URI myopenid.com. If we choose myOpenID as our OP,
and request to use usqdemo as our username, myOpenID assigns an URI
usqdemo.myopenid.com as our Identifier.
Example 2
VeriSign Labs has an URI pip.verisignlabs.com. Again if we choose VeriSign
Labs as our OP , and request to use usqdemo as our username, VeriSign Labs
assigns an URI usqdemo.pip.verisignlabs.com as our Identifier.
We actually are able to acquire as many Identifiers as we like.
3Formed in June 2007, OpenID Foundation (http://openid.net/foundation) promotes the OpenID authen-
tication concept. More information on OpenID can be found in http://openid.net/specs/.
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Component Use
Identifier ”http” or ”https” URI
or an Extensible Resource Identifier (XRI).
User-Agent (UA) The end user’s Web browser.
Relying Party (RP) A Web application requiring proof that the user controls
an Identifier.
OpenID Provider (OP) An OpenID authentication server.
RP relies on OP for authentication assertion that
the end user controls an Identifier.
OP Endpoint URL The URL which accepts OpenID authentication protocol
messages. It can be extracted by performing discovery
on the User-Supplied Identifier.
OP Identifier An Identifier for an OpenID Provider.
User-Supplied Identifier An Identifier that was presented by the end user to
the Relying Party.
Claimed Identifier An Identifier that the end user claims to own.
OP-Local Identifier An alternate Identifier for an end user that is local to
a particular OP.
Table 2.1: Components of OpenID.
2.7.2 OpenID Authentication
As we knew, Web servers may provide some services to the public and some services to reg-
istered members. When we approach web sites for services which requires log-on, usually
we have to supply username and password. The web sites keep all their user authentication
information and perform authentication themselves. It is common that we may have to
create numerous account name and password pairs.
The idea behind OpenID, however, is that for all web sites supporting OpenID, we
can simply log-on to all of them using the single Identifier assigned in Section 2.7.1. The
web sites do not keep user authentication information and do not do the authentication
themselves. Instead they ask the OP, which issues the Identifier, to authenticate the user
and to return the authentication results in the form of authentication assertions to them.
Based on the authentication assertion, the web sites can proceed with the service or deny
access. OpenID authentication process comes in five steps as shown in Figure 2.20. We
take usqdemo.myopenid.com as our Identifier in the examples which follow.













Figure 2.20: Authentication Process for OpenID
Example 3
A web browser is our UA. The web site for WikiTravel (wikitravel.com) sup-
ports OpenID for user log-on. We use it as our RP. User-Supplied Identifier is
simply our Identifier usqdemo.myopenid.com.
Our web browser presents usqdemo.myopenid.com to the log-on page of Wik-
iTravel at http : //wikitravel.org/en/Special : OpenIDLogin.
Step 2a RP performs discovery on the User-Supplied Identifier to establish the OP End-
point URL.
Example 4
RP discovers, from the Identifier usqdemo.myopenid.com, that the OP and the
OP Endpoint URL are myopenid.com and https : //www.myopenid.com/
respectively.
Step 2b RP redirects UA to OP Endpoint URL with an OpenID Authentication Request.
Example 5
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UA (the browser) is redirected to point to https : //www.myopenid.com/
with an OpenID Authentication Request. The web page displayed at UA is now
the log-on page formyOpenID.com, not the log-on page forWikiTravel.com
any more.
Step 3 OP authenticates the user.
Example 6
We have to type in the password used when setting up the OpenID account
at myOpenID. myOpenID will authenticate the account using the password
supplied.
Step 4 OP redirects UA back to RP with an OpenID Authentication Assertion (with ap-
proval or rejection).
Example 7
Suppose we type in the correct password. myOpenID simply redirects UA (the
browser) back to WikiTravel log-on page with the OpenID Authentication As-
sertion (approved).
Step 5 RP sends a direct request to OP to verify the OpenID Authentication Assertion.
Example 8
RP checks
• The value of ”openid.return to” in the Authentication Assertion matches
the URL of the current request.
• Discovered information such as OP Endpoint URL matches the informa-
tion in the assertion.
• An assertion has not yet been accepted from this OP with the same value
for ”openid.response nonce” in the returned assertion.
• The signature on the assertion is valid and all fields that are required to
be signed are signed.
If the OpenID Authentication Assertion is verified successfully, the application
server can start to provide service to the user.
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2.7.3 Drawbacks of OpenID
OpenID has a number of major security concerns. We regard these security concerns as
drawbacks.
• If DNS resolution or the transport layer is compromised, the attacker can impersonate
the OP. Not only can it get the user’s authentication information, it can issue its own
authentication decisions.
• A special type of man-in-the-middle attack is one where the Relying Party is a rogue
party acting as a Man in the Middle. The RP would perform discovery on the End
User’s Claimed Identifier and instead of redirecting theUserAgent to theOP , would
instead proxy the OP through itself. This would thus allow the RP to capture cre-
dentials the End User provides to the OP . As OpenID allows everyone to become
an OP , OpenID is particularly vulnerable to this special type of Man-in-the-Middle
attack.
• User-Agents in OpenID is primarily common Web browsers. Web browsers or their
hosts may be infected with spyware or other malicious software, which casts doubt
on AuthenticationAssertion received by RP .
• OpenID is designed with web browsing in mind. When setting up an OpenID, the
OP does not require any form of identity binding as in the case when you apply for
a digital certificate from a Certificate Authority such as VeriSign. So what OpenID
does is to confirm the ownership of the Identifier you presented, but what that Iden-
tifier represents is up to the OP to determine.
2.8 Chapter Summary
We have reviewed some of the current technologies for sharing services. We also detailed
their workings and pointed out the merits and drawbacks. In the subsequent chapters, we
present our solution for supporting secure services on dynamic aggregation of heteroge-
neous networks - the Service Network Graph (SNG) together with Dynamic Password
(DPass) and its associate Key Exchange using Dynamic Password (KEDP ).
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Chapter 3
Service Network Graph
In this Chapter, we present an approach to service sharing using Service Network Graph [42,
35, 34]. Service Network Graph (SNG) is based on autonomous networks interconnected
using encrypted channels. It begins with an introduction of the physical structure of Ser-
vice Network Graph and the Distributed Network Service Authentication (DNSA) pro-
tocol. We then discuss how SNG uses Service Path (SPath) to hold the service access
information. In addition, we also discuss how services are shared using SNG.
3.1 Introducing Service Network Graph
Targeting the draw backs of the existing service sharing technologies, we integrated the
concepts of Authentication Delegation, Authentication Propagation into Service Network
Graph.
Suppose a network NA has delegated its authentication authority to another network
NB. Whenever NA says user UA is authenticated, then NB will also say UA is authen-
ticated. The authentication delegation property between two networks is transitive. In
other words, whenever NA delegates its authentication authority to NB and NB delegates
its authentication authority to NC , then we can say that NA also delegates its authentica-
tion authority to NC . The transitivity property of Authentication Delegation is named as
Authentication Propagation.
Using Authentication Delegation and Authentication Propagation, a user can always
be authenticated by his home network and can enjoy services provided his own home net-
work as well as services shared by other networks wherever the user is in the SNG. We
do not have to worry about the identity of the user as we do in OpendID, and at the same
time, this will eliminate the problem of using the same authentication systems such as the
ticket system in Kerberos. KDC and TGS are no longer needed. The bottleneck problem
of hierarchical arrangement of cross realm KDC does not exist anymore. All services,
including wireless network access service, can be shared which is significantly different
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to Eduroam with which user can only enjoy shared wireless network access and services
provided by his own home network. Furthermore, Authentication Propagation empowers
Authentication Delegation for ad hoc aggregation of heterogeneous networks. No more
mesh configuration of networks as found in Mobile Host Routing, which will greatly en-
hance scalability.
Another distinct feature of the SNG is that a list of all services available to a user is
maintained by a Service Listing Server. Queries about service available and updating the
service list is a simple task. We no long have to maintain the service list ourselves.
In the next section, we will briefly introduce the elements of a typical autonomous
network which is the building block of a dynamic aggregation of networks.
3.2 Autonomous Networks
As discussed in Chapter 1, an autonomous network is a network having its own user ad-
ministrative domain, policies, and authentication scheme totally independent of other au-
tonomous networks. Furthermore, an autonomous network can provide the basic functions
such as authentication, service listing and some services to a number of registered local
users. Those basic functions are usually provided by a set of individual servers or by a

























Figure 3.1: A typical autonomous network.
For instance, individual servers include:
• An Authentication Server (AS) which authenticates registered local users.
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• A Service Server S which provides services.
• A Service Locating Server (SLS) which stores information about local services and
shared services in the form of Service Paths.
• User (U ) who requests for services.
An autonomous network N1 can surely provide its own services to its registered local
users. If another autonomous network provides a service to users of N1, the service is
called a shared service. When a registered user U1 requests a service, the SLS1 responds
with a list of services available, locally or shared. After U1 selects a service, the AS1 then
authenticates U1 and S1 provides the requested service.
3.3 Service Network Graph
A Service Network Graph (SNG) is a dynamic aggregation of some autonomous networks
whose authentication servers are interconnected by encrypted channels. The encrypted
channels are communication channels in which traffic are encrypted. Within an SNG, each
pair of authentication servers share a common secret key and the secret key is used to estab-
lish the encrypted channel between the pair of authentication servers. All communications
among the AS are encrypted using the common secret keys between the participating ASs.
3.3.1 Authentication Delegation
In an SNG, ASs are virtually linked together using the encrypted channels. The linkages
enable Authentication Delegation. Let us look at how an autonomous network makes
authentication delegation with an SNG.
No doubt autonomous networks authenticate their own registered users. When an au-
tonomous network NA delegates its authentication authority to another network NB, then
whenever NB declares UB as authenticated and UB has the right to use the services which
NB provides, NA also provides its shared services to UB as if UB was authenticated by NA
also. We refer to NA as the delegatornetwork and NB is the delegateenetwork. NB is
said to have attached to NA. In other words, when UB is authenticated in NB, he can use
the services provided by NB as well as the services provided by NA. We say that NA shared
its services with NB.
When a network delegates its authentication authority to another network, our concern
is the authentication process. As the actual authentication is performed by the authentica-
tion server AS, we use AS of a network to represent the network itself.
When NA delegates its authentication authority to NB, ASA shares a secret key with
ASB. The shared key is used to encrypt all the traffic between the two ASs. Since the
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encrypted channels are self authenticating (for more details, see Chapter 5), when ASB
sends an authentication result to ASA through an encrypted channel established with the
shared key, ASA can simply accept the authentication result as his own authentication result
for accepting or rejecting a service request. The authentication delegation relationship is
represented by a single arrow pointing from the delegatee network to the delegator network
and is a one way relationship.
Obviously, ASB can also share a secret key with ASA thereby delegates its authentica-
tion authority to ASA and forms a mutually linked relationship. Mutual linking is therefore





Figure 3.2: A Service Network Graph
A Service Network Graph can be used as a representation of many autonomous net-
works attached to or mutually linked with each other, in which an attachment is represented
by a single-ended arrow and a mutual-link is represented by a double-end arrow as depicted
in Figure 3.2.
From this moment on, we use SNG to refer to a dynamic aggregation of autonomous
networks with both one way type and mutual type of links. We illustrate this concept with
the following example.
Example In Figure 3.2, N1, N2, N3 and N4 are four autonomous networks where
• N1 attaches to N2.
N2 delegates its authentication authority to N1.
After N1 authenticates user U1, N2 is happy to provide services to U1.
• N2 attaches to N1 and N4.
N1 delegates its authentication authority to N2.
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N4 delegates its authentication authority to N2.
After N2 authenticates user U2, N1 and N4 are happy to provide services to U2.
• N3 attaches to N2.
N2 delegates its authentication authority to N3.
After N3 authenticates user U3, N2 is happy to provide services to U3.
• N4 attaches to N3.
N3 delegates its authentication authority to N4.
After N4 authenticates user U4, N3 is happy to provide services to U4.
3.3.2 The Sample Service Network Graph
In an SNG, autonomous networks can be identified with their IP network addresses and
in particular, AS’s IP addresses. We refer to the sample SNG shown in Figure 3.2 for our
discussions. Some useful IP addresses are listed in Table 3.1.






Table 3.1: IP addresses of authentication servers in sample SNG.
With the SNG physical framework in place, we now proceed to look at the concept of
Service Path and Distributed Networks Service Authentication protocol for SNG.
3.4 Service Path
In this section, we look at the concept of Service Path (SPath). In the SNG shown in
Figure 3.2 on page 40, when N4 shares its service with N2, AS4 shares a secret key with
AS2 and SLS4 shares its service list in the form of SPath with SLS2. SPaths specify the
requested service, which server provides the service, the access path, cost and the condition
of sharing. Service Path (SPath) was originally defined in [42] as shown below. Further
properties of SPath are discussed in [41, 38, 39].
<SOpt:SAPath/SverN/SviceN>:<Cost>
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where
SOpt (Share Option) specifies the condition of sharing, such as free (F) to
share with other networks or restricted (R) for further sharing.
SAPath (Service Access Path) is the path from the home network AS to
the service providing server SverN . To ensure that no cycle exists in
SAPath field, whenever a network acquires a SPath, it should check
that its own network address does not appear in the SAPath field. If
the network address appears in the SAPath field, the SPath should be
discarded.
SverN (Service Providing Network) is the name of the service providing server.
SviceN (Network Service) is the name of the requested service.
cost is the cost for using this service.
A typical SPath looks like:
<F:./200.200.4.2/200.200.3.2/Server3/Time>:<4>
where
SOpt = F (free to share with others)
SAPath = ./200.200.4.2/200.200.3.2/ (from current network N2 to N4 and
then N3)
SverN = Server3 (name of the service providing server)
SviceN = Time (name of the requested service)
cost = 4 (cost for using this service)
3.4.1 Share Options
The first field of an SPath is Share Option (SOpt), which indicates conditions we impose
on the service. For simplicity, we define options Free (F ) and Restricted (R). If an
SPath has F as the value of SOpt, the autonomous network shares the service to other
networks when they attach to it. On the other hand, services which has R as the value of
SOpt, the service would not be shared when other networks are attached to it.
Other options for SOpt including role dependent options and time dependent options
can also be defined as follows:
A Accessible only to adult users.
Service example: Streaming of X-rated video.
This option serves as a legal and moral filter for under-aged service users.
The home network may reject the authentication if the user is not an adult.
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N Accessible only to network administrators.
Service example: Accessing network information and statistics.
Network administrators need to have information about neighboring net-
works to optimize the performance of their network. They use services
which can provide information and statistics about connected networks
so that optimization of their networks can be done efficiently and effec-
tively.
Obviously these services are only available to the network administrators
and not for general users.
O Accessible only during, say, 9:00 am - 5:00 pm.
Service example: Placing of orders for Stock Exchange.
Some companies only allow placing of orders within the normal trading
hours. Outside the business hours, such services are not available.
H Accessible only during non-office hours.
Service example: Backing up a database.
Some services take up a lot of resources. It is reasonable to limit such
services to non-office hours. In the case of backing up business data,
non-office hour operation can help to ensure completeness and integrity
of the data backed up.
3.4.2 Service Access Path
The second field of an SPath is the Service Access Path (SAPath). The SAPath indi-
cates the network path to access the nominated service. We use the IP address of AS for the
address for the autonomous network because we must access an AS before we can access
a service.
Still looking at the SNG on page 40, a service provided by a local server has ./ as the
SAPath. When the local service of N4 is shared with another network, say N2, SLS4 re-
places ./ with N4/ before the SPath is shared with SLS2. On receiving the shared SPath,
AS2 then pre-pends ./ to all the SPath received. The process repeats when SPaths are
shared further. Each sharing results in an network IP added after the ./ in SAPath.
For example, when a service from N3 is shared with N4, N2 and N1 in turn, the formats
of SAPath at various stage of sharing are listed in Table 3.2.
It is important to note that when a user requests a service list, the list must come from
the SLS of his home network. Hence the ./ in an SAPath represents the home network
of a user.
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SAPath (in a network) SAPath (when shared)
./ (in N3) N3/
./N3/ (in N4) N4/N3/
./N4/N3/ (in N2) N2/N4/N3/
./N2/N4/N3/ (in N1) N1/N2/N4/N3/
Table 3.2: Network paths to authentication server AS3 in sample SNG.
3.4.3 Cost
The last field of SPath is Cost. Cost is in fact a measure of resources required for the
service. It is used for auditing and charging purposes. Various cost metrics can be used.
Commonly accepted metrics include pecuniary credits, processing time and transmission
time, and bandwidth. Cost may change as the service is shared further and further away
from its service providing network.
In the next section, we present a protocol which is used by SNG to authenticate users
and provide services.
3.5 Distributed Networks Service Authentication Protocol
Distributed Networks Service Authentication (DNSA) protocol was proposed in [35, 34].
An SNG uses the DNSA to authenticate and provide services to users, irrespective of the
network within SNG.
The DNSA protocol has two distinct operation modes. One is the Network Participa-
tion mode (NP mode) in which a network links to another network in an SNG. Another
is the User Service mode (US mode) in which a user accesses a local or shared service.
3.5.1 Network Participation Mode
We refer DNSA is in its Network Participation (NP ) mode when autonomous networks
joins an SNG. This mode is used to establish the encryption channels of an SNG.
Let us assumeN2 andN4 are two separate autonomous networks as shown in Figure 3.3.
Upon receiving the request from N2 to attach directly to N4, AS4 generates and sends a
secret key, authentication token key (ATK4a) to AS2. AS4 accepts all service requests
encrypted with ATK4a as if the user was authenticated by AS4 (see Section 3.5.2 and Chap-
ter 5 for details). Hence we called the sharing of ATK4a as Authentication Delegation.
SLS4 also sends information about services to be shared with N2 to SLS2 in the form
of a Service Path (SPath). The sharing of services makes N2 capable of offering services
















































Step 1: AS4 generates ATK4a
AS4 sends ATKa to AS24
Step 2:
Figure 3.3: Attaching one network to another network
provided by N4 as well as its own. Both AS2 and SLS2 acknowledge the receipt of in-
formation from AS4 and SLS4 respectively. Both AS2 and AS4 now have the key ATK4a
which was generated by AS4. N4 has delegated the authentication authority to N2. Note
that the reverse is not true.
Similarly, N4 can also request to attach to N2 and form a mutual link with N2. This
time the key ATK2a is generated by AS2.
The number of ATKs that an AS holds is equal to the number of links the AS has
established. The number of ATKs that the AS generates is the same as the number of
networks attached to it; and the number of ATKs the AS receives is the same as the
number of network it attaches to.
3.5.2 User Service Mode
The second mode DNSA is the User Service (US) mode. When a local user U2 in N2
requests services, U2 has to query its service locating server SLS2 for services available.
SLS2 returns a list of services available on which each service is listed in the form of
SPath that includes the service access network path, server name, service name and cost







Here PXY represents the SPath of service Y provided by network NX .
If the user U2 is satisfied with the service, U2 has to authenticate to AS2 and submit the
selected service path which AS2 uses to retrieve service information from the server.
The following are four possible scenarios of service request.
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Scenario 1: Local Service Request
Let us look at the simplest scenario. From the SAPath of a requested service SPath,
DNSA can determine if the service is a local service or not. For instance, if the SAPath


















































Figure 3.4: User requesting a local service
For a local service request, such as < F : ./S2/Path >:< 1 >, the steps for providing
service as shown in Figure 3.4 are:
Step 1 U2 requests a list of services available.
Step 2 U2 presents authentication information and SPath of selected service to AS2 en-
crypted using user shared secret key K2u.
Step 3 If authentication is successful, AS2 generates a session key Ksession. AS2 then en-
crypts Ksession using server shared secret key K2s of server S2 and sends it to S2.
Step 4 S2 acknowledges the session key Ksession and returns AS2 all service information for
the request encrypted using server shared secret key K2s .
Step 5 AS2 relays the service information and Ksession to U2 using user shared secret key
K2u.
Step 6 U2 accesses S2 for services using the session key Ksession.
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Scenario 2: Remote Service Request
If the SPath indicates the service is a remote service as in: < F : ./N4/S4/T ime >:









































































Figure 3.5: User requesting a shared service
Step 1 U2 requests a list of services available.
Step 2 U2 presents authentication information and SPath of selected service to AS2 en-
crypted using user shared secret key K2u.
Step 3 If authentication is successful, AS2 retrieves the authentication token key of AS4,
ATK4a and uses it to encrypt the session keyKsession and SPath of requested service.
Ksession and SPath forms an authentication token. The encrypted token is sent to
AS4.
Step 4 AS4 then retrieves the authentication token and encrypts it again using the shared
secret key K4s of server S4 and sends it to S4.
Step 5 S4 acknowledges the session key Ksession and returns AS4 all service information for
the request encrypted using server shared secret key K4s .
Step 6 AS4 relays the service information to AS2 using authentication token key ATK4a .
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Step 7 AS2 relays the service information and Ksession to U2 using user shared secret key
K2u.
Step 8 U2 accesses S4 for services using the session key Ksession.
In the case when the network path in the SPath includes more than one network other
than the current network, such as < F : ./N4/N3/S3/Date >:< 3 >, the service is still a
remote service but N2 is not attached directly to the service providing network (N3). The
steps for accessing service is similar but extra steps (3a and 5a) are needed to relay the









































































Figure 3.6: User requesting a shared service
Step 1 U2 requests a list of services available.
Step 2 U2 presents authentication information and SPath of selected service to AS2 en-
crypted using user shared secret key K2u.
Step 3 If authentication is successful, AS2 retrieves the authentication token key of AS4,
ATK4a and uses the key to encrypt the authentication token, and sends the encrypted
token to AS4.
Step 3a AS4 retrieves the authentication token key of AS3, ATK3a ; uses the key to encrypt
the authentication token; and sends the encrypted token to AS3.
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Step 4 AS3 encrypts Ksession using server shared secrete key K3s of server S3 and send it to
S3.
Step 5 S3 acknowledges the session key Ksession and returns AS3 all service information for
the request encrypted using server shared secret key K3s .
Step 5a AS3 relays the service information to AS4 using authentication token key ATK3a .
Step 6 AS4 relays the service information to AS2 using authentication token key ATK4a .
Step 7 AS2 relays the service information and Ksession to U2 using user shared secret key
K2u.
Step 8 U2 accesses S3 for services using the session key Ksession.
The extra steps show thatAS4 now acts like a middle man passing authentication tokens
and service information onto the next hop along the network path in an SPath.
Scenario 3: Mobile Service Request
Suppose U2 is a registered user of N2 currently located in N1. If the U2 requests service
< F : ./N4/N3/S3/Date >:< 3 > while U − 2 is in N1, it is the case of mobile service















































































Figure 3.7: Mobile user requesting a shared service
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The case is the same as remote service access except extra steps (1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 7a and
7b) are required for relaying authentication and service information between the visited
network and the home network:
Step 1a U2 approaches AS1 and requests a list of services available.
Step 1b AS1 forwards the service list request to the SLS2 in N2. Upon receiving the service
list from SLS2, AS1 forwards the service list to U2.
Step 2a U2 selects a service and send the authentication token to AS1 using K2u.
Step 2b AS1 forwards the authentication token and service request toAS2 inN2 usingATK2a .
Step 3 If authentication is successful, AS2 retrieves the authentication token key of AS4,
ATK4a and uses it to encrypt the session key Ksession and authentication token. The
encrypted message is sent to AS4.
Step 3a AS4 retrieves the authentication token key of AS3, ATK3a and uses it to encrypt the
session key Ksession and authentication token. The encrypted message is sent to AS3.
Step 4 AS3 then encrypts Ksession using server shared secrete key K3s of server S3 and sends
it to S3.
Step 5 S3 acknowledges the session key Ksession and returns AS3 with all service informa-
tion for the request encrypted using server shared secret key K3s .
Step 5a AS3 relays the service information to AS4 using authentication token key ATK3a .
Step 6 AS4 relays the service information to AS2 using authentication token key ATK4a .
Step 7a AS2 encrypts the service information and Ksession with K2u and relays the encrypted
service information and Ksession to AS1 using the authentication token key ATK2a .
Step 7b AS1 forwards the encrypted service information and session key Ksession to U2.
Step 8 U2 retrieves service information and Ksession; and accesses S3 for services using the
session key Ksession.
In Steps 1b and 7a, AS1 and AS2 are required to exchange messages. The access path
is not recorded in SAPath of an SPath. This information can be obtained in an SNG
topology file.
The above sequence of steps works fine for transit mobile users. For non-transit mobile
users, it would be better if a temporary account can be set up in N1 for U2. With an
account on N1, the authentication token does not need to be forwarded all the way to N2
for authentication. Instead, authentication can be done locally.
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When N1 attaches to N2, due to that AS2 has delegated authentication authority to AS1,
it is acceptable that AS1 takes over the authentication duty of AS2 for this case even though
U2 is registered in AS2.
In order to take over the authentication duty, AS1 has to set up an account for U2.
Sharing a secret key between U2 and AS1 does not prove the identity of U2. U2 has to bind
his identity to the shared secret. This may involve complex legal processes, lengthy period
of time and plenty of documents. To bind the shared secret with the identity of U2, AS1
may choose an approach similar to X.509 digital certificates [2]. AS1 can set up a transient
account for U2 by sharing a secret key with U2 and entrusting the home authentication
server AS2 to bind the identity with the shared secret.
Entrusting AS2 for identity binding is equivalent to delegating authentication authority
to AS2. AS1 can assume that AS2 endorses the identity of U2 when AS2 replies with a
successful log-on when U2 makes his first service request in N1. Hence the identity of U2
in N1 is bound to the identity of U2 in N2 after to the first successful log-on and N1 can
now set up an account for U2.
Note that setting up new accounts in N1 (N2 delegates authentication authority to N1)
and rely on the home network for identity binding (N1 delegates authentication authority to
N2) is only possible when AS1 and AS2 have mutual authentication delegation as indicated
by the double-end arrow shown in Figure 3.7.
3.6 Authentication Propagation
Complementary to authentication delegation, Authentication Propagation is the relay of
authentication request / reply of a user from the visited network to the home network [41].
For example, considering a case of mobile service request, U2 fromN2 is now located in
N1. When U1 requests services from N2, AS1 forwards the request to SLS2 which returns
a list of services available to U2. AS1 uses the information it acquired when it joins the
SNG to pass on the message. When N1 attaches to N2, SLS2 shares service information
in the form of SPaths. The SAPath field of SPath tells AS1 which network AS1 can
access via AS2. It is simply all the network addresses in an SAPath other than the ./ and
the first network address which must be the address of AS2.
Suppose one of the shared SPath has an SAPath
./200.200.2.2/200.200.4.2/200.200.3.2/ (i.e. ./N2/N4/N3/).
AS1 reckons this is equivalent to three pieces of information:
• AS2 is directly linked;
• Reach AS3 via AS2;
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• Reach AS4 via AS2.




By going through all SPath acquired, AS1 can work out the next hop addresses of all
AS accessible.




When AS forwards a service request, it always consults its SNG topology file for the
next hop address.
3.7 Changes in SNG Configuration
An SNG is formed based on authentication delegations, either one-way or mutual. Changes
in SNG configuration means that authentication delegation relationships in an SNG are
changed [34]. This will affect the services shared among the directly linked and indirectly
linked autonomous networks.
With reference to the SNG shown in Figure 3.2, a local Date service in N3 is repre-
sented by different SPaths in different networks when shared:
N3 < ./S3/Date >:< 1 >
N4 < ./N3/S3/Date >:< 2 >
N2 < ./N4/N3/S3/Date >:< 3 >
N1 < ./N2/N4/N3/S3/Date >:< 4 >
The service is made available to N4 when N4 attaches to N3. Similarly, the service is
made available when N2 and N1 attach to N4 and N2 respectively. Except for the case of
N4 which directly links with N3, all other SPaths for the shared Date service contain the
.../N4/N3/... pattern. This pattern persists in all SPaths sharing Date service via N4.
Suppose N4 wants to detach from N3 for some reason. N4 detaches from N3 simply
by removing the ATK3a from its AS4 and notifying N3 about the deletion. N3 also deletes
ATK3a in response to this notification. All service requests with SPaths having the pattern
.../N4/N3/... would be denied by AS3 and AS4. N4 then broadcasts to all networks which
are attached to it that all services from N3 via N4 are no longer available. Effectively N4 is
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telling all attached networks that SPaths with .../N4/N3/... is no longer valid and should
be removed from their service lists.
When a network receives such a notice, it first checks its service list. If SPaths with
.../N4/N3/... exist, it deletes the SPaths and passes the notice further on to all networks
attached to it. If it does not have any SPath with .../N4/N3/..., either the network does not
share any N3 service made available via N4 or the message reaches the network via a loop.
In this case, the network which has received the message simply discards the message.
After all the networks discard the message to delete an SPath, the SNG is ready for
normal service again.
The case is pretty much similar when N3 does not want to share services with N4
anymore. AS3 simply informs AS4 that the services from N3 are no longer available and
removes the ATK3a it shared with N4. N4 then proceeds as if it initiates the detaching
action.
3.8 Changes in User Authorization
Whenever user authorization is changed, it is recorded somewhere in the identity repository
of his home network. The changes in authorization would be problematic when the user is
still accessing services while the changes occurred [35].
Suppose U2 is a registered user of N2. He has requested and authorized to access a local
service (Path) and a remote service (Date):
< ./S2/Path >:< 1 >
< ./N4/N3/S3/Date >:< 1 >
Suppose the right to use Path service and Date service are removed from U2 while he is
accessing both services.
When AS2 is alert to any authorization changes for U2, it makes some changes in its
own identity repository. AS2 pushes the authorization changes to the server concerned as
shown in the service path using a revocation token. The revocation token can be forwarded
further to another network as indicated by the SPath. The content of a revocation token
is similar to that of an authentication token. Only this time the service is flagged as deny.
The steps for revoking the Date service are shown in Figure 3.8:
Step 1 AS2 sends revocation token to AS4.
Step 2 AS4 forwards the revocation token to AS3.
Step 3 AS3 passes the revocation token to S3.
On receiving such an authorization change message, the server terminates the service
according to predefined access control policy.






























































Figure 3.8: Changes in user authorization is pushed to server
3.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced SNG as a dynamic aggregation of autonomous networks.
The networks are linked together using the encrypted channels which indicates authentica-
tion delegation is in place between the networks. We also presented DNSA, the protocol
for authenticating a local user or mobile user requesting a local or remote service. In the
next Chapter, we continue our discussion on SPath optimization for efficiency and scala-
bility.
Chapter 4
Efficiency and Scalability of Service Path
In Chapter 3, the concept of service and SNG were introduced; and DNSA was discussed.
In addition, Service Path (SPath) was also defined. The SPath was mainly used to hold
the information about a service which is shared between autonomous networks in an SNG.
We noticed that each time when a service is shared, the SAPath field of an SPath increase
by one IP address. The problem is that the overhead for establishing a service increases as
SAPath increases and poses a potential constraint for the scalability of SPath and SNG.
In this Chapter, we look at the efficiency and scalability of SPath by presenting a method
for optimizing SPath [39].
4.1 Overview
We re-visit Figure 3.2 on page 40. When a service from N3 is shared with N4, N2 and N1
in turn, the SAPath field of an SPath grows each time it is shared. If SPath and indeed
SNG are to be used for ad hoc aggregation of autonomous networks, the SPath would
become very long and complicated, therefore, inefficient. Another constraint is that SPath
is not scalable. Thus it is desirable to be able to optimize the SAPath field of an SPath.
First of all, we make a proposition as follows.
Service Paths of the form:
< SOpt : SAPath/Ser/Srv >:< Cost >
can always have the SAPath optimized to a two-address format
addNhome/addNservice/
and the resulting SPaths have the form:
< SOpt : addNhome/addNservice/Ser/Srv >:< Cost >
We prove our proposition in the following section.
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4.2 Basic Axioms and Theorems
In subsequent sections, we use Axiom P10 and Theorem P8 from Lampson et al in [43]
to demonstrate how SPath can be optimized. We adapted Theorem P8 by qualifying the
Principals to act as “Authentication Agent”.
Axiom P10
Listed in Appendix A.1, this axiom says that principal PA can establish a “speak for”
relationship with principal PB when he declares PB speaks for him.
Theorem P8
This theorem, listed in Appendix A.2, tells us that if principal PA speaks for principal PB,
then whenever PA says something, PB would have said the same thing.
In our research, we are concerned with authentication authority of a principal. Hence
we adapt Theorem P8 by qualifying the “speak for” relation with the role “as Authentica-
tion Agent” (“as AA” for short) as shown in Theorem 4.1 below.
Theorem 4.1 ` (PA as AA # PB as AA) ⇒ ((PA as AA says s) ⇒ (PB as AA says s))
The symbols used are given in Table 4.1.
Symbol Meaning
s a statement
` s s is an axiom of the theory or




Table 4.1: List of symbols used in this chapter
4.3 Optimization of Service Path
In this section, we demonstrate how Service Paths can be optimized. We use a particular
case as an example.
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Suppose NA provides a freely sharable FTP service at a cost of 215 units. The ASA for
NA has an IP address of 10.1.1.1. The SA is called FTPSer.
When network NA offers a service, the service is listed as an SPath of the form
< SOpt : SAPath/Ser/Srv >:< C >
The SAPath field in this case is simply the network address of the authentication server
(AS) of NA.
< SOpt : addNA/Ser/Srv >:< C >
So the SPath of our example FTP service listed in the service providing network NA looks
like:
< F : ./FTPSer/FTP >:< 215 >
or equivalently,
< F : 10.1.1.1/FTPSer/FTP >:< 215 >
When network NB joins an SNG by attaching to network NA, NA delegates its authentica-
tion authority to NB. NA also passes the SPath of the FTP service to NB. Home users of
NB can now use the FTP service offered by NA if they are authenticated by NB. NB lists
all the shared service as SPaths by pre-pending the address of its authentication server to
the SAPath fields of all SPaths shared by NA.
< SOption : addNB/addNA/Ser/Srv >:< Cost >
The SPath for FTP service in NB looks like:
< F : 10.1.2.1/10.1.1.1/FTPSer/FTP >:< 215 >
As the SAPath field is pre-pended with a network address every time it is shared with
another network, the SAPath of an SPath gets longer each time the service is shared
with another network. When users try to authenticate and access a service, obviously, the
overhead for authentication and setting up a service gets larger as the SAPath gets longer.
It is imperative to keep the SAPath to an optimal length for the purpose of efficiency
and scalability. To optimize an SPath is the transformation of the SAPath field of an
arbitrary SPath to its optimal form. In the next subsection, we discuss the theoretical
basis of optimizing SPaths.
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4.3.1 Optimization of SPath
We start to prove that SPaths (SAPath field) can be optimized with some formal defini-
tions regarding Authentication Delegation in SNG context.
Definition 4.2 Authentication Delegation
If network NB attaches to network NA which is a member of an SNG, then we define
NA delegates its authentication authority to network NB. If a network NB delegates its
authentication authority to another network NA, then we represent it as
NA as AA says (NB as AA # NA as AA)
When authentication authority is delegated, we have to keep track of the delegatee and the
delegator relationships. The relationships are recorded in Authentication Delegation Paths
which has the same format as SPath. Every time when a delegation occurs, the new dele-
gatee address is pre-pended to the Authentication Delegation Path. So an Authentication
Delegation Path would have the address of the delegatee network as the leftmost address
and the delegator network address as the right most address. In between are intermediate
networks which were delegatee networks at certain time in the authentication delegation
process.
Definition 4.3 Authentication Delegation Path for Self-Authentication
The Authentication Delegation Path of network NA in network NA itself is defined as:
addNA/
It simply means NA performs authentication itself.
Definition 4.4 Authentication Delegation Path in Remote Networks
If NA delegates its authentication authority to another network NB, then we define the
Authentication Delegation Path for NA in NB to be
addNB/addNA/
within the SNG context. The delegated authentication authority can further be delegated.
That is to say, if NA delegates authentication authority to NB which in turn delegates the
authentication authority of NA to another network NC , the Authentication Delegation Path
looks like
addNC/(addNB/addNA/)
which is equivalent to
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addNC/addNB/addNA/
Hence we can generalize our Authentication Delegation Path definition to the following
definition.
Definition 4.5 Authentication Delegation Path
The Authentication Delegation Path is defined as the network path which traces the au-
thentication delegation sequence from the delegator network to the final delegatee network
in the form of
addNdelegatee/.../addN2/addN1/addNdelegator/
With the definitions 4.2 - 4.5 in place, we can now make the proposition that SPaths can
be optimized.
Proposition 4.6 (Optimization of SPath)
Service Path of the form
< SOpt : SAPath/Ser/Srv >:< Cost >
can always have the SAPath optimized to a two-address format
addNhome/addNservice/
and the resulting SPaths have the form
< SOpt : addNhome/addNservice/Ser/Srv >:< Cost >
We prove this proposition by working through a sequence of Lemmas.
Lemma 4.7 (Transitivity of “speak for” relation)
` (NA as AA # NB as AA)∧ (NB as AA # NC as AA) ⇒ (NA as AA # NC as AA)
PROOF:
From the first condition in the Lemma and Theorem 4.1, we have
(NA as AA says s) ⇒ (NB as AA says s)
Similarly, the second condition in the Lemma yields
(NB as AA says s) ⇒ (NC as AA says s)
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So the predicate of the logic becomes:
((NA as AA says s) ⇒ (NB as AA says s))∧ ((NB as AA says s) ⇒ (NC as AA says s))
Transitive property of the “⇒” relation allows us to replace the predicate with
((NA as AA says s) ⇒ (NC as AA says s))
which is precisely what we get when we apply Theorem 4.1 to the conclusion of the
Lemma. ¥
Lemma 4.8 (Transitivity of Authentication Delegation)
Suppose NA delegates the authentication authority to NB. When NB delegates the
authentication authority to NC , the authentication authority for NA is also delegated to
NC .
PROOF
When NA delegates authentication authority to NB, by Definition 4.2 and Axiom P10
from [43], we have
(NB as AA # NA as AA)
When NB delegates authentication authority to NC , by Definition 4.2 and Axiom P10
from [43], we have
(NC as AA # NB as AA)
These two authentication delegations satisfied the conditions of Lemma 4.7 and so we
can conclude from Lemma 4.7 that
(NC as AA # NA as AA) ¥
Lemma 4.9 (Authentication Delegation Path)
If NA as AA delegates its authentication authority to another network NB as AA, then
NB acquires the Authentication Delegation Path for NA, and all Authentication Delegation




When NA delegates its authentication authority to NB, by Definition 4.4, NB has a
Authentication Delegation Path
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addNB/addNA/
Similarly, when NB delegates its authentication authority to NC , from Lemma 4.8,
Definition 4.4 and Definition 4.5, NC has two Authentication Delegation Paths
addNC/addNB/
addNC/addNB/addNA/
We keep on applying Lemma 4.8 and Definition 4.4 and 4.5 every time an autonomous
network delegates its authentication authority to another network, until, finally NA del-
egates its authentication authority to network NB. From Lemma 4.8, all authentication
authority already delegated to NA, and the authentication authority of NA itself, are dele-
gated to NB. When authentication authorities are delegated to NB all the Authentication
Delegation Paths have the address of NA pre-pended by Definition 4.4. ¥
Lemma 4.10 (Equivalence of Authentication Delegation)







indicates NS delegates its authentication authority to N1 (Definition 4.5) which in turn
delegates its authentication authority to N2. From Lemma 4.8, the authentication authority
for NS is also delegated to N2. By Definition 4.5 the Authentication Delegation Path of NS
in N2 is
addN2/addN1/addNS/
When the authentication authority for NS is delegated to N2, using Definition 4.2, we
have
NS as AA says (N2 as AA # NS as AA)
By Axiom P10 from [43], we have
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(N2 as AA # NS as AA)
And by Definition 4.4, the Authentication Delegation Path for the delegation listed
above is
addN2/addNS/
Hence we can transform Authentication Delegation Path from
addN2/addN1/addNS/
to a shorter form
addN2/addNS/
Every time we apply the argument to the address triplets on the left hand side of an
Authentication Delegation Path, we get one address less. By repeating the process just
described to an Authentication Delegation Path argument, we can arrive at its optimized
form:
addNH/addNS/ ¥
PROOF of Proposition 4.6
SAPath inside a SPath is the authentication Delegation Path of the service to the
user’s home network. Hence by Lemma 4.10, all Authentication Delegation Path can be
reduced to the form
addNH/addNS/
and hence we have the optimized form of an SPath. ¥
4.4 Implementing SPath Optimization
In this section, we discuss how to achieve the SPath optimization in an SNG context.
For heterogeneous aggregation of networks in an SNG, it is common to have a service
shared with many neighboring networks. The shared service may, in turn, share with more
next neighbors. When a shared service is made available to a network, it may come with a
different Service Path even though the service is provided by same unique server.
When the Service Path is optimized, information about the Authentication Path is lost.
Furthermore, if a network withdraws from the SNG, all the Service Paths it shared with
other networks would be invalidated. The optimized form of SPath does not reveal the
intermediate networks involved. The same problem occurs when a networks re-joins an
SNG, members of the SNG have to determine which SPaths should be validated.







Figure 4.1: Sharing of key before SPath optimization
4.4.1 Selecting Service Paths
We discuss these issues along with the implementation methodology using Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 shows three possible ways to obtain a service. The SPaths are:
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N4/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C2 >
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
Obviously the three SPaths should be optimized to the same SPath:
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C4 >
Note that the choice for the Cost is the minimum of all SPath Costs. In this case, C4 is
the minimum of C1, C2 and C3.
The optimization essentially summarizes SPaths of the same service with different
service access paths to a single SPath. This helps to minimize the resources used and
provides a more scalable way of deployment.
4.4.2 Service Optimization Table and Authentication Path Network
Lookup Table
We have seen that three distinct SPaths for the same service can be optimized and form a
single SPath for the service in Section 4.4.1. It is true that by optimizing the SPath, the
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SPath is more efficient and scalable. But the lost of detailed SPath information results in
two problems.
As the SPath serves as the path for the user home network to get service information,
the optimized SPath does not have explicit hop by hop information for the user home net-
work to reach the server for service information. Secondly, if a network stops to participate
in an SNG, the Authentication Delegation chain is broken and all the SPaths that involve
the network are no longer valid and should be removed from the Service List. With the
SPaths optimized, there is no way to tell which SPath is to be removed from the Service
List.
The problems can be solved if
• the SPath is shared in full form
• the SPath in full form and the corresponding optimized form are recorded in a
SPath Optimization Table (SOT )
• the optimized form is listed in the Authentication Path Network Lookup Table (APNLT ).
An APNLT lists all full SPaths associated with an optimized SPath and the networks
involved in all the full SPaths. A typical SOT and APNLT are shown in Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3.
Consider the two SPaths in network NH :
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
The last one is optimized to the form
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
Here we assume that C3 is less than C1 and C3 is chosen as the cost for the optimized
SPath.
The SOT for network NH look like Table 4.2 and the corresponding APNLT look
like Table 4.3.
Optimized SPath Full SPath
Status of
full SPath
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > Standby
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > Chosen
Table 4.2: SPath Optimization Table for NH
It is easy to see that the Authentication Path for the optimized SPath is NH/N2/NS/
from SOT . The APNLT provides a quick way to check if an optimized SPath is affected
or not when a network withdraws from an SNG. There are three cases as follow.
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SPath N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 ... NS ...
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > T F T F F ... T ...
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > F T F F F ... T ...
Table 4.3: Authentication Path Network Lookup Table for NH
Case 1
This is the case in which N1 withdraws from the SNG.
From APNLT , column N1 we see that the entry at the row for
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
is “T” and the entry at the row for
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
is “F”. It means that
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
is invalid now as it uses N1 as part of the SAPath while
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
is not affected as it does not use N1 in its SAPath.
So SPath
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
should be removed from the APNLT and SOT , and
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
promoted to Chosen as shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.
Optimized SPath Full SPath
Status of
full SPath
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > < SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > Chosen
Table 4.4: SPath Optimization Table for NH
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SPath N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 ... NS ...
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > F T F F F ... T ...
Table 4.5: Authentication Path Network Lookup Table for NH
Case 2
This is the case in which N2 Instead of N1 withdraws from the SNG.
Column N2 of APNLT has a “F” at the row for
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
and “T” at the row for
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
Now it is
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
which is invalid, and
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
is not affected.
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
would be removed from the APNLT and SOT while
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
in SOT would be promoted to Chosen as it provides the SPath with minimum cost. Note
the Cost for the optimized SPath changes to C1 as the SPath which has a Cost of C3 is
no longer available. The updated SOT and APNLT are shown in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7.
Optimized SPath Full SPath
Status of
full SPath
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > < SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > Chosen
Table 4.6: SPath Optimization Table for NH
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SPath N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 ... NS ...
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > T F T F F ... T ...
Table 4.7: Authentication Path Network Lookup Table for NH
Case 3
This is the case in which both N1 and N2 stay in the SNG and a new SPath for the same
service NS/Ser/Srv is shared with NH .
< SOpt : NH/N3/N4/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C2 >
If C2 is larger than C3, the new SPath becomes a backup SPath and assumes a status
of Standby as shown in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.
Optimized SPath Full SPath
Status of
full SPath
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > Standby
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > Chosen
< SOpt : NH/N3/N4/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C2 > Standby
Table 4.8: SPath Optimization Table for NH
SPath N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 ... NS ...
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > T F T F F ... T ...
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > F T F F F ... T ...
< SOpt : NH/N3/N4/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C2 > T F T T F ... T ...
Table 4.9: Authentication Path Network Lookup Table for NH
On the other hand, if C2 is less than C3, the new SPath becomes the preferred SPath
and assume a status of Chosen while
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
is down-graded to Standby. The APNLT remains the same as before, but the SOT is
changed as shown in Table 4.8 and Table 4.10.
In the extreme case when an optimized SPath has no valid full SPath in the SOT , the
optimized SPath is no longer valid. Hence it can be removed from the SOT , APNLT
and service list.
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Optimized SPath Full SPath
Status of
full SPath
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > Standby
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > Standby
< SOpt : NH/N3/N4/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C2 > Chosen
Table 4.10: SPath Optimization Table for NH
With the SOT and APNLT in place, we can optimize SPath without loss of Authen-
tication Path information and can check how the optimized SPaths are affected when an
autonomous network withdraws from an SNG.
When an AS uses an optimized SPath, there may not be any direct authentication
delegation relationship for the home network and the service providing network (SNet)
and encrypted channel cannot be established.
4.4.3 Authentication Re-Delegation
Optimization mechanism guarantees the scalability of SPath. However, after the opti-
mization is applied, if a network wishes to reach the service providing network for service
information, there may not be any encrypted channel for the process. The service provid-
ing network may not have delegated the authentication authority to the service requesting
network. To overcome this, we introduce the Authentication Re-delegation [40].
Remember that when network NA joins an SNG, it shares a secret key K1 with a
member network,NB of the SNG for establishing a self-authenticating encryption channel.
In NA, the Authentication Delegation Path for NB is
addNA/addNB/
When another network NC links with NA to join the SNG, the key shared between NA and
NC is K2. In NC the Authentication Delegation Paths are
addNC/addNA/
addNC/addNA/addNB/
Proposition 4.6 allows us to optimize the second Authentication Delegation Path to
addNC/addNB/
NC has a shared key with NA. NB has a shared key with NA and NB has no shared key
with NC . The optimized SPath addNC/addNB/ works only when there is a shared key
between NC and NB. The shared key is used to establish a self-authenticating encryption
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channel between NC and NB. So NC must share a key K3 with NB before optimizing any
SPath in which the service is provided by NB.
The sharing of a key between NB and NC is called Authentication re-Delegation from
NB toNC given thatNB has delegated authentication authority toNA andNA has delegated
authentication authority to NC .
Since Authentication Delegation in SNG is transitive (Lemma 4.8), NB can share a
secret key with NC without further administrative work. This can be done via the original
encrypted Authentication Delegation Path or simply uses the same procedure as when NC
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Figure 4.2: Sharing of key before SPath optimization
Let us use an example here to explain the concept of Authentication Delegation Path.
Figure 4.2 shows that NA shares a key K1 with NB and the key indices for K1
are KA1 and K
B
1 in NA and NB respectively. The shared key between NA and
NC is K2. The key indices for K2 are KA2 and K
C
2 in NA and NC respectively.




The implementation is valid for all SPaths which has the SAPath field optimized to the
two-address format. addNC and addNB are now used in place of addNH and addNS . The
NH has to initiate the sharing of a key with the NS which is exactly the same as when NH
is trying to attach to the NS . The extra addresses which appear in the original SAPath
have no affect on the optimization process as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: SPath optimization in general
4.4.4 Revocation of Authentication Delegation
At any point of time, if a network wishes to revoke its authentication delegation [40] to
a certain network, all it needs to do is to send a revocation message containing its own
network identity as the delegator and the network identity of the delegatee network. Each
member network of SNG adjusts its service list, the SOT and the APNLT to reflect the
revocation.
Starting with APNLT and SOT as shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10, and assuming




NH immediately looks up the SOT and the APNLT , removing all entries of full SPaths
that contain N3/N4 in their SAPaths; and has NS/Ser/Srv as the service and service
provider. Note that only SPaths with the pattern N3/N4 in their SAPaths are removed,
SPaths with the pattern N4/N3 in their SAPath should not be removed as N4/N3 means
Delegator : N3
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Delegatee : N4
and is not affected by the revocation of authentication delegation from N4 to N3.
Similarly, SPaths with SAPath pattern N3/.../NX/N4 are not removed as N4 has not
revoked its authentication delegation to NX .
Statuses of the remaining full SPaths in SOT are updated as shown in Table 4.11 and
Table 4.12.
Optimized SPath Full SPath
Status of
full SPath
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > Standby
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > Chosen
Table 4.11: SPath Optimization Table for NH
SPath N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 ... NS ...
< SOpt : NH/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 >
< SOpt : NH/N3/N1/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C1 > T F T F F ... T ...
< SOpt : NH/N2/NS/Ser/Srv >:< C3 > F T F F F ... T ...
Table 4.12: Authentication Path Network Lookup Table for NH
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the basics and implementation for SPath Optimization. To
enable SPath Optimization, we also introduced Authentication Re-Delegation. We listed
three cases where a network withdrew from or joined to an SNG and the affect of such
changes. In the next chapter, we discuss how an encrypted channel in SNG can authenti-
cate itself which is required for authentication delegation in SNG.
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Chapter 5
Self-authenticating Channel
In Chapter 3, we have discussed that SNG is a dynamic aggregation of networks linked
together using encrypted channels and encrypted channels are self-authenticated. In Chap-
ter 4, we have addressed the efficiency and scalability of SNG, and the optimization of
SPaths. In this Chapter, we focus on the encrypted channels and theoretically prove that
encrypted channels are self-authenticating [37].
5.1 Authentication Delegation in SNG
As we know, Authentication delegation in SNG is the delegation of authentication author-
ity from one network (AS) to another. When an autonomous network joins an SNG, it
has to obtain the trust of at least one autonomous network in the SNG and obtains the
authentication delegation from the network. An SNG is a representation of dynamically
aggregated networks, which are linked by encrypted channels.
Whether the encrypted channels are self-authenticated is critically important for the
secure service sharing on the SNG. In this Chapter, we prove that an encrypted channel is
self-authenticating. Let us once more use the SNG given in Chapter 3 on page 40. If the
encryption key is shared by AS1 with AS2 only, AS1 is assured of the origin of a message if
it is encrypted with the shared key. So when AS2 says something regarding the identity of
a user, encrypted with the shared key, AS1 which has delegated the authentication authority
to AS2, is comfortable to say the same.
It is reasonable that symbols and approach similar to that presented by Lampson [43]
are used to give a formal proof of self-authentication for encrypted channels in SNG. Like
in Chapter 4, we start with some axioms and theorems from Guttman et al [17] and from
Lampson [43] first. We then prove the proposition that encrypted channels authenticate
themselves by proposing and proving three lemmas.
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5.2 Self-Authentication of Encrypted Channels
The objective in this section is to prove that an encrypted channel in SNG authenticates
itself. Axiom 1 from [17] (listed in Appendix B) tells us about free encryption. Axiom P10,
Theorem P8, and Theorem P11 from [43] (listed in Appendix A) established the foundation
for delegation of authorities.
When an autonomous network joins an SNG, its authentication server (ASA) shares
a unique and secret key with the authentication server (ASB) of a member network of the
SNG. The secret key would be stored in the key database of ASB and has a key index.
The shared key is used by ASA to establish an encrypted channel with ASB. In so doing,
ASA joins ASB and becomes part of the SNG.
The SNG one-way joining process forms the basis of the assumptions of Proposi-
tion 5.4. The conclusion of Proposition 5.4 is that whatever encrypted message delivered
by the encrypted channel is originated from ASA. In other words, encrypted channels
formed when joining an SNG are self-authenticating.
The proof starts with three definitions and then three lemmas. We then apply the lem-
mas to prove our Proposition 5.4.
Definition 5.1 Kr is defined as a key identifier if it allows a receiver r to know what the
decryption key of an encrypted channel is but doesn’t disclose anything about it to others.
In the above definition, a key identifier can be one of the following:
• an index to a database of keys kept by the receiver; or
• {K−1}Km where Km is a secret master key kept by the receiver and K−1 is the
decryption key; or
• a pair (Kx, {K−1}K′), where Kx is a key identifier of key K ′ which encrypts the
decryption key K−1.
Definition 5.2 When principal PA shares a unique secret key KA with principal PB, key
KA and a key index KBA is added to the database DBB of keys in PB, then we define DBB
says (KBA # PA).
It follows from the assumption that the key is unique and secret. The database in PB is
happy to say the speak for relationship assuming a one-to-one (KBA to PA) mapping. Note
that the mapping from PA to KBA can be one-to-many.
This definition describes what happens when a unique key of one principal is shared
with another principal.
Definition 5.3 When PA establishes an encrypted channel with PB using a unique shared
key KA, then we define PA says (DBB # PA).
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Note that a unique secret key has to be shared before an encrypted channel can be
established.
The above definitions do not exclude the cases when a pair such as (KB′A , {s}KA) is
received in place of the expected pair (KBA , {s}KA).
5.2.1 One-way Self-authentication of Encrypted Channels
In this subsection, we demonstrate how an encrypted channel can have the property of
one-way self-authentication.
Proposition 5.4 Suppose:
1. Principal PA shares a unique secret key, KA, with principal PB;
2. PA uses KA to establish an encryption channel with PB;
3. KBA is the key index of K
−1
A in PB.
then when PB receives (KBA , {s}K), PB can infer that PA says s.
We prove this by working through a sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 5.5 Suppose there is only one unique decryption key corresponding to each en-
cryption key used in an encrypted channel. The holder of a decryption key K−1 of an
encrypted channel can infer that “K−1 says s” on receiving {s}K .
` (K−1, {s}K)⇒ (K−1 says s)
PROOF: It follows from the assumption in Lemma 5.5 and Axiom 1 from [17] that there
is only one unique key which can get back message s. We can safely associate the message
s with the decryption key (index). ¥
Lemma 5.6 Suppose Kr is a key identifier. When a pair (Kr, {s}K) was received, the
receiver can infer that ”Kr says s”.
` (Kr, {s}K)⇒ (Kr says s)
PROOF: It is a direct application of Definition 5.1 to Lemma 5.5. ¥
Lemma 5.7 Suppose:
1. Principal PA shares a unique key KA with principal PB;
2. PA uses KA to establish an encryption channel with PB;
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3. KBA is the key index of K
−1
A in PB.
For PB, (KBA # A).
PROOF: According to assumption 1, and Definition 5.2, DBB says (KBA # PA).
Assumption 2 and Definition 5.3 tells us that PA says DBB # PA which is the same
as DBB # PA by Axiom P10 from [43].
Since both conditions listed above are assumed to be true, we can link them into a
compound predicate (DB # PA) ∧ (DB says (KBA # PA)). This is the predicate in
the Handoff Rule from Lampson (Theorem P11 from [43]):
` (DB # PA) ∧ (DB says (KBA # PA))⇒ (KBA # PA)
We may now conclude that (KBA # PA) ¥
PROOF of Proposition 5.4
The assumptions in Proposition 5.4 give (KBA # PA) using Lemma 5.7.
When PB receives (KBA , {s}K), PB can infer that (KBA says s) using Lemma 5.6.
According to Theorem P8 from [43], we have
` (KBA # PA) ⇒ ((KBA says s) ⇒ (PA says s)) And hence when PB receives
(KBA , {s}K), PB can infer that PA says s. ¥
5.2.2 Two-Way Self-authentication of Encrypted Channels
In Section 5.2.1, Proposition 5.4 shows that traffic delivered to ASB via the encrypted
channel established with the key shared by ASA originates from ASA. This is a one-way
self-authentication. It would be desirable if we can extend Proposition 5.4 to cover a two-
way self-authentication. A two-way self-authentication means that messages exchanged
between ASA and ASB using encrypted channels established with shared keys can be as-
sured of the origin. Those messages heading for ASA are coming from ASB and those
messages going to ASB should originate from ASA. To extend Proposition 5.4, we need to
add two assumptions and modify another assumption.
Proposition 5.8 Suppose:
1. Principal PA shares a unique secret key, KA, with principal PB;
2. Principal PB shares the same unique secret key, KA, with principal PA;
3. PA and PB use KA to establish an encryption channel between them;
4. KBA is the key index of K
−1
A in PB.
5. KAA is the key index of K
−1
A in PA.
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then when PB receives (KBA , {s}K), PB can infer that PA says s; and when PA receives
(KAA , {s}K), PA can infer that PB says s.
PROOF: Using assumptions 1, 3, 4, and Proposition 5.4 in Section 5.2.1, we can say that
when PB receives (KBA , {s}K), PB can infer that PA says s. With assumption 2, 3, 5 and
Proposition 5.4 we can say that when PA receives (KAA , {s}K), PA can infer that PB says
s. ¥
5.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have theoretically proved that encrypted channels in SNG authenticate
themselves. With this property, when Principal PA and Principal PB set up an encrypted
channel using a shared key, PA is assured that the messages he receives from the channel
come from PB. PB also has the same assurance that the messages he receives from the same
channel come from PA. This self-authenticating property of encrypted channels enables
two communicating parties to achieve both one-way and two-way self-authentication in
SNG.
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Chapter 6
Authentication Protocol for SNG
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we proposed SNG and proved that the SNG linked by the en-
crypted channels can achieve the secure service sharing over the autonomous networks.
In this chapter we propose a new verifier-based password authentication protocol using
Dynamic Passwords. The protocol features mutual authentication, integrated session key
exchange and is resistant to both dictionary attacks and replay attacks. It also reveals any
successful spoofing.
The protocol is most suitable for mobile users such as SNG in DNSA− US mode.
6.1 Introduction
Among the many authentication protocols available, verifying password is the most primi-
tive and simplest form of authentication. Other forms of authentication may rely on using
something that a user owns or is part of the user. In many cases, assistance from ded-
icated hardware is needed. An authentication protocol that requires assistance of dedi-
cated hardware is less flexible, and may have compatibility and portability problems when
implemented across different platforms. Using passwords, however, users only have to
remember their own account name and password in order to access protected resources.
Password authentication is easy to use and straight forward to implement. However it has
some limitations.
In general, strong passwords are comparatively long. Memorizing a long password
that is made up of unrelated characters and digits or special symbols can be a daunting
task. This entices people to choose easy passwords such as birthdays, names of kin or
common English words [74], and keep using the passwords for as long as possible. These
weak passwords could be the targets of dictionary attack. In a dictionary attack, possible
passwords are common dates, names or dictionary words. The results are validated using
some publicly known information about the password and the authentication protocol used.
A second problem with weak password is called replay attack. Replay attack occurs
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when an adversary captures a legitimate login packet and replays it later to gain access to
resources as a legal user.
Third problem is so called spoofing. With a stolen password, an adversary can login as
the password owner. The owner of the stolen password is not alerted at all.
With all these problems in mind, we propose the concept of Dynamic Passwords [33].
A Dynamic Password consists of two parts. The first part changes each time the Dynamic
Password is used and is called the dynamic part. The second part has a relatively longer
life time and length than the first part and is called the static part. If a Dynamic Password
is changed with every use, a replay attack is prevented. At the same time, spoofing attack
can easily be detected.
To deliver the new dynamic part of a Dynamic Password, we propose Key Exchange
using Dynamic Passwords (KEDP ). This protocol is portable for mobile users, resists
replay and dictionary attacks, and it provides mutual authentication and integrates key ex-
change with authentication. KEDP also offers a detection mechanism when spoofing
happens
6.2 Strength of Passwords
The commonly accepted metric for strength of a password is its life time without being
compromised. We can work out the life time of a password by assuming an adversary can
make continuous guesses over the Internet. The Federal Information Processing Standards
Publication 112 [53] outlines how to determine password length and lifetime.
The probability of correctly guessing a password is proportional to the number of
guesses an adversary can make before the password expires (and changed) and inversely
proportional to the total possible number of guesses. The number of guesses an adversary
can make depends on the password life time and the guess rate. The total number of pos-
sible password guesses depends on the length of the password and the size of the character
set which forms the password. We base our calculation for the life time of a password on
the fact that the probability of a correct guess should be less than or equal to a certain value,
say, 1 in 1,000,000.
Let us derive a mathematical formula to represent the probability. But first we use the
following symbols. ie.
A = size of character set for password item
M = length of password
L = password lifetime
R = guess rate
S = size of password space
P = acceptable probability limit of guessing a password during its lifetime
G = total number of guesses made during a password’s lifetime
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We need the basic combination formula for total number of choices when choosing n




The three equations from [53] we used are listed below.





Equation 2 of Appendix E.3 in [53]:
S = AM (6.3)
Equation 1 of Appendix E.6 in [53]:
G = L ∗R (6.4)












AM = L ∗R/P





As an illustration, we assume the variables have values shown in Table 6.1. The corre-
sponding calculated life time for passwords of various length are listed in Table 6.2.
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Item Value
A 62 (upper and lower case letters + digits
P 1/1,000,000 (1 correct guess per million guesses)
Internet speed 512 kbps
Bits per guess 200
Guess rate (R) = Modem speed / bits per guess
= 2620 guesses per second
Table 6.1: Parameters for password life time calculations.







Table 6.2: Typical life time of passwords.
6.3 Dynamic Password
Normally, length, composition and life time [53] are three important design factors for
passwords. It is obvious that a password can be made stronger by increasing its length or
by decreasing its lifetime and enlarging the character set.
In [53], there is a guideline for determining the length and lifetime of passwords that
are safe against on-line brute force attacks. From Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, assuming a
password guess consists of sending 200 bits and using a modem with speed of 512 kbps,
a password of 5 characters drawn from a 62-character set can have a lifetime of less than
half of a second. A password of 8 characters long can have a lifetime of approximately one
day as shown in Table 6.2. In common sense, memorizing a long password that consists
of unrelated characters is not easy, and is even not practical when the password changes
frequently. Users more readily accept longer passwords when the passwords have a longer
lifetime. Towards this end, we design a new schema for relatively stronger but easy to
remember password.
Such a password is called Dynamic Password (DPass). A Dynamic Password consists
of two parts. The static part (SDPass) has a longer lifetime and also a longer length
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while the dynamic part (DDPass) has a shorter lifetime and shorter length. Combining a
SDPass and a DDPass together satisfies the length and lifetime requirements of a strong
password. A longer lifetime alleviates the effect of the longer length of SDPass. The
short lifetime of DDPass is mitigated by its relatively shorter length. The shorter lifetime
of DDPass also becomes the effective life time of a Dynamic Password as a whole since
the Dynamic Password is effectively changed when DDPass changes.
6.3.1 Strength of Dynamic Passwords
In this Subsection, we look into the strength of the proposed Dynamic Passwords. Dynamic
Passwords have a dynamic part attached to Static part. We can consider the static part a
normal password and the dynamic part adds to the length and shortens the life time of the
password. As DDPass has a shorter life time, the resulting Dynamic Password has the
same shorter life time as the DDPass.
Next, we discuss it mathematically. The notations we used are as follows:
AS character set for static part of a Dynamic Password
AD character set for dynamic part of a Dynamic Password
MS length of static part of a Dynamic Password
MD length of dynamic part of a Dynamic Password
L password lifetime
R guess rate
S size of password space
P acceptable probability limit of guessing a password during its lifetime
G total number of guesses made during a password’s lifetime
We re-write Equation 6.3 as
S = (AS)
MS ∗ (AD)MD (6.7)





(logL+ logR− logP −MD ∗ logAD)
logAS
(6.8)
When MD = 0, Equation 6.8 is reduced to Equation 6.6. This simply means that when
the DDPass of a DPass is null then the whole DPass is simply a normal password.
If we use dictionary words as the character set, AS and AD are dramatically increased.
It also makes both DDPAss and SDPass, and in turn, Dynamic Password, more user-
friendly. This increases the effective life time of DDPass and SDPass; or equivalently
reduce the “length” of DDPass and SDPass for a given effective life time. If four to
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six letter words are used, the character sets now consist of approximately 23,000 entities.
A DDPass or SDPass of length 2 means the DDPass or SDPass is made up of two
words of 4 to 6 letters. Table 6.3 shows the calculated life time of DPass with AS and AD
= 23000.
Number of characters in Effective Number of characters in
normal password Life time SDPass DDPass
5 0.4 s 1 1
6 21 s 2 1
7 1340 s 2 1
8 0.96 day 3 1
9 60 day 3 1
10 10 year 4 1
Table 6.3: Dynamic Password length using 23000-character set.
Apparently, with every new DDPass, a new Dynamic Password is formed even though
SDPass remains the same. If the DDPass is assigned a lifetime until next login, the
Dynamic Password formed is effectively a one-time password [20].
If we assume users login every day, a one-time Dynamic Password has a lifetime of
1 day. From Table 6.3 a normal password with a lifetime of 1 day is 8 characters long.
In comparison, a Dynamic Password of lifetime 1 day has a DDPass of one 4-6 letter
dictionary word and SDPass of three 4-6 letter dictionary words. As the SDPass remains
the same for an extended period of time, users could remember the static SDPass after
going through a few login sessions. The daily task of memorizing 8 unrelated digits and
alphabets is reduced to memorizing 1 new word only. Both SDPass and DDPass can be
lengthened to enhance the strength of Dynamic Passwords formed.
Fact 1: Replay attack is not possible with Dynamic Passwords.
As the DDPass of a Dynamic Password changes with every use of the password, a
replay of login request will definitely fail.
Fact 2: Spoofing is not possible either with Dynamic Passwords.
If an adversary impersonates a legitimate user and gains access to an account, DDPass
is changed for the next login. Legitimate users are alerted if spoofing has occurred since
they cannot login using the correct but expired DDPass.
Fact 3: Both SDPass and DDPass when used individually are weak passwords.
When SDPass and DDPass are combined as a Dynamic Password, they form a much
stronger password that is not hard to remember.
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6.4 Key Exchange using Dynamic Passwords
When we use Dynamic Passwords we need a protocol that authenticates a user and trans-
mits the newDDPass of a Dynamic Password after each login. We first review the existing
key exchange schemes in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 and then present Key Exchange using
Dynamic Passwords (KEDP ) in Section 6.4.3.
6.4.1 Encryption Key Exchange
The classic protocol of Encryption Key Exchange (EKE ) by Bellovin and Merritt [9] and
its successor Augmented-EKE (A−EKE ) [10] initiated a collection of authentication pro-
tocols.
EKE uses password as a shared secret to authenticate servers and users indirectly. Dur-
ing EKE message exchanges, passwords are not sent across the communication channel,
but are used as a symmetric encryption key. Both parties must have access to the shared
password. If the server is compromised and passwords are stolen, an adversary can im-
personate a legitimate user. EKE is secure against dictionary attacks as the contents of the
messages are generated randomly. It does not provide any clue for guessing the password.
HoweverEKE is susceptible to the Denning-Sacco attack [69] in which a stolen session key
can be used to launch a replay attack on the password. A method to strengthen EKE against
Denning-Sacco Attacks was proposed. A more efficient Minimal EKE (M−EKE) was also
proposed [69].
If a server is compromised, all passwords stored in a server may be stolen. To prevent
passwords from being stolen from compromised servers, Augmented Encryption Key Ex-
change (A−EKE ) [11] was proposed to strengthen the security of passwords stored in a
server. In A−EKE , a one-way hash value of the password is used as the shared secret.
The symmetric encryption key is the one-way hashed value of the password instead of the
password itself. However, a stolen session key can be used to launch a dictionary attack on
the password in A−EKE .
Other alternatives to A−EKE are proposed. Simple Password Exponential Key Ex-
change (SPEKE) [25] uses the hash of the password as the base for exponentiation in-
stead of a fixed primitive base. Extended Password Key Exchange Protocols [26] are a
family of protocols that extend the A−EKE and SPEKE protocols to B − EKE and
B − SPEKE by using a second Diffie-Hellman exchange instead of a digital signature to
prove that a user has the knowledge of a certain password.
Open Key Exchange (OKE) [46] eliminates the use of encryption for the user’s public
key. Another feature of OKE is that the user’s public key can be reused as long as the
private key is kept secret.
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6.4.2 Asymmetric Key Exchange
Another key exchange scheme is Asymmetric Key ExchangeAKE. Based on the swapped-
secret approach, Asymmetric Key Exchange (AKE) [78] is another class of protocol that
exchanges keys without using encryption. Initially, each party computes a secret and gen-
erates a verifier with a one-way hash function. They swap their secrets and use them as
long term swapped secrets. For each session, each party generates another session secret
and swaps with the other party. The session key is generated from the swapped long term
and session secrets. Authentication is completed when both parties confirm that they have
the same session key.
AKE is similar to the Diffie-Hellman key exchange approach. Session keys are formed
based on the swapped secrets. The difference is that AKE combines some shared secrets
in forming the session key. The shared secrets make AKE free from Man-in-the-Middle
Attacks. No encryption is used in AKE and it takes only four steps. It is not suitable for
mobile users, as both parties must store the verifier of the other party.
6.4.3 Key Exchange using Dynamic Passwords
Neither EKE nor AKE offer transmission of new passwords. The DDPass of a one-time
Dynamic Password is actually renewed with every login. In essence, Key Exchange using
Dynamic Passwords (KEDP ) is a password authentication protocol which authenticates
users, delivers new DDPass to users and establishes session keys.
Abbr. Meaning
DDass Dynamic Part of a Dynamic Password
DDPassn New DDPass selected by Server
SDPass Static Part of a Dynamic Password
H(X) One way hash value of X
Rn The nth random number
Mn The nth message
SK Session Key
{X}Y Symmetric encryption of X using key Y
{X}Y Symmetric decryption of X using key Y
RandomGen() Random string generator
SDPasswdMap(X) Maps X from random string space to SDPass password space with character set [[4-6]letter word]
DDPasswdMap(X) Maps X from random string space to DDPass password space with character set [A-Za-z0-9]
Table 6.4: List of abbreviations for KEDP
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KEDP consists of two phases: Registration and Login phases. For the ease of descrip-
tion, we list all the abbreviations for KEDP in Table 6.4.
Phase 1: Registration
The registration process is performed at the KEDPS - a server running KEDP . The user
first selects a unique account name. KEDPS then generates two random numbers to form
SDPass and DDPass respectively. The SDPass and DDPass are then transferred to
the user via a secure channel. KEDPS uses some one-way function to form hash values
of SDPass and DDPass. For simplicity, here we assume that the H(SDPass) and
H(DDPass) are stored in KEDPS and both SDPass and DDPass are erased from
KEDPS. The process of registration is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Registration Phase of Integrated Key Exchange Using Dynamic Pass-
words
Begin (Server Side)
Account Name←− User Input
H(SDPass)←− SDPass←− SDPasswdMap(RandomGen())
H(DDPass)←− DDPass←− DDPasswdMap(RandomGen())
Secure F ile Storage←− H(SDPass), H(DDPass)
User ←− DDPass, SDPass
end
After registration, the server just has H(SDPass) and H(DDPass). The user has to
remember SDPass and DDPass while DDPass is changed with every successful login.
Phase 2: Login
An execution of the protocol is shown in Algorithm 2. The authentication can be broken
into four processes. We will use:
• {X}Y denotes X is encrypted using key Y.
• {X}Y denotes X is decrypted using key Y.
Process 1: To start a login session, the user inputs the account name, SDPass and
DDPass to KEDPC - an application running KEDP on user side. KEDPC generates
a random string R1, H(SDPass), H(DDPass) and forms message M1:
M1 = {R1}H(SDPass) (6.9)
KEDPC deletes SDPass, DDPass and H(SDPass) because they are not needed by
KEDPC any more. However KEDPC holds R1 and H(DDPass) until the session key
is established. M1 and the account name are sent to KEDPS.
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Algorithm 2: An execution of Key Exchange using Dynamic Passwords





Mfrom Client −→ Server
Begin (Process 2, Server Side)




M2 ←− {R2, DDPassn}R1
end
Client←−M2(fromServer)
Begin (Process 3, Client Side)
R2, DDPassn ←− {M2}R1
R3 ←− RandomGen()
M3 ←− {R3, H(DDPass)}R2
SK ←− H(R1, R2, R3)
DDPass←− DDPassn Upon successful use of SK
end
M3(fromClient) −→ Server
Begin (Process 4, Server Side)
R3, H(DDPass)←− {M3}R2
Compare H(DDPass) with stored value
SK ←− H(R1, R2, R3)
H(DDPass)←− H(DDPassn) Upon successful use of SK
end
Process 2: When KEDPS receives M1 and the account name from KEDPC ,
KEDPS retrieves the corresponding H(SDPass). KEDPS decrypts M1 and gets R1.
KEDPS generates a new DDPassn, a random string R2 and forms message M2 which
is sent to KEDPC.
M2 = {R2, DDPassn}R1 (6.10)
Process 3: Upon receivingM2, KEDPC decryptsM2 using the stored value ofR1 and
extracts the random string R2. KEDPC generates a random string R3 and forms message
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M3. M3 is sent to KEDPS.
M3 = {R3, H(DDPass)}R2 (6.11)
SK = H(R1, R2, R3) (6.12)
Upon successful use of SK, KEDPC would display DDPassn to the user. The user has
to use this new DDPassn in place of the old DDPass If KEDPC does not receive a
valid M2 after a predefined period of time, KEDPC may assume that KEDPS has not
received the login message M1. So KEDPC would delete all stored information about
the user and prompt the user for a new login.
Process 4: After receivingM3,KEDPS decryptsM3 and extractsR3 andH(DDPass).
H(DDPass) is compared with the corresponding stored hash values. If they match,
KEDPS then forms SK as in Equation 6.12.
Upon successful use of SK,KEDPS would replace the stored hash valueH(DDPass)
with the new value H(DDPassn). If KEDPS does not receive a valid M3 after a prede-
fined period of time, KEDPS may assume that KEDPC has not received the message
M2. So KEDPC then delete all stored information about the user and prompt the user
for a new login. KEDPC cannot communicate with KEDPS using SK and so do not
display DDPassn to the user as the new DDPass.
6.5 Features of Proposed Key Exchange using DPass
Apparently KEDP is a Mutual Authentication protocol. KEDP provides explicit user
authentication and implicit server authentication. If the user does not provide the proper
DDPass in M3, user authentication fails. If the user cannot communicate with the server
using SK, it means that one or more of the random strings R1, R2 and R3 do not have the
same corresponding values in the server. It implies that the server has not use the proper
H(SDPass) to decrypt M1. So server authentication fails.
Fact 4: KEDP is free from Dictionary Attacks.
If the messages exchanged in the authentication process contain publicly known in-
formation that can be used to validate a password guess, dictionary attacks are possible.
However, in KEDP , the contents of messages M1, M2 and M3 are listed in equations
(6.9, 6.10, 6.11). Due to the character set of DDPass and DDPassn is [A-Za-z0-9], R1,
R2 and R3 are randomly generated, so the content of M1, M2 and M3 do not provide any
extra information for the adversary to validate their password guesses.
Fact 5: KEDP is resistant to on-line Brute Force Attack.
After each successful login, KEDPS stores a new H(DDPassn) in its secret files.
The user is prompted to remember the new DDPassn displayed on the screen for next
login. If an adversary replays any previous login messages, theDDPass used inM3 cannot
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form the same hash value as the H(DDPass) stored in KEDPS. User authentication
fails. This prevents adversaries from launching replay attacks.
Increasing the length of SDPass and decreasing the lifetime of DDPass increase the
strength of the Dynamic Password formed.
Three-strike rule mandates an account be suspended temporarily after three consecutive
log-in failure. Keeping the user identity list private [18], implementing Dynamic Password
and three-strike rule helps to protect against Denial of Service Attack .
Fact 6: KEDP makes Spoofing much harder to succeed.
The easiest way to compromise passwords is by looking over the shoulder of users
when they enter their passwords. KEDP cannot stop shoulder surfing from adversaries.
But KEDP makes such an attack harder with DDPass in the Dynamic Password. An
adversary has to look over the user’s shoulder while the user enters the SDPass and also
when the new DDPass is displayed by KEDPC. The spying action is thus made more
conspicuous and suspicious. The chance that an adversary can get both the SDPass and
the new DDPass without alerting the user is much less than with simple password entry.
Fact 7: Revealing Spoofing can easily be review when KEDP is use.
If an adversary has knowledge of a valid account name and password, he can login to
the account and just read information without changing anything. It is hard for a user to
discover that an adversary has gained access to his account.
As theDDPass of the user changes for every successful login, theDDPass is changed
by the spoofed login. The legitimate user still assumes and uses the expired DDPass to
initiate a login session after spoofing. Obviously the user cannot login. At this point, the
user must contact the server administrator and re-initialize his SDPass and DDPass. He
can then check with the server administrator as to the time of his last successful login. The
last login time may reveal whether spoofing has occurred or not.
6.6 Application of KEDP
To apply KEDP , all we have to do is to determine the lengths of the SDPass and the
DDPass, the one-way hash algorithm and the symmetric encryption algorithm.
There are many hash algorithms and encryption algorithms which can be used inKEDP .
One common one-way hash algorithm is the MD5 [66] algorithm which produces 128 bit
hash values. SHA1 produces 160 bit hash values. Triple DES may be used as the symmetric
encryption algorithm. SDPass can be 4 random words from a set of 4-6 letter dictionary
words. DDPass can be 4 or more random characters from the character set [A-Za-z0-9].
6.6.1 Distributed Computer Networks Systems
We can apply KEDP in its simplest form without any adaptation. In a typical client-
server situation, KEDP can provide the necessary mutual authentication between client
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and server.
In a distributed computer networks system, a user can login to an authentication server
and obtain session keys or service tokens to be used with other servers within the system.
Using KEDP , the traffic between the authentication server and the user are protected by
symmetric encryptions that have different keys for every message. The random nature of
the authentication message content makes the authentication process immune to dictionary
attacks. The ability of KEDP to reveal spoofing makes the user more confident about
personal privacy and system security within the distributed computer networks system.
6.6.2 KEDP Ported to Kerberos
We can also port KEDP to other authentication schemes using passwords. For instance,
Kerberos is an authentication protocol for accessing distributed resources across the net-
work. Kerberos authenticates and grants tickets to users. Tickets enable users to use dif-
ferent services within a certain period of time without any further need to authenticate
themselves. The only major drawback is its vulnerability to dictionary attack. KEDP
is practically immune from dictionary attack and complements the password authentica-
tion part of Kerberos. Porting KEDP to Kerberos involves some minimal changes to the
message exchange steps in Kerberos.
In the following Section, we give a detailed illustration of how KEDP is applied on
Kerberos. The abbreviations used in the Kerberos message exchange are listed in Table 6.5.
During Kerberos message exchange, an adversary can easily pretend to be a legitimate user
Abbr. Meaning
C Account User Name
T Ticket Granting Server name
KDC Key Distribution Center
KX Secret key of entity X
KXY Session key between entities X and Y
{M}K Message M encrypted with key K
Table 6.5: List of abbreviations used in Kerberos message exchange.
and sends KDC an initial plain request. KDC just returns message 2 to the adversary
without any authentication. The session key between the TGS and the client is encrypted
with the secret key of the client, which is derived from the user password using some
known function. The adversary can then start dictionary attacks or brute-force attacks
on the encrypted session key and validate his guesses against some known format data
encrypted along with the session key.
KEDP can be applied to Kerberos. The shared secret changes from a secret symmetric
key to hashes HSP and HHDP . Message M1 and message M2 need to be changed with
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an added step between message M2 and message M3. The rest remains the same.
M1 = C, T Plain request from client to server changes to (6.13)
M1 = {R3, H(DDPass)}H(SDPass) (6.14)
M2 = {KCT}KC The KDC encrypted reply message changes to (6.15)
M2 = {KCT , DDPassn}R1 (6.16)
An added message M2a is sent from the user to KDC:
M2a = {R3, H(DDPass)}H(SDPass) (6.17)
6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced Dynamic Password and the associated key exchange pro-
cess. Dynamic Password allows us to have the benefit of user friendly strong passwords.
The Dynamic password and KEDP have many desirable features. The authentication us-
ing Dynamic Password is immune to replay and dictionary attacks. The associated key
exchange process also reveals spoofing and is resistant to social engineering and spoofing.
Chapter 7
KEDP in Service Network Graph
The Dynamic Password (DPass) and its associated Key Exchange using Dynamic Pass-
word protocol (KEDP ) presented in Chapter 6 provide users with user friendly strong
passwords but are relatively easy to remember.
In this chapter, we apply DPass and KEDP to SNG. A correctness proof of the
KEDP protocol using Strand Spaces and Bundles is also discussed in this chapter. For
clarity, we use DPS to represent DPass and KEDP together.
We have established the proposition that an encrypted channel speaks for a client [37]
using Lampson’s theory in Chapter 5. So we begin this chapter with the definitions for
strand spaces. Then we extend the definitions to strand space for Dynamic Password and
KEDP when applied to SNG. We then proceed to prove the correctness of Dynamic
Password and KEDP by demonstrating that both parties are guaranteed of the agreement
and secrecy of information exchanged.
This chapter is organized as follows. The basic notions of terms, subterm, free en-
cryption, free message algebra, Strand Spaces and penetrator strands [17] are given in
Section 7.1. In Section 7.3, we map the DPS protocol to the corresponding DPS strand
space. The agreement and secrecy properties of DPS strand space are shown in Sec-
tion 7.4.
7.1 Strand Spaces and Related Notions
It is a common practice to specify the actions and events in a protocol using some for-
mal specification language such as BAN [13, 4] or Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP ) [22, 23], and analyze the protocol at different levels of abstraction. Various tech-
niques and models for proving correctness of security protocols are proposed [56, 3, 68].
For example, The Inductive Approach which is based on predicate calculus, has been
used to prove public key protocol Needham − Schroeder, shared key protocol Otway−
Rees, and recursive protocolRecursive Authentication Protocol. Strand Spacesmodel
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was proposed by Thayer, Herzog and Guttman [16, 17] in 1998. The Strand Spaces ap-
proach leads to a precise characterization of the validity of security protocols. Strand
Spaces captures causally relevant information which simplifies inductive arguments and
aids in isolating the properties the protocol satisfies [16]. In the Strand Spaces model,
behavior of system penetrators are explicitly stated; the semantics of assumptions about
freshness and uniqueness of nonce and session keys are also clearly stated. Based on the
advantages of using Strand Spaces, we choose to use the Strand Spaces approach to prove
the correctness of KEDP and DPS when applied to SNG.
In this section, an overview of strand spaces base on [17] is given. We start with a basic
notion, term.
Definition 7.1 Term
A term is either a text message, a key, a password, a hash value, or an encrypted
message.
When a term R is used as a key, the corresponding decryption key is denoted by R−1.
Definition 7.2 Encrypted Term
When a text message g is encrypted with a key K, the encrypted message is also a term
represented by: {g}K .
Let A be the set of possible messages exchanged between two principals in a protocol
run. Other sets of terms used in our discussion includes:
1. T is a set of text messages and T ⊂ A
2. E is a set of encrypted messages and E ⊂ A
3. Kp is a set of compromised keys and Kp ⊂ A
In particular, the conditions and operators associated with the sets are:
• T , Kp and E are disjoint.
• A has three operations:
– hash : A → Kp
– encr : A × A → E and
– join : A × A → A
Definition 7.3 Sign of a term
When a principal transmits a term, that occurrence of the term has a positive sign. A
negative term indicates that the term was received by a principal.
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Axiom 7.4 For m0, m′0, m1, m′1 ∈ A and K, K ′ ∈ T
1. (m0m1 = m′0m
′
1) ⇒ (m0 = m′0) ∧ (m1 = m′1)
2. m0m1 6= {m0}K 6= hash(m0)
3. m0m1 6∈ T
4. {m0}K 6∈ T
Definition 7.5 Strands
A strand is a sequence of message transmissions and receptions for a single principal.
It is a sequential process with no internal nor external choice [23].
We also use axioms, definitions, notational conventions and propositions from [17]
listed in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2.
Item About Listed inAppendix
Axiom 1 It is about free encryption. B.1
Axiom 2
It is about free algebra. We use an
B.4
adapted version as shown in Axiom 7.4.
Proposition 2.12 It is about the properties of a subterm. B.5
Notational
Convention for specifying a bundle. B.9
Convention 2.5
Lemma 2.7 Each bundle has a minimal member. B.11
Lemma 2.8 Minimal member of a bundle has a positive term. B.12
Lemma 2.9
The term of the minimal member of a bundle
B.13
originates from the minimal member.
Proposition 3.3
It is about the ability of a penetrator
B.15
in compromising encryption and decryption keys.
Table 7.1: Axioms, notational conventions and propositions from [17]
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Item About Listed inAppendix
Definition 2.1 It defines a signed term. B.2
Definition 2.11 It defines the subterm relationship. B.3
Definition 2.2 It defines a strand space. B.6
Definition 2.3 It lists the properties of a strand space. B.7
Definition 2.4 It lists the properties of a bundle. B.8
Definition 2.6 It defines the properties of edges in a bundle. B.10
Definition 3.1 It defines a penetrator trace. B.14
Definition 3.2 This defines an infiltrated strand space. B.16
Table 7.2: Definitions from [17]
7.2 Authenticating an Encrypted Channel
Generally, a computer system communicates with the outside world through some channel,
such as a network connection, a system call from user applications, or a serial connection
from a terminal. If the traffic is encrypted, the channel is referred to as an encrypted
channel. Authenticating a channel amounts to identifying the user with whom the system
is communicating.
We have shown how encrypted channels authenticate themselves [37] in Chapter 5. So
we now proceed to map DPS to a strand space and prove its correctness.
7.3 Mapping DPS to a Strand Space
In Chapter 6, Dynamic Password and its associated KEDP (DPS) [33] was proposed as
an authentication protocol which can reveal any successful spoofing. Suppose A, B are
two principals in a Strand Space. The sequence of messages exchanged are reviewed as
follows,
Step 1 A initiates a request with a nonce R1:
{R1}H(SP )AB
and the message is sent from A to B.
Step 2 B responds with another nonce R2 and a new dynamic part of DPS
DDPassnew:
{R2DDPassnew}R1
and the message is sent from B to A.
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Step 3 A responds with another nonce R3 and the hash of original dynamic part
of DPS to confirm to B that DDPassnew was received successfully:
{R3H(DDPass)AB}R2
and the message is sent from A to B. This message also serves as a spoof-
ing attack indicator.
Due to the fact that DPS takes advantage of symmetric keys for encryption and hence
no specific cryptographic system are required, we assume free encryption and free message
algebra.
First, let us take a look at the relationship between the events in DPS key exchange
protocol and Strand Space model. In a typical execution of DPS key exchange protocol,
both A and B undergo a sequence of events which have causal relationship with each other
as shown in Figure 7.1.
V1 = {R1}H(SP) AB
V2 = {R2DPnew }R1
V3 = {R3H(DP) AB }R2
Figure 7.1: DPS events for a principal
Figure 7.2 shows the causal links between events that happen in A and those that happen
in B. Note that we use ⇒ to indicate the causal link between events pertaining to a single
principal, and → to show the causal link between events among principals.
Apparently, DPS events fit easily into the Strand Space model with the group of events
that happen in A forming a strand and the group of events that happen in B forming another
strand. The strands are linked and form a bundle which represents a typical protocol run as
shown in Figure 7.3
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V3 = {R3H(DP) AB }R2
V2 = {R2DPnew }R1






Figure 7.2: Causal links between DPS events for principal A and B







V1 = {R1}H(SP) AB
V3 = {R3H(DP) AB }R2
Figure 7.3: A DPS Bundle
7.3.1 DPS Strand Spaces
We can now give a formal definition for the DPS strand space assuming free algebra and
free encryption hold. Referring to Figure 7.3, we now define an infiltrated DPS strand
space:
Definition 7.6 An infiltrated strand space Σ, P is a DPS space if Σ is the union of three
kinds of strands:
1. Penetrator strands p ∈ P;
2. “Initiator strands from A to B” s ∈ Init[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB]
with trace:
〈+{R1}H(SDPass)AB ,−{R2DDPassnew}R1 ,+{R3H(DDPass)AB}R2〉
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And
• Init[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB] denotes the set of all strands
with the trace shown.
• The principal associated with this strand is A.
• H(SDPass)−1AB, R1, R−11 , R2, R−12 , R3, H(DDPass)AB, DDPassnew /∈ Kp;
• R1 6= R2 6= R3 6= DDPassnew 6= H(DDPass)AB 6= H(SDPass)AB;
• R1, R2, R3,DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB, andH(SDPass)AB are uniquely
originating in Σ;
3. Complementary “Responder strands from B to A”
r ∈ Resp[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB] with trace:
〈−{R1}H(SDPass)AB ,+{R2DDPassnew}R1 ,−{R3H(DDPass)AB}R2〉
And
• Resp[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB] denotes the set of all strands
with the trace shown.
• The principal associated with this strand is B.
• H(SDPass)−1AB, R1, R−11 , R2, R−12 , R3, H(DDPass)AB, DDPassnew /∈ Kp;
• R1 6= R2 6= R3 6= DDPassnew 6= H(DDPass)AB 6= H(SDPass)AB;
• R1, R2, R3,DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB, andH(SDPass)AB are uniquely
originating in Σ;
In order to prove the correctness of DPS, we need to define two correctness concepts
according to Woo and Lam [77] and Fabrega, Herzog and Guttman [17]: agreement and
secrecy.
Definition 7.7 Agreement
A protocol guarantees agreement to a principal B (the responder) for certain data item
x if:
Each time a principal B completes a run of the protocol as a responder using
x, which to B appears to be a run with A, then there is a unique run of the
protocol with the principal A as initiator using x, which to A appears to be a
run with B.
From this definition, we can prove agreement by showing that whenever a bundle C con-
tains a strand representing a responder run using x, then C also contains a unique strand
representing an initiator run that corresponds in the sense that it also uses x. The agreement
proof can be split into two tasks:
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1. Show that such a corresponding initiator strand exists in C.
2. Show that the initiator strand is unique.
Another requirement for an authentication protocol is secrecy of data exchanged.
Definition 7.8 Secrecy
A value x is secret in a bundle C if for every n ∈ C, term(n) 6= x.
In simple terms, a value is never “said on line” (as term(n)), then it is secret. It means
that not only the participants never send x (on line), the penetrator cannot send x (on line)
also. Now if a penetrator can derive x from values he receives, the penetrator is capable of
sending it. If a penetrator cannot send x, he cannot derive it from values that it receives.
7.4 Correctness Proof of DPS
In this section, we show the secrecy property first, followed by the agreement property.
7.4.1 Secrecy Guarantee
In this section, we show the secrecy of R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew and H(DDPass).
Secrecy of R1
Secrecy of R1 is stated in Proposition 7.9.
Proposition 7.9 Suppose:
1. Σ is a DPS space, C is a bundle in Σ, and s is an initiator strand in
Init[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB];





3. R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, and H(DDPass)AB are uniquely originating in Σ;
Then for all nodes m ∈ C such that R1 @ term(m), either V1 @ term(m) or V2 @ term(m).
In particular, R1 6= term(m).
This proposition states that R1 only appears in
V1 = {R1}H(SDPass)AB or V2 = {R2DDPassnew}R1
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only and so remain secret to adversaries. In other words, we show that R1 appears in V1 or
V2 only, and thus remains secret.
The set of nodes which makes Proposition 7.9 invalid is defined as S .
S = {m ∈ C : (R1 @ term(m)) ∧ (V1 6@ term(m)) ∧ (V2 6@ term(m))}
If S is non-empty, then it has at least one ¹-minimal element by Lemma 2.7 in [17].
We prove that the minimal element can neither be regular node nor penetrator node and
thus it does not exist and so S is empty. In other words, Proposition 7.9 holds.
To prove Proposition 7.9 we use the following four steps:
Step 1 R1 originates at N1.
Step 2 A minimal node n of S is not a regular node.
Step 3 A minimal node n of S is not a penetrator node.
Step 4 S is empty. R1 does not appear as R1 @ term(m) and secrecy of R1 is
guaranteed.
Step 1 Lemma 7.10 states that R1 originates at N1.
Lemma 7.10 R1 originates at N1.
PROOF: From Definition2.3 in [17] about strands properties, if R1 originates at n, then
R1 @ term(n), the sign of n is positive and no other preceding node in the same strand can
have R1 as subterm. From the DPS Strand definition, Definition 7.6, the positive nodes
are N1, n2, and N3 with R1 @ term(N1) and R1 @ term(n2).
1. Node n2
n1 ≺ n2 and R1 @ term(n1). This contradicts the definition of origin of a term in
strands. Hence R1 does not originates at n2.
2. Node N3
R1 6@ term(N3) and so R1 does not originates at N3.
3. Node N1
There is no preceding node in the (initiator) strand such that R1 @ term(n). Hence
N1 does not get R1 from some preceding node and re-transmit it.
The conclusion is that R1 originates from N1. ¥
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Step 2 Lemma 7.11 states that the minimal member of S does not originates from a
regular node.
Lemma 7.11 No minimal member of S is a regular node.
PROOF: Suppose m ∈ S is minimal and regular. By Lemma 2.8 in [17] , the sign of m
is positive.
For m to be regular, m can either be on initiator strand s; on another initiator strand s′;
on a responder strand r; or another responder strand r′. We show that none of the cases is
true and so minimal member of S cannot be a regular node.
1. If m is on s, the positive nodes are < s, 1 > and < s, 3 >.
• Term(< s, 1 >) = V1 and so m cannot be < s, 1 >.
• Term(< s, 3 >) = V3. As R1 6@ V3, m cannot be < s, 3 >.
So m is not on s.
2. If m is on another initiator strand s′ 6= s and
(a) m = < s′, 1 >: R1 @ term(< s′, 1 >), so R1 originates from < s′, 1 >. This
contradicts Lemma 7.10 which states that R1 originates from N1.
(b) m = < s′, 3 >: R1 @ term(< s′, 3 >) and so R1 @ term(< s′, 2 >). As
< s′, 2 > ≺ < s′, 3 >, it contradicts the minimality of m.
3. If m is on a responder strand r, the only positive node is < r, 2 >. Term(< r, 2 >) =
V2 and so m cannot be < r, 2 >.
4. If m is on another responder strand r′, the only positive node is < r′, 2 >. Suppose
m = < r′, 2 >, then R1 @ term(< r′, 2 >) and R1 @ term(< r′, 1 >). Hence
< r′, 1 > ≺ < r′, 2 >, and contradicts the minimality of m.
Hence we can conclude that m cannot be a regular node. ¥
Step 3 Lemma 7.12 states that the minimal member of S does not originate from a pene-
trator node either.
Lemma 7.12 No minimal member of S is a penetrator node.
PROOF: Suppose m ∈ S is minimal and is a penetrator node in one of the following
penetrator traces.
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Trace PM . Text message: < +t > where t ∈ T
If m is a node in Trace PM , then R1 @ t which means R1 originates from m. This
contradicts Lemma 7.10 that R1 originates uniquely from N1.
Trace PF . Flushing: < −g >
Since m is positive and there is no positive node in this trace, m cannot be a node in
this trace.
Trace PT . Tee: < −g,+g,+g >
The positive nodes re-transmit the term that is received by a previous node. <
PT , 1 > ≺ m and so m (the positive nodes) cannot be minimal. Hence m cannot
be a node in this trace.
Trace PC . Concatenation < −g,−h,+gh >
If m is a node in Trace PC , (R1 @ gh) ∧ (V1 6@ gh) ∧ (V2 6@ gh).
If R1 @ gh then either R1 @ g or R1 @ h. On the other hand, V1 6@ gh means
V1 6@ g and V1 6@ h and similarly, V2 6@ gh means V2 6@ g and V2 6@ h. Hence
if R1 @ g, < PE, 1 > ≺ m or if R1 @ h, < PE, 2 > ≺ m. Thus m cannot be a
node in this trace.
Trace PK . Key: < +K0 > where K0 ∈ Kp
This trace requires R1 ∈ Kp. This contradicts assumptions of a DPS strand that
R1 /∈ Kp.
Trace PE . Encryption: < −K0,−h,+{h}K0 >
Suppose m = < PE, 3 >, in which case
R1 @ {h}K0) ∧ (V1 6@ {h}K0) ∧ (V2 6@ {h}K0
As R1 @ {h}K0 , then R1 @ h or R1 = K0. Moreover, V1 6@ {h}K0 means V1 6@ h
and V1 6= K0; V2 6@ {h}K0 means V2 6@ h and V2 6= K0. Hence < PE, 2 > ≺ m
and contradicts the minimality of m.
Trace PD. Decryption: < −K−10 ,−{h}K0 ,+h > where K0 ∈ Kp
Suppose (R1 @ h) ∧ (V1 6@ h) ∧ (V2 6@ h). Consequently, either V1 = {h}K0
or V2 = {h}K0 .
V1 = {h}K0: Free encryption requires h = R1 and K0 = H(SDPass)AB. Hence
there must be a node w which precedes m with H(SDPass)−1AB @ term(w). In
DPS, H(SDPass)−1AB = H(SDPass)AB. As H(SDPass)
−1
AB /∈ Kp and to-
gether with Proposition3.3 in [17] , we can infer that H(SDPass)−1AB originates
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from a regular node. We cannot find a regular node originatingH(SDPass)−1AB.
Thus node w does not exist in this case and V1 6= {h}K0 .
V2 = {h}K0: Free encryption requires h = R2DDPassnew and K0 = R1. Hence
there must be a node w which precedes m with R−11 @ term(w). As R−11 /∈ Kp
and together with Proposition3.3 in [17] , we can infer that R−11 originates from
a regular node.
For DPS, R−11 is the same as R1. The regular node from which R1 originates
is N1 and the message is V1. As V1 is encrypted with H(SDPass)AB and
H(SDPass)−1AB 6∈ KP , penetrator cannot extract R1. Thus V2 6= {h}K0 .
As both V1 6= {h}K0 and V2 6= {h}K0 are not valid, m cannot be a node on the D
penetrator trace.
Trace PS . Separation: < −gh,+g,+h >
Assuming term(m) = g. A similar argument applies to term(m) = h.
As m is minimal in S, R1 @ g, V1 6@ g and V2 6@ g. Consequently, either
V1 @ gh implying V1 @ h or V2 @ gh implying V2 @ h.
We are going to show that no node can send gh to node m and hence m is not in
Trace S.
Let Z = {X ∈ C : (X ≺ m) ∧ (gh @ term(m))}.
Z has at least one element< PS, 1 >; andZ has a minimal elementX by Lemma 2.7
in [17] ; and X must be positive (Lemma 2.8 in [17] ).
No regular node have an encrypted term as a subterm of the form gh and so X cannot
be a regular node. We are going to show that X cannot be a penetrator node either.
Trace P ′M . Text message: < +t′ > where t ∈ T
It requires R1 @ t′ and originates from < P ′M , 1 >, contradicting Lemma 7.10
which states that R1 originates in N1.
Trace P ′F . Flushing: < −g′ >
There is no positive node, and so m cannot be on this trace.
Trace P ′T . Tee: < −g′,+g′,+g′ >
If X = < P ′T , 2 > or X = < P
′
T , 2 >, it requires gh @ < P ′T , 1 > which
means < P ′T , 1 > ≺ X and contradicts the minimality of X .
Trace P ′K . Key: < +K ′0 >
It requires R1 @ K ′0 and originates from < P ′K , 1 >, contradicting Lemma 7.10
which states that R1 originates in N1.
Trace P ′S . Separation: < −g′h′,+g′,+h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′S, 3 > (or X = < P
′
S, 2 >), then gh @ term(< P ′S, 1 >)
which implies X is not the minimal element in Z .
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Trace P ′E . Encryption: < −K ′0,−h′,+{h′}K′0 >
Suppose X = < P ′E, 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′E, 2 >) which implies X is not
the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′D. Decryption: < −K ′−10 ,−{h′}K′0 ,+h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′D, 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′D, 2 >) which implies X is not
the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′C . Concatenation: < −g′,−h′,+g′h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′C , 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′D, 3 >). So P ′C has trace <
−g,−h,+gh >. Hence term(< P ′C , 1 >) = term(m). However,< P ′C , 1 > ≺ m
which contradicts the minimality of m in S .














C) is true, and so X
cannot be a node on the penetrator PS .
As none of the penetrator cases (PM , PF , PT , PK , PS, PE, PD, andPC) is true, and so
m cannot be a penetrator node. ¥
Step 4 Lemma 7.11 says m cannot be a regular node. By Lemma 7.12, m cannot be
a penetrator node either. So S must be empty. Hence we can conclude that R1 does not
appear as R1 @ term(m) except R1 @ V1 and R1 @ V2. The secrecy of R1 is
guaranteed.
PROOF of Proposition 7.9 From Lemma 7.11 and Lemma 7.12, we can draw the con-
clusion that S is empty and hence Proposition 7.9 holds. ¥
R1 remains secret during a DPS protocol run.
Secrecy of R2, R3, DDPassnew, and H(DDPass)
The proof for secrecy of R2, R3, DDPassnew, and H(DDPass) are pretty much the same
as R1. We can follow similar steps as used in R1 but with different set S . The set S for
each term is listed in Table 7.3.
The Propositions used are also similar to Proposition 7.9. Without repeating the com-
mon assumptions, the proposition for each term is listed in Table 7.4.
When proving the secrecy of R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew and H(DDPass), we need to
establish Lemmas similar to Lemmas 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12. We state two of the Lemmas
which is referred to later in the proof. Similar to Lemma 7.10, Lemma 7.13 states that R2
originates at n2 and Lemma 7.14 states that H(DDPass) originates at N3. Proofs of the
Lemmas are much the same as Lemma 7.10.
Lemma 7.13 R2 originates at n2.
Lemma 7.14 H(DDPass) originates at N3.
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Term Set S
R1 S = {m ∈ C : (R1 @ term(m)) ∧ (V1 6@ term(m)) ∧ (V2 6@ term(m))}
R2 S = {m ∈ C : (R2 @ term(m)) ∧ (V2 6@ term(m)) ∧ (V3 6@ term(m))}
R3 S = {m ∈ C : (R2 @ term(m)) ∧ (V3 6@ term(m))}
DDPassnew S = {m ∈ C : (DDPassnew @ term(m)) ∧ (V2 6@ term(m))}
H(DDPass) S = {m ∈ C : (H(DDPass) @ term(m)) ∧ (V3 6@ term(m))}
Table 7.3: S for R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew and H(DDPass)
Term Proposition
R1
For all nodes m ∈ C such that R1 @ term(m), either V1 @ term(m) or V2 @ term(m).
In particular, R1 6= term(m).
R2
For all nodes m ∈ C such that R2 @ term(m), either V2 @ term(m) or V3 @ term(m).
In particular, R2 6= term(m).
R3
For all nodes m ∈ C such that R3 @ term(m), V3 @ term(m).
In particular, R3 6= term(m).
DDPassnew
For all nodes m ∈ C such that DDPassnew @ term(m), V2 @ term(m).
In particular, DDPassnew 6= term(m).
H(DDPass)
For all nodes m ∈ C such that H(DDPass) @ term(m), V3 @ term(m).
In particular, H(DDPass) 6= term(m).
Table 7.4: Propositions for R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew and H(DDPass)
7.4.2 DPS Agreement Guarantee
To provide an agreement guarantee to the responder, we have to show that when the re-
sponding principal B completes the protocol run using, say, R2, then there must be a unique
run of protocol with initiating principal A using the same R2.
We can show the agreement guarantee using the steps listed below:
Step 1. Show that R2 originates at node n2 on a responder strand r.
Step 2. Show that the minimal node n other than n2 with R2 as a subterm and
V2 6@ term(n) is regular and the sign of n is positive.
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Step 3. Show that the node preceding n is m and term(m) = V2.
Step 4. Show the regular strand containing both m and n is an initiator strand.
Step 5. Show that the initiator strand is unique.
Similarly, to provide an agreement guarantee to the initiator, we have to show that when
the initiating principal A completes the protocol run using, say, R1, then there must be a
unique run of protocol with responding principal B using the same R1.
We can show the agreement guarantee using the steps listed below:
Step 1. Show that R1 originates at node N1 on an initiator strand s.
Step 2. Show that the minimal node n other than N1 with R1 as a subterm and
V2 6@ term(n) is regular and the sign of n is positive.
Step 3. Show that term(n) = V2.
Step 4. Show the regular strand containing n is a responder strand.
Step 5. Show that the responder strand is unique.
We show the agreement guarantee for the responder first, followed by the agreement guar-
antee for the initiator.
Agreement Guarantee for the Responder
We make two propositions for the agreement property of the DPS protocol from the re-
sponder’s point of view. Proposition 7.15 states that for a responder strand, there exists an
initiator strand in C and Proposition 7.20 states that the initiator strand is unique. The two
proposition together state that responder and initiator strand has a one to one correspon-
dence. So proving the two propositions proved the two aspects of agreement property and
thus established the agreement property of the DPS protocol for the responder.
Proposition 7.15 Suppose:
1. Σ is an DPS space, C is a bundle in Σ, and r is a responder strand in
Resp[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB];





3. R1, R2, R3,DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB, andH(SDPass)AB are uniquely orig-
inating in Σ;
Then C contains an initiator strand s ∈ Init[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB].
This proposition simply states that for a responder strand, there is a corresponding initiator
strand. To prove the proposition, we first establish the existence of a node in an initiator
strand with R2 as subterm. Note that Lemma 7.13 states that R2 originates at n2.
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Lemma 7.16 The set S = {n ∈ C: R2 @ term(n) ∧ V2 6@ term(n) } has a¹-minimal node
m. Then the node m is regular, and the sign of m is positive.
PROOF: We would show that S is non-empty, has a minimal element and positive. Then
we eliminate the possibility of penetrator nodes, and establish the fact that it is a regular
node.
As n3 ∈ C; R2 @ term(n3); and V2 6@ term(n3); S is non-empty. So S has at least one
¹-minimal node m by Lemma 2.7 in [17] and m is positive by Lemma 2.8 in [17] .
We now show that m cannot be a penetrator node and hence establish the fact that m is
regular.
m cannot be a node in any one of the penetrator traces listed below.
Trace PM . Text message: < +t > where t ∈ T
If m is a node in Trace PM , then R2 @ t which means R2 originates from m. This
contradicts Lemma 7.13 that R2 originates uniquely from n2.
Trace PF . Flushing: < −g >
Since m is positive and there is no positive node in this trace, m cannot be a node in
this trace.
Trace PT . Tee: < −g,+g,+g >
The positive nodes re-transmit the term that is received by a previous node. <
PT , 1 > ≺ m and so m (the positive nodes) cannot be minimal. Hence m can-
not be a node in this trace.
Trace PC . Concatenation < −g,−h,+gh >
If m is a node in Trace PC , (R2 @ gh) ∧ (V2 6@ gh).
If R2 @ gh then either R2 @ g or R2 @ h. On the other hand, V2 6@ gh means
V2 6@ g and V2 6@ h. Hence if R2 @ g, < PE, 1 > ≺ m; and if R2 @ h,
< PE, 2 > ≺ m. Thus m cannot be a node in this trace.
Trace PK . Key: < +K0 > where K0 ∈ Kp
This trace requires R2 ∈ Kp. This contradicts assumptions of a DPS strand that
R2 /∈ Kp.
Trace PE . Encryption: < −K0,−h,+{h}K0 >
Suppose m = < PE, 3 >, in which case (R2 @ {h}K0) ∧ (V2 6@ {h}K0).
As R2 @ {h}K0 , then R2 @ h or R2 = K0. Moreover, V2 6@ {h}K0 means V2 6@ h
and V2 6= K0. Hence < PE, 2 > ≺ m and contradicts the minimality of m.
Trace PD. Decryption: < −K−10 ,−{h}K0 ,+h > where K0 ∈ Kp
Suppose (R2 @ h) ∧ (V2 6@ h) ∧ (V3 6@ h). Consequently, V2 = {h}K0 .
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Free encryption requires h = R2DDPassnew and K0 = R1. Hence there must be a
node w which precedes m with R−11 @ term(w). As R−11 /∈ Kp and together with
Proposition3.3 in [17] , we can infer that R−11 originates from a regular node.
For DPS, R−11 is the same as R1. The regular node from which R1 originates is
N1 and the message is V1. Penetrator cannot extract R1 as V1 is encrypted with
H(SDPass)AB and H(SDPass)−1AB 6∈ KP . Thus V2 6= {h}K0 .
As V2 6= {h}K0 , m cannot be a node on the D penetrator trace.
Trace PS . Separation: < −gh,+g,+h >
Assuming term(m) = g. A similar argument applies to term(m) = h.
As m is minimal in S, H(DDPass) @ g, V3 6@ g. Consequently, V3 @ gh
implying V3 @ h.
We show that no node can send gh to node m and hence m is not in Trace S.
Let Z = {X ∈ C : (X ≺ m) ∧ (gh @ term(m))}.
Z has at least one element< PS, 1 >; andZ has a minimal elementX by Lemma 2.7
in [17] ; and X must be positive (Lemma 2.8 in [17] ).
No regular node have an encrypted term as a subterm of the form gh and so X cannot
be a regular node. We are going to show that X cannot be a penetrator node either.
Trace P ′M . Text message: < +t′ > where t ∈ T
It requires H(DDPass) @ t′ and originates from < P ′M , 1 >, contradicting
Lemma 7.14 which states that H(DDPass) originates in N3.
Trace P ′F . Flushing: < −g′ >
There is no positive node, and so m cannot be on this trace.
Trace P ′T . Tee: < −g′,+g′,+g′ >
If X = < P ′T , 2 > or X = < P
′
T , 2 >, it requires gh @ < P ′T , 1 > which
means < P ′T , 1 > ≺ X and contradicts the minimality of X .
Trace P ′K . Key: < +K ′0 >
It requires H(DDPass) @ K ′0 and originates from < P ′K , 1 >, contradicting
Lemma 7.14 which states that H(DDPass) originates in N3.
Trace P ′S . Separation: < −g′h′,+g′,+h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′S, 3 > (or X = < P
′
S, 2 >), then gh @ term(< P ′S, 1 >)
which implies X is not the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′E . Encryption: < −K ′0,−h′,+{h′}K′0 >
Suppose X = < P ′E, 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′E, 2 >) which implies X is not
the minimal element in Z .
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Trace P ′D. Decryption: < −K ′−10 ,−{h′}K′0 ,+h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′D, 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′D, 2 >) which implies X is not
the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′C . Concatenation: < −g′,−h′,+g′h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′C , 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′D, 3 >). So P ′C has trace <
−g,−h,+gh >. Hence term(< P ′C , 1 >) = term(m). However,< P ′C , 1 > ≺ m
which contradicts the minimality of m in S.














C) is true, and so X
cannot be a node on the penetrator PS .
As none of the penetrator cases (PM , PF , PT , PK , PS, PE, PD, andPC) is true, and so m
cannot be a penetrator node. ¥
As we have shown that m is not in any of the penetrator’s Traces, we can conclude that
m is a regular node. Because of its minimality, it is also positive.¥
Lemma 7.16 can be re-worded as Definition 7.17:
Definition 7.17 Fix some m that is ¹-minimal in S = {n ∈ C: R2 @ term(n) ∧ V2 6@
term(n) }, and is therefore regular and of positive sign.
Now we have the fact that R2 originates from a node n2 in a responder strand, and there
exists a minimal node m in S , we show that there exists another node N preceding m with
R2 @ term(N ).
Lemma 7.18 A node N precedes m on the same strand t as m and term(N ) = V2.
PROOF: It was shown that R2 originates uniquely at n2 (Lemma 7.13). As R2 does not
originates at m, there exists another node N preceding m with R2 @ term(N ). Because m
is minimal in S, the only possible case is V2 @ term(N ) so that N does not contradict the
minimality of m. As no regular node has encrypted term as subterm, we can conclude that
V2 = term(N ).¥
Now we show m and N are located in an initiator strand.
Lemma 7.19 The regular strand t containing m and N is an initiator strand and is con-
tained in C.
PROOF: As term(N ) = V2 and precedes m on the same strand, we have the following
cases:
Responder Strand the node after N with term(N ) = V2 is negative and con-
tradicts the fact that m is positive.
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Initiator Strand the node after N with term(N ) = V2 is positive and we can
conclude that t is an initiator strand and N = N2; m = N3.
The two nodes N and m are the second and third node of an initiator strand, and so t is an
initiator strand.¥
PROOF of Proposition 7.15
Proposition 7.15 follows from Lemma 7.16, Lemma 7.18 and Lemma 7.19. ¥
We have shown that there is an initiator strand in C to each responder strand. The only
remaining thing to show that the initiator strand is unique.
Proposition 7.20 If Σ is a DPS space, and R1 is uniquely originating in Σ, then there is
at most one strand t ∈ Init[R1, R2, R3, H(DDPass)AB, DDPassnew]AB for any R2.
PROOF: By Lemma 7.10, R1 originates at N1 which is < t, 1 >. If we assume that R1
uniquely originates in Σ as in assumption clause 4 of Proposition 7.15, then there can only
be at most one such initiator strand t. ¥
Proposition 7.15 and Proposition 7.20 together show that for a responder strand in C
there is an unique corresponding initiator strand in C. This is the Agreement Guarantee for
the responder.
Agreement Guarantee for the Initiator
We follow the same approach as the Agreement Guarantee for Responder and make two
propositions initiator’s point of view.
Proposition 7.21 Suppose:
1. Σ is an DPS space, C is a bundle in Σ, and s is an initiator strand in
Init[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB];





3. R1, R2, R3,DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB, andH(SDPass)AB are uniquely orig-
inating in Σ;
Then C contains an responder strand r∈ Resp[R1, R2, R3, DDPassnew, H(DDPass)AB].
We now establish the existence of a node in a responder strand with R1 as subterm. Note
that we have already shown that R1 originates at N1 in Lemma 7.10.
Lemma 7.22 The set S = {n ∈ C: R1 @ term(n) ∧ V1 6@ term(n) } has a¹-minimal node
m. Then the node m is regular, and the sign of m is positive.
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PROOF: We show that S is non-empty, has a minimal element and positive. Then we
eliminate the possibility of penetrator nodes, and establish the fact that it is a regular node.
As N2 ∈ C and R1 @ term(N2) and V1 6@ term(N2), S is non-empty. So S has at
least one¹-minimal node m by Lemma 2.7 in [17] and m is positive by Lemma 2.8 in [17]
.
We now show that m cannot be a penetrator node and hence establish the fact that m is
regular.
m cannot be a node in any one of the penetrator traces listed below.
Suppose m ∈ S is minimal and is a penetrator node in one of the following penetrator
traces.
Trace PM . Text message: < +t > where t ∈ T
If m is a node in Trace PM , then R1 @ t which means R1 originates from m. This
contradicts Lemma 7.10 that R1 originates uniquely from N1.
Trace PF . Flushing: < −g >
Since m is positive and there is no positive node in this trace, m cannot be a node in
this trace.
Trace PT . Tee: < −g,+g,+g >
The positive nodes re-transmit the term that is received by a previous node. <
PT , 1 > ≺ m and so m (the positive nodes) cannot be minimal. Hence m cannot
be a node in this trace.
Trace PC . Concatenation < −g,−h,+gh >
If m is a node in Trace PC , (R1 @ gh) ∧ (V1 6@ gh) ∧ (V2 6@ gh).
If R1 @ gh then either R1 @ g or R1 @ h. On the other hand, V1 6@ gh means
V1 6@ g and V1 6@ h and similarly, V2 6@ gh means V2 6@ g and V2 6@ h. Hence
if R1 @ g, < PE, 1 > ≺ m or if R1 @ h, < PE, 2 > ≺ m. Thus m cannot be a
node in this trace.
Trace PK . Key: < +K0 > where K0 ∈ Kp
This trace requires R1 ∈ Kp. This contradicts assumptions of a DPS strand that
R1 /∈ Kp.
Trace PE . Encryption: < −K0,−h,+{h}K0 >
Suppose m = < PE, 3 >, in which case
R1 @ {h}K0) ∧ (V1 6@ {h}K0) ∧ (V2 6@ {h}K0
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As R1 @ {h}K0 , then R1 @ h or R1 = K0. Moreover, V1 6@ {h}K0 means V1 6@ h
and V1 6= K0; V2 6@ {h}K0 means V2 6@ h and V2 6= K0. Hence < PE, 2 > ≺ m
and contradicts the minimality of m.
Trace PD. Decryption: < −K−10 ,−{h}K0 ,+h > where K0 ∈ Kp
Suppose (R1 @ h) ∧ (V1 6@ h) ∧ (V2 6@ h). Consequently, either V1 = {h}K0
or V2 = {h}K0 .
V1 = {h}K0: Free encryption requires h = R1 and K0 = H(SDPass)AB. Hence
there must be a node w which precedes m with H(SDPass)−1AB @ term(w). In
DPS, H(SDPass)−1AB = H(SDPass)AB. As H(SDPass)
−1
AB /∈ Kp and to-
gether with Proposition3.3 in [17] , we can infer that H(SDPass)−1AB originates
from a regular node. We cannot find a regular node originatingH(SDPass)−1AB.
Thus node w does not exist in this case and V1 6= {h}K0 .
V2 = {h}K0: Free encryption requires h = R2DDPassnew and K0 = R1. Hence
there must be a node w which precedes m with R−11 @ term(w). As R−11 /∈ Kp
and together with Proposition3.3 in [17] , we can infer that R−11 originates from
a regular node.
For DPS, R−11 is the same as R1. The regular node from which R1 originates
is N1 and the message is V1. As V1 is encrypted with H(SDPass)AB and
H(SDPass)−1AB 6∈ KP , penetrator cannot extract R1. Thus V2 6= {h}K0 .
As both V1 6= {h}K0 and V2 6= {h}K0 are not valid, m cannot be a node on the D
penetrator trace.
Trace PS . Separation: < −gh,+g,+h >
Assuming term(m) = g. A similar argument applies to term(m) = h.
As m is minimal in S, R1 @ g, V1 6@ g and V2 6@ g. Consequently, either
V1 @ gh implying V1 @ h or V2 @ gh implying V2 @ h.
We show that no node can send gh to node m and hence m is not in Trace S.
Let Z = {X ∈ C : (X ≺ m) ∧ (gh @ term(m))}.
Z has at least one element< PS, 1 >; andZ has a minimal elementX by Lemma 2.7
in [17] ; and X must be positive (Lemma 2.8 in [17] ).
No regular node have an encrypted term as a subterm of the form gh and so X cannot
be a regular node. We are going to show that X cannot be a penetrator node either.
Trace P ′M . Text message: < +t′ > where t ∈ T
It requires R1 @ t′ and originates from < P ′M , 1 >, contradicting Lemma 7.10
which states that R1 originates in N1.
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Trace P ′F . Flushing: < −g′ >
There is no positive node, and so m cannot be on this trace.
Trace P ′T . Tee: < −g′,+g′,+g′ >
If X = < P ′T , 2 > or X = < P
′
T , 2 >, it requires gh @ < P ′T , 1 > which
means < P ′T , 1 > ≺ X and contradicts the minimality of X .
Trace P ′K . Key: < +K ′0 >
It requires R1 @ K ′0 and originates from < P ′K , 1 >, contradicting Lemma 7.10
which states that R1 originates in N1.
Trace P ′S . Separation: < −g′h′,+g′,+h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′S, 3 > (or X = < P
′
S, 2 >), then gh @ term(< P ′S, 1 >)
which implies X is not the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′E . Encryption: < −K ′0,−h′,+{h′}K′0 >
Suppose X = < P ′E, 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′E, 2 >) which implies X is not
the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′D. Decryption: < −K ′−10 ,−{h′}K′0 ,+h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′D, 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′D, 2 >) which implies X is not
the minimal element in Z .
Trace P ′C . Concatenation: < −g′,−h′,+g′h′ >
Suppose X = < P ′C , 3 >, then gh @ term(< P ′D, 3 >). So P ′C has trace <
−g,−h,+gh >. Hence term(< P ′C , 1 >) = term(m). However,< P ′C , 1 > ≺ m
which contradicts the minimality of m in S.














C) is true, and so X
cannot be a node on the penetrator PS .
As none of the penetrator cases (PM , PF , PT , PK , PS, PE, PD, andPC) is true, and so
m cannot be a penetrator node. ¥
As we have shown that m is not in any of the penetrator’s Traces, we can conclude that
m is a regular node. Because of its minimality, it is also positive.¥
Lemma 7.16 can be re-worded as Definition 7.17:
Definition 7.23 Fix some m that is ¹-minimal in S = {n ∈ C: R1 @ term(n) ∧ V1 6@
term(n) }, and is therefore regular and of positive sign.
Now we have the fact that R1 originates from a node N1 in an initiator strand, and there
exists a minimal node m in S , we show that there exists another node N preceding m with
R1 @ term(N ).
Lemma 7.24 A node N precedes m on the same strand t as m and term(N ) = V1.
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PROOF: It was shown that R1 originates uniquely at N1 (Lemma 7.10). As R1 does not
originates at m, there exists another node N preceding m with R1 @ term(N ). Because m
is minimal in S, the only possible case is V1 @ term(N ) so that N does not contradict the
minimality of m. As no regular node has encrypted term as subterm, we can conclude that
V1 = term(N ).¥
Now we show m and N are located in a responder strand.
Lemma 7.25 The regular strand t containing m and N is a responder strand and is con-
tained in C.
PROOF: As term(N ) = V1 and precedes m on the same strand, we have the following
cases:
Initiator Strand the node after N with term(N ) = V1 is negative and contra-
dicts the fact that m is positive.
Responder Strand the node after N with term(N ) = V1 is positive and we can
conclude that t is a responder strand and N = n1; m = n2.
The two nodes N and m are the first and second node of a responder strand, t is a responder
strand.¥
PROOF of Proposition 7.21
Proposition 7.21 follows from Lemma 7.22, Lemma 7.24 and Lemma 7.25. ¥
We have shown that there is a responder strand in C to each initiator strand. The only
remaining thing to show that the responder strand is unique.
Proposition 7.26 If Σ is a DPS space, and R2 is uniquely originating in Σ, then there is
at most one strand t ∈ Resp[R1, R2, R3, H(DDPass)AB, DDPassnew]AB for any R1.
PROOF: By Lemma 7.13, R2 originates at n2 which is < t, 2 >. If we assume that R2
uniquely originates in Σ as in assumption clause 4 of Proposition 7.21, then there can only
be at most one such responder strand t. ¥
Proposition 7.21 and Proposition refDPSProp4 together show that for a initiator strand
in C there is an unique corresponding responder strand in C. This is the Agreement Guar-
antee for the initiator.
7.4.3 Correctness Proof of DPS
In the proof for Propositions 7.15, 7.20, 7.21, and 7.26, the identity of the interlocutors
are not explicitly specified in the message. As we use encrypted channels for communi-
cation, and it is common to use out-of-band signals to exchange the information about the
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interlocutors before the encrypted communication starts, we can assume that the identity of
the communicating parties are known before a DPS protocol run by Proposition 5.4. The
encrypted channel authenticates the users of the channel and Man-in-the-Middle attack is
not feasible in this case.
Now let us put the pieces of puzzle together:
• Proposition 5.4 established the identity of the interlocutors;
• Proposition 7.9 assures the secrecy of the term R1 used in the message.
• We can prove the secrecy of the term R2 used in the message.
• We can prove the secrecy of the term R3 used in the message.
• We can prove the secrecy of the term DDPassnew used in the message.
• We can prove the secrecy of the term H(DDPass) used in the message.
• Proposition 7.15 and Proposition 7.20 provide the responder agreement property;
• Proposition 7.21 and Proposition 7.26 provide the initiator agreement property;
Hence we may say that DPS satisfied the requirements of correctness for a security proto-
col.
7.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have shown how Dynamic Password and its associated Key Exchange
using Dynamic Password DPS can be applied to SNG. The terms used in messages of
DPS remains secret to the adversaries and the identity of the interlocutors of the protocol
run can be identified and confirmed. Thus the correctness of DPS when applied to SNG
is assured.
Chapter 8
Application of SNG on Simulated
Networks
In preceding chapters, we have developed a secure authentication protocol for SNG. In
Chapter 7, we have presented a theoretic proof of the encrypted channel by the use of
Strand Space theory. In this chapter, we present a case study of Service Network Graph on
a simulated aggregate of networks. The study is about two scenarios, first when the user is
located at his home network and second when a user is located at a visited network away
from his home.
8.1 Simulation Platform Overview
Open source Objective Modular NEtwork Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++)1 is an extensible,
modular, component-based C++ simulation library and framework2. We simulate a case on
OMNeT++ using a four-network SNG model.
Setting up a simulation in OMNeT++ is to define a network model using the NEwork
Description (NED) language. The building blocks are modules. Each module represents
a router, a switch, a server or a user and the modules are defined with NED. The actual
work each module does is specified in the module class method activity() specified in the
file module name.cc. OMNeT++ system configuration file and configuration files for SNG
simulation are shown in a hierarchical fashion in Figure 8.1.
1More details can be found in http://www.omnest.com/
2OMNEST is the commercial version of the OMNeT++ simulation environment. More details can be
found in http://www.omnest.com/
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Figure 8.1: OMNeT++ configuration files for SNG simulation.
8.1.1 Configuring OMNeT++ for the SNG Model
A typical autonomous network consists of authentication server, service server, service
listing server, and users. Routers and switches are used to interconnect the autonomous
networks to form an SNG. We use a four autonomous network SNG for our simulation.
The OMNeT++ configuration file and the corresponding Makefile used to generate the
executable file are listed in Table 8.1.
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Configuration file Listed in Appendix
OMNeT++ System omnetpp.ini C.1
Makefile Makefile C.2
Table 8.1: OMNeT++ configuration files.
8.1.2 Specifying SNG Model for OMNet++
The SNG network model we used consists of four networks, N1, N2, N3, and N4 as shown





Figure 8.2: OMNeT++ SNG network model for user at home network.
The four autonomous networks are linked together in an SNG context as indicated by
the single and double arrows for the one-way and two-way authentication delegation. Note
that the link between N1 and N2 are two-way while the others are one-way. Home network
for the user is N1. When U is located at N1, he is at the home network. When U is at N3,
he is at a visited network.
To access a service, a user U initiates a service query to SLS of the current network he
is located at. The SLS returns a service list available to the U . U can then select a service
and make a service request. If he is at the Home Network, then the AS authenticates him;
gets the service information from the server, perhaps via otherASs in the SNG; and returns
the service information to him. U can then access the service directly without involving
any AS for message relay.
If U is at a visited network for the first time, he has to identify himself to the AS of
the current network which gets a service list from the SLS of U ’s Home Network. The
newly acquired service list, which would be added to the service available to the U from
the current network, is sent to U . These extra steps are represented by OMNeT++ as an
extra initial message in indigo color. U then makes a normal service query to the SLS of
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the current network. The AS of the current network sends the service request to U ’s Home
Network for authentication. The Home Network AS gets the service information from
the appropriate server and returns the service information to U via the AS of the visited
network.
Module Module files Listed in
Appendix
Server module dssis.ned C.4.1
dssis.h C.4.2
dssis.cc C.4.3
SLS server module dssisls.ned C.5.1
dssisls.h C.5.2
dssisls.cc C.5.3
Switch module dssisw.ned C.6.1
dssisw.c C.6.2
dssisw.cc C.6.3
Router module dssir.ned C.7.1
dssir.h C.7.2
dssir.cc C.7.3
User module dssiu.ned C.8.1
dssiu.h C.8.2
dssiu.cc (when user at home network) C.8.3
dssiu.cc (when user at visited network) C.8.4
AS module dssia.ned C.9.1
dssia.h C.9.2
dssia.cc (when user at home network) C.9.3
dssia.cc (when user at visited network) C.9.4
Table 8.2: Module files for the SNG used in OMNeT++.
8.1.3 Component Modules of the SNG Model
We specify the configuration and functionality of each OMNeT++ module using three files:
module.ned, module.h and module.cc. Module.ned is responsible for the module config-
uration while module.h and module.cc provides the functionality of the module in C++
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language. Each module has many variables and a number of functions. Among the func-
tions, activity() is very important which outlines what actions the module would take.
All instances of the same module share the same set of module files. For example, all
routers share the same set of router module files dssir.ned, dssir.h and dssir.cc. The modules
and the corresponding module files are listed in Table 8.2.
Note that when we simulate the case when user is at his home network, we use the “at
home network” version of dssiu.cc and use the “at visited network” version when the user
is not at his home network.
8.1.4 OMNet++ Outputs
OMNeT++ records all outputs of a model run in output vectors. The output lists informa-
tion we added to messages in the form of parameters including the message source and
destination. A summary of the output is listed in Table 8.3.
Output file Listed in
Appendix
User at home network Message sent home.txt C.10.1
Module output home.txt C.10.2
User at visited network Message sent foreign.txt C.10.3
Module output foreign.txt C.10.4
Table 8.3: OMNet++ output files.
Note that the “at home network” version of output corresponds to the case when user is
at his home network, and “at visited network” version of output is for the case when user
is away from his home network. We used different versions of dssiu.cc and dssia.cc for the
two cases.
8.2 Service Access
To understand how the service messages are routed in OMNeT++, we shall first explain the
parameters we added to each message and how they are used for routing a message to its
destination.
The messages in the SNG model have eight parameters to which we can assign values.
The parameters are listed in Table 8.4. They are appended to a message as C++ strings.
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parameter Description
1 address Host address of the device
2 server Address of the service providing server
3 src Current address of an user
4 dest Destination address of the message
5 start
Source addresses of AS or servers for
each segment of the service access path
6 stop
Destination addresses of AS or servers
for each segment of the service access path
7 Message Label Label indicating the use of the message
8 Message Kind Color code for various message type
Table 8.4: Addresses of devices used in the Simulation.
8.2.1 Address
The parameter address is used to hold the host address of the device.
Four networks with network number 100, 200, 300 and 400 are used. Inside each
network, there are six hosts. They are assigned a host number according to their roles.
The numbers 1 to 6 are assigned to SLS, AS, S, U , switch and router respectively. The
resulting host address for a device follows pretty much the same as the TCP/IP addressing
scheme of (network address + host address). Take an SLS as an example. SLS in network
200 has a host number 1 and network number 200, and the resulting host address is 201
(200 + 1).
Table 8.5 shows a summary of the network and host addresses used.
Network
Host Address
SLS AS S U Switch Router
100 101 102 103 104 105 106
200 201 202 203 204 205 206
300 301 302 303 304 305 306
400 401 402 403 404 405 406
Table 8.5: Addresses of devices used in the Simulation.
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8.2.2 Server, Src, Dest
When a userU1 roams to another network, it has to acquire an address in the visited network
in order to talk to the AS of the visited network. The acquired address would be different
from his home address. Parameter src is the current address of U1, which is 104 (host
address in home network) for the User at home network case; and is 304 (acquired in
visited network) for User at visited network case.
Parameters dest and server are the destination address of the message and address
of the service providing server respectively. Table 8.6 shows the possible destination ad-
dresses for messages in the simulation.
Address Use
101 A service query from U1, User at home network case.
102 A service request from U1, User at home network case.
301 A service query from U1, User at visited network case.
302 A service request from U1, User at visited network case.
103 A service access from U1 to S1.
203 A service access from U1 to S2.
403 A service access from U1 to S4.
Table 8.6: Destination addresses of a message in the simulation.
8.2.3 Start, Stop
When U initiate a service query, the message may pass a number of AS before reaching
the application server for service information. Parameters start and stop are the source
and destination addresses of AS or servers for each segment of the path when requesting
and returning service information.
For instance, the service query for S1 for the User at visited network is listed in
Table 8.7. As shown in Table 8.7, server src and dest remain the same while start and
stop are changed at AS3, AS1, AS4 and S4. Note that switches and routers do not change
any of the variables start, stop, src or dest.
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From Server start stop src dest Comment
U1 103 304 302 304 302 From U1 to AS3
SW3 103 304 302 304 302
AS3 103 302 102 304 302 From AS3 to AS1
SW3 103 302 102 304 302
R3 103 302 102 304 302
R1 103 302 102 304 302
SW1 103 302 102 304 302
AS1 103 102 103 304 302 From AS1 to S1
SW1 103 102 103 304 302
S1 103 103 102 304 302 From S1 to AS1
SW1 103 103 102 304 302
AS1 103 102 302 304 302 From AS1 to AS3
SW1 103 102 302 304 302
R1 103 102 302 304 302
R3 103 102 302 304 302
SW3 103 102 302 304 302
AS3 103 302 304 304 302 From AS3 to U1
SW3 103 302 304 304 302
Table 8.7: Example of message variable values from S4 to U .
8.2.4 Message Label
We use the Message Label to indicate the use of the message. We simply include the
source and destination address in the Message Label. Table 8.8 shows all possible values
of Message Label for the User at visited network.
8.2.5 Message Kind
OMNeT++ associates different color to different Message Kind to differentiate various type
of messages. With the color code, message flow can easily identified. Table 8.9 lists all the
message kinds and the associated message colors used in our simulations.
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Label Use User at
104to301 A service query from U1 Home Network
104to302 A service request from U1 Home Network
104to103 A service access from U1 to S1 Home Network
104to203 A service access from U1 to S2 Home Network
104to403 A service access from U1 to S4 Home Network
304to301 A service query from U1 visited network
304to302 A service request from U1 visited network
304to103 A service access from U1 to S1 visited network
304to203 A service access from U1 to S2 visited network
304to403 A service access from U1 to S4 visited network
Table 8.8: List of message labels.
Number Color Use in our simulation
0 Red Not used
1 Green Service query
2 Blue Service request
3 White Service access
4 Yellow Not used
5 Indigo Hello message
6 Magenta Not used
7 Black Not used
Table 8.9: List of message kinds and color.
8.3 Routing Operation
The SNG model is defined by dssinet.ned. Similar to the routes in a real router, the con-
nections between networks and hosts are defined by the connection section in dssinet.ned.
For instance,
SW2.inputs[3] <-- U2.outputs[0];
simply means the outputs[0] of the U2 module is connected to inputs[3] of the SW2 mod-
ule and the arrow shows the direction of the message flow. Note that nocheck modifier
makes OMNeT++ to assume all input and output gates are connected. A few lines from the
connection section of dssinet.ned are shown below:






R1.inputs[1] <-- R2.outputs[0] display "o=red,2";
R2.inputs[0] <-- R1.outputs[1] display "o=grey,0";
...
Routing or Message delivery in OMNeT++ is handled by the activity() method of each
module.
8.3.1 User Module
To be precise, the activity() method in an user module does not route messages. It is
responsible for message generation. Possible messages generated are listed in Table 8.10.
The generated message is always sent to the connecting switch as specified in dssinet.ned.
One Time Only Message
Message Label Use
304to302 Hello message to AS3.
Repeating Messages
Message Label Use
104to101 A service query to SLS1.
104to102 A service request to AS1.
104to103 A service access to S1 in network 100.
104to203 A service access to S2 in network 200.
104to403 A service access to S3 in network 400.
304to301 A service query to SLS3.
304to302 A service request to AS3.
304to103 A service access to S1 in network 100.
304to203 A service access to S2 in network 200.
304to403 A service access to S4 in network 400.
Table 8.10: List of messages generated by user module U1.
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8.3.2 Server Module and Service Listing Server Module
The activity() method of the server and service listing server modules are simple. As they
must be destination of a received message, all they have to do is return the message back
to the sender which is the stop by swapping the start and stop parameter of the incoming
message as shown in Table 8.11. The message is sent out via the appropriate output gates
with information from the connection section of dssinet.ned.
Code Action
msg = receive(); receive a message
start = msg->par(“start”); get the parameter start
stop = msg->par(“stop”); get the parameter stop
msg->par(“start”) = stop;
Swap the parameters start and stop
msg->par(“stop”) = start;
...
send( msg, “outputs”, 0); send it to outputs[0]
Table 8.11: Code used by routing messages in server and service listing server modules.
8.3.3 Switch Module
Routing for switches is also straight forward. A message is either sent to the connected
router or the connected host. If the message is heading to the connected host, the addresses
of the switch and stop parameter would have the same network component. Otherwise, the




// Get "stop" parameter
stop = msg->par("stop");
// Extract the network part of "stop"
stopNet = stop / 100;
// Extract the host part of "stop"
stopHost = stop % 100;
...
// To connected host?
if (stopNet != (address / 100))
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// NO: send to router
{ send( msg, "to_router" );}
else
// YES: send to host
{ send(msg, "outputs", stopHost-1); }
The message would be sent out via the corresponding output gates with information
from the connection section of dssinet.ned.
8.3.4 Router Module
Routers handle messages in a similar fashion that switches do. If the message is heading
to the connected host, the addresses of the router and stop parameter would have the same
network component. Otherwise, the message is sent from the connected host to another
device in SNG. A segment of the code is shown below:
// receive a message
msg = receive();
// get "stop" parameter
stop = msg->par("stop");
// extract the network part of "stop"
stopNet = stop / 100;
// extract the host part of "stop"
stopHost = stop % 100;
...
// to connected host?
if (stopNet != (address / 100))
// NO: send to another router
{ send( msg, "outputs", stopNet-1 );}
else
// YES: send to connected switch
{ send(msg, "to_switch); }
The message would be sent out via the corresponding output gates with information
from the connection section of dssinet.ned. Note that the index for outputs[] is determined
by the network component of the stop parameter.
8.3.5 Authentication Server Module
As a message changes its intermediate destination at AS and reverses direction at SLS and
S, the start and stop variables would also be changed at these devices. The activity()
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method in SLS and S simply swap the values for the start and stop variables. The
activity() method is more elaborated when it comes to AS.
The activity() method in AS is responsible for keeping track of the service authenti-
cation path and the service path. When a message arrives at an AS, the message would be
passed on to the next hop according to the SPath of the message. Message variables start
keeps record of where it comes from and stop keeps track of where it should go.
In the SNG model, authentication delegations are specified in the connection section
of dssinet.ned. Table 8.12 gives the list of the SNG model connections in a generic format.
Authentication Delegation
To Network From Network
Network 1 → Network 3
Network 2 → Network 1
Network 4 → Network 2
Network 1 → Network 4
Table 8.12: List Network linkage for the simulation cases.
Table 8.12 does not tell us explicitly what is the next network the message should go.
For example, going to Network 2 from Network 1 requires the message to travel from
Network 1 to Network 4 and then it reaches Network 2. Instead of working out where to
send the message every time from the linkage relationship, we optimize the routing process
with hard coded routes listed in Table 8.13. So if a message at Network 1 is heading to
Network 2 in a forward direction, the next stop should be Network 4 and the stop variable
should hold the address of the AS in Network 4 which is 402. For a message heading to
Network 2 at Network 1 in a backward direction would have Network 4 as the next network
and the stop variable would be assigned a value of 402.
When the message is traveling in a forward direction,
To Network = server / 100
Current Network = stop /100
Similarly, a backward moving message has
To Network = src / 100
Current Network = stop /100
The routing algorithm for AS module is listed in Algorithm 3.
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Forward Backward
To Current Next To Current Next
Network Network Network Network Network Network
Network 1 Network 2 Network 1 Network 1 Network 2 Network 4
Network 1 Network 3 Network 1 Network 1 Network 3 Network 1
Network 1 Network 4 Network 2 Network 1 Network 4 Network 1
Network 2 Network 1 Network 4 Network 2 Network 1 Network 2
Network 2 Network 3 Network 1 Network 2 Network 3 Network 1
Network 2 Network 4 Network 2 Network 2 Network 4 Network 1
Network 3 Network 1 Network 3 Network 3 Network 1 Network 3
Network 3 Network 2 Network 1 Network 3 Network 2 Network 4
Network 3 Network 4 Network 2 Network 3 Network 4 Network 1
Network 4 Network 1 Network 4 Network 4 Network 1 Network 2
Network 4 Network 2 Network 1 Network 4 Network 2 Network 4
Network 4 Network 3 Network 1 Network 4 Network 3 Network 1
Table 8.13: List of SNG routes.
Algorithm 3: Routing Algorithm for AS module
If AS is in the same network as the server
If message comes from server
If AS is in the same network as the user, send to user
else send to another AS
else send to server
else
if AS is in the same network as the user
If the message for the user send to user
else send to another AS
end
A graphical representation of the logic is also shown in Figure 8.3.
8.4 Simulation of the SNG Model
To test the feasibility and practicability of SNG, we test the SNG model under two differ-
ent scenarios: (1) when user is at home network and (2) when user is at visited network.























Figure 8.3: Routing logic for the simulation.
8.4.1 Scenario 1: User at Home Network
The topology used is shown in Figure 8.4. Note that user U1 is in Network 1, his home
network.
U1 starts with a service query (in green) to SLS1. Then he decided to send a service
request (in blue) to AS1 asking for a service from S1. The service request is sent to AS1
for authentication. In real cases, a few more message exchange between AS1 and U1 may
be involved. For simplicity, we assume that this message alone is enough to authenticate
U1.
After authenticating U1, AS1 asks for the service information from S1 by passing the
service request to S1. The service information is relayed back to U1 via AS1. The actual
service access is represented by three direct message exchanges (in white) between U1 and
S1.
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Figure 8.4: Simulation Topology for user at home network.
The second service request from U1 is directed to S4. The process is similar to the
first request. U1 starts with a service query (in green) to SLS1 and then a service request
(in blue) to AS1. AS1 then relays the request to AS4 which eventually gets the service
information from S4. The return path for the service information is from S4 to AS4, to AS1
and finally to U1. The access for service (in white) is direct message exchanges between
U1 and S4.
The third service request from U1 is targeted at S2. The whole process is similar to the
second requests except the path for service information is longer by one hop - AS2.
8.4.2 Scenario 2: User at Visited Network
The topology used is shown in Figure 8.5. Note that user U1 is now located at Network 3,
a visited network, instead of Network 1, his home network.
Initially, a Hello message (in indigo) is sent from U1 toAS3. Because the home network
for U1 is Network 1, AS3 gets the service list from SLS1 via AS1 and passes it on to U1.
AS3 also informs SLS3 of the service list from SLS1 so that U1 does not have to repeat
this initial step. U1 now makes service query (in green) to SLS3 for services from SLS1
and SLS3 available to him.
After the Hello session, the process is similar to the case when U is at his Home Net-
work. U1 initiates a service query to SLS3 and decides to use service provided by S1. A
service request (in blue) is sent from U1 to AS3 which passes on the service request to
AS1 for authentication. In real cases, a few more message exchange between AS1 and U1
via AS3 may be involved. For simplicity, we assume that this message alone is enough to
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Figure 8.5: Simulation Topology for user at a visited network.
authenticate U1.
After authenticating U1, AS1 asks the service information from S1 by passing the ser-
vice request to S1. The service information is relayed back to U1 via AS3. The actual
service is represented by three direct message (in white) exchanges between U1 and S1.
Access services provide by S4 and S2 are similar to the case illustrated above except
AS4 and AS2 are involved in getting the service information.
8.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a practical application of SNG using simulation tech-
nology. Two scenarios are shown. The first one is when a user is at his home network and
the second scenarios is when the user is at visited network. Successful application of an
SNG model to a simulated environment leads to the implement of a four-network SNG
using C++ detailed in next Chapter.
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Chapter 9
Practicality of SNG on Aggregated
Networks
In Chapter 1, we stated that the objective of our study is design secure service sharing pro-
tocol for aggregated autonomous networks. We have so far theoretically proven that SNG
and DPass can be used to establish the secure channel and the case study of simulation has
demonstrated its feasibility in Chapter 8. In this chapter, we verified that SNG is a prac-
tical solution to an aggregate of autonomous networks by implementing the basic features
of SNG on an aggregate of four autonomous networks.
9.1 The Autonomous Network Aggregate
We implemented the basic features of SNG with the following assumptions:
1. Four networks are interconnected.
2. All hosts in a single network are implemented using a single machine with a single
IP address.
3. Servers of a particular network share the same IP address but listen to different ports.
4. Dynamic Password is used as the authentication protocol.
We used an isolated network system of four networks interconnected by Cisco routers
and switches. To reduce the resources required, AS, SLS, U , and S of each network are
all implemented in a single machine with a single IP address. Virtual Local Area Network
(V LAN ) technology [73] is employed to interconnect the networks. The use of V LAN
reduces the networking devices required to a pair of router and switch only. ”Router on a
stick” configuration is used to connect the switch hosting all the V LANs to the router [72].
The actual hardware used in shown in Figure 9.1(a).
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(a) Hardware used in the SNG. (b) Logical network diagram for the SNG.
Figure 9.1: SNG topology used
We labeled the computers as PC1 to PC4 as shown in Figure 9.1(a) and 9.1(b). The two
devices at the top of the stack are the router and switch.
The IP addresses of the personal computers are listed in Table 9.1.
PC IP Address
1 200.200.1.2 / 24
2 200.200.2.2 / 24
3 200.200.3.2 / 24
4 200.200.4.2 / 24
Table 9.1: IP addresses of PCs used in the SNG.
Table 9.2 lists some of the network and V LAN information of the SNG topology for
easy reference.
The configuration files for the router and the switch used are shown in Appendix D.10.
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V LAN Network Switch Router
Number Address / Mask Port SubInterface IP Address
10 200.200.1.0 / 24 0/11 0/0.2 200.200.1.1
20 200.200.2.0 / 24 0/12 0/0.3 200.200.2.1
30 200.200.3.0 / 24 0/13 0/0.4 200.200.3.1
40 200.200.4.0 / 24 0/14 0/0.5 200.200.4.1
Table 9.2: Summary of network and V LAN data.
9.2 SNG Topology and Data Files
The topology of the simple SNG used is shown in Figure 9.2. Note that the networks are
physically connected as a mesh and all hosts can reach all other hosts directly. This mimics
the real Internet for SNG implementation.
To store the data for the SNG, we used the data files shown in Table 9.3. The content
of the data files are listed in Appendix D.9.1.
File Name Used by Format
PCxMap.data ASx to forward authentication data. {destination, next hop}
PCxSP.data SLSx for SPath information. {serviceID, port, serverName, SPath, cost, restriction}
dp.data List of possible DDPass.
port.data AS for the port which a ServiceGroup server listens to. {server type, port}
userDP.data AS for user authentication information. {userName, userSDPass, userDDPass}
userHDP.data AS for user authentication information. {userName, userHSDPass, userHDDPass}
Table 9.3: Data files used in the implementation.






































































































Figure 9.2: Logical topology of SNG showing the authentication delegations.
9.3 Service Request Cases
There are four general types of service request, from home network to foreign network /
remote network or vice versa, as listed in Table 9.4. In the first case, as shown in Figure 9.3
the request does not leave the Home Network. Home AS just gets the service information
from the Home Network server and returns it to the user.
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Case User at Service
1 Home Network Home network
2 Home Network Foreign networks
3 Foreign network Home and foreign networks
4 Remote network Home and foreign networks
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Figure 9.3: User accessing Home Network services at Home Network.
In the other cases the Homes AS has to pass the request to other AS. Each AS has to
make use of SPath. Figure 9.4 shows tha case of user accessing Foreign Network services
at Home Network and Figure 9.5 shows tha case of user accessing Network services at a
Foreign Network.
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Figure 9.5: User accessing Network services at a Foreign Network.
For the last case, as shown in Figure 9.6, user is located in a remote network. The
SPath does not hold any path information to Home Network from the current (remote)
network. The current AS has to look up PCxMap.data which is generated or updated
whenever SPaths are acquired and optimized by an AS. For this version of implemen-
tation, all PCxMap.data files are manually created and maintained. Automatic creation
of PCxMap.data by AS is left for future work. Format of PCxMap.data is simple. For
instance, assuming the current network is N2 and the Home Network is N3, the line
200.200.3.2 200.200.4.2
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Figure 9.6: User accessing Network services at a Remote Network.
in PC2Map.data tells the current AS (AS2) that in order to reach the final destination in
N3, send the authentication information to N4. Note that an entry in PC2Map.data means
that the networks are enrolled in the SNG. So service request from an alien network user
is not processed.
9.4 SNG Users and Servers
The major entities in an SNG are U , S, SLS, and AS. The implementation of U and AS
may make use of the server-client paradigm, in which U is the client and AS is the server.
Similarly, U and S are also implemented as server-client model.
When a service request reaches AS of the service providing network (SNet), the re-
quest would be passed to a Service Group Server which listens to a fixed port. Passing
the service request to Service Group Server instead of passing the request directly to the
service providing server is to add another layer of security. The Service Group Server
invokes an instance of an application, the Service Server, to listen to a randomly gener-
ated port. The port number is returned to AS as part of the service information. So only
authenticated users requesting a service can have the proper service information on top of
the session key for encrypted communication.
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ID, DP, SP, SPath.
Form Session Key.
Send MsgThree to AS.
Form MsgThree.
Read MsgTwo from AS.
Send MsgOne to AS.
Form MsgOne.
Figure 9.7: Logic diagram of the client program.
A user is implemented as a client program. When started, the client program asks
authentication information and requested SPath from the user and send the authentication
information to AS using port 5500. After completing the authentication process, the client
program displays service information returned from the AS including service port and
session key to be used. A logic diagram of the client application is shown in Figure 9.7.
Listing of asClient.cpp can be found in Appendix D.2.
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9.4.1 SNG Authentication Server
Unlike the user, an AS is implemented as a server. Primarily, it authenticates a user and
provides service information to the user. During the authentication process, a session key
is generated which would be used for encrypting the traffic for service access. A random
port is assigned for the service access session. The randomness of the port adds security
and accountability to the service access.
The algorithm used by AS is listed in Algorithm 4 and a more detailed diagram is
shown in Figure 9.8. AS server is implemented as asServer.cpp. Listing of asServer.cpp
can be found in Appendix D.1.
Algorithm 4: Algorithm for AS servers
Get authentication information from user
If user is a local user
{
Authenticate user
If service is a local service
{
Get service information









If service is a local service
{
Get service information








Note that we use a service code to determine if the message is heading towards the user
or away from the user during a service request.
AS server is implemented as asServer.cpp. Listing of asServer.cpp can be found in
Appendix D.1.
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CurrentAS address =
HomeAS address?
CurrentAS address = 
Server address?










NextAS to Source. 
Start
Use SNG mapping file
Map.data 
to get NextAS address.
Get MsgOne.
Send MsgTwo to Source.

















Get Source ID and SPath.
Service code = 2?
Get service info 
from server.
Send service info to Source.
Service code = 2?
get NextAS address.
Use pBackward() to
Change Service code to 4.
Service code = 2?
NextAS to Source.
Relay information from
Figure 9.8: Diagram of algorithm used by the asServer program.
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9.4.2 SNG Application Servers
After authentication the AS contacts the ServiceGroup server for service information.
The ServiceGroup server starts an instance of the Service server listening to a randomly
generated port. The main piece of service information returned to the AS is the randomly
generated port number which the Service server listens to. The user can only access a
service successfully when he has the service port and session key.
To provide service, an application server uses the standard Unix system call execl() to
start an instance of an application and so off-shelf applications can easily be hooked up as
a ready-to-serve service.
The logic diagram of ServiceGroup server is shown in Figure 9.9 and logic diagram









  Return port 
Figure 9.9: Diagram of algorithm used by an appGroup program.
Listings of ServiceGroup servers and Service servers are given in Table 9.5.
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Start
Stop
Return data to client.
Get data.
Process data.
Figure 9.10: Diagram of algorithm used by an application program.
Service ServiceGroup server Service server
Date Appendix D.3.1 Appendix D.3.2
echo Appendix D.4.1 Appendix D.4.2
name Appendix D.5.1 Appendix D.5.2
time Appendix D.6.1 Appendix D.6.2
slsS Appendix D.7.1 Appendix D.7.2
slsC Appendix D.7.3 Appendix D.7.4
Table 9.5: Listings of ServiceGroup servers and Service servers.
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9.4.3 SNG Service Listing Servers
A Service Listing Server works in a similar fashion as the Application Servers. We offered
two versions of Service Listing as shown in Table 9.6. The Single-service listing allows the







Table 9.6: Data files used in the implementation.
user to specify which service to list by entering the service ID. A valid service ID includes
time, name, date, echo, slsS and slsC. The All-services listing simple dump all the
services available without providing any search capability to enhance the performance.
We modified and enhanced the Binary Search Tree bst module to provide our SPath
search.
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9.5 Service Path Technology
In order to use SPath efficiently, we coded the sp and path modules to create and access
SPaths. It is worth mentioning the pForward() and the pBackward() functions which are
used by AS to determine the next hop for user authentication information. They extract
the relevant information from the SPath passed to them and return an integer to indicate
completion of the process. The algorithms used by pForward() and pBackwrad are shown
in Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6
Algorithm 5: Algorithm for pForward()
Get SAPath from SPath
Get the position of current AS in the SAPath
If the next entry in the SAPath is not an IP address
{
Next hop address is set to null




Set the next entry in the SAPath as the next hop address
Return 1 to caller
}
end
Algorithm 6: Algorithm for pBackward()
Get SAPath from SPath
Get the position of current AS in the SAPath
If the privious entry in the SAPath is not an IP address
{
Next hop address is set to null




Set the privious entry in the SAPath as the next hop address
Return 1 to caller
}
end
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9.6 Dynamic Password and Encryption
The Dynamic Password is used as the authentication protocol for the implementation. We
designed the security module to perform the traffic encryption as well as session encryp-
tion. Two encryption methods, Round Robin and Substitution are available and user can
use either one or both of them. For the Round Robin method, we need to specify the
amount of displacement from the original character set. For the Substitution method, we
need to choose which one of the five substitution tables is to be used.
To handle the messages involved in the Dynamic Password protocol, we implemented





parseMsgOne() Access information in msgOne.
parseMsgTwo() Access information in msgTwo.
parseMsgThree() Access information in msgThree.
Table 9.7: Functions used by Dynamic Password.
We downloaded a md5ADT module from public domain1 to provide the required hash-
ing function.
9.7 Chapter Summary
We have looked at how to use SNG with DPass on a real aggregate of autonomous net-
works platform. The implementation can handle the cases when user is at his home network
accessing services offered by his home network as well as other service providing networks.
The user can also enjoy the same level of service sharing even when he is not in his home
network and roaming in another network with the SNG. At the same time, off-shelf ap-
plications can easily be offered as a shared service. The implementation demonstrated that
SNG with DPass is indeed a practical service sharing protocol for dynamic aggregates of
autonomous networks.
1MD5 - Command Line Message Digest Utility from http://www.fourmilab.ch/md5/. The web site is
maintained by J. Walker.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion and Future Direction
In Chapter 2 we have presented some existing approach to the service sharing over the IP
networks. We elaborated each one of them with the workings and the drawbacks. The
review showed that it was so imperative to develop a new protocol for service sharing
among dynamically aggregated autonomous networks. Following the review is our design
of SNG, DPass, and KEDP . We also proved that the message such as the service list
and users authentication information on the encrypted channel are securely transmitted
across the SNG. In Chapter 7, we proved that SNG using DPass is correct as a secure
authentication protocol. In this chapter, we summarize our study and list out a number of
open questions.
10.1 Problems and Challenges in Service Sharing
Service sharing has becomes increasingly popular in past decades. There exists some ap-
proaches to address the issues risen in the area of authentication, authorization and revoca-
tion while sharing services among many autonomous networks
The major issues associated with service sharing are
• who confirms the availability of a services?
• who authenticates the user?
• who authorizes the user?
• how revocation can be executed?
In our study, we proposed the Service Network Graph (SNG) in Chapter 3. An SNG
with the simplest logical topology is established when a network N1 delegates its authen-
tication authority to another network N2 by sharing an Authentication Token Key with
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N2. BY delegating its authentication authority to N2, N1 trusts any user authenticated and
authorized by N2 for service access.
All service access information including access path, cost, and options, is listed in a
SPath. Users can browse service available to him by requesting a list of all SPath avail-
able. When N1 delegates its authentication authority to N2, it also shares all its SPaths
with N2. N2 then makes all SPaths, including its own and those shared by N1, available
to its users on request. N2 users can now access all services available from N2 as well as
from N1.
The SNG handles the service requests from mobile users in a similar way. The extra
step for service request is to route the service request and authentication information to the
home network for authentication and service information using an encrypted channel.
When the authentication or authorization status of a user is changed, his home network
pushes an revocation token to all servers currently providing services to the user so that
they can terminate their services according to their own predefine control policies.
Network N1 can revoke its authentication delegation to network N2 by pushing a re-
vocation message to all members of the SNG. All networks then adjust their SOT and
APNLT to reflect the changes.
In Chapter 6, DPass is proposed as a candidate authentication to be used in SNG. It
features a strong but easy password capable of revealing spoofing and resisting Dictionary
attacks.
For better performance and scalability, we have shown that SPaths are optimized. We
have also shown that by encrypting a message with the authentication token key, identity of
the message sender can be assured. A theoretically proof for the correctness of SNG has
been given in Chapter 7. As an illustration, we simulate an SNGmodel usingOMNeT++
network simulator in Chapter 8. The simulation scenarios include the cases when a user is
at his home network and in a visited network.
Finally, we round up our discussion about SNG with a simple implementation of SNG
using DPass, Virtual Local Area Network (V LAN ) and inter-VLAN routing in Chapter 9.
10.2 Methodology
Inspired by the demand and the advance in technology, we tackled the service sharing
issues by designing and developing SNG and DPass. The features of SNG and SPath
are as follows:
1. There is no need to establish dedicated key control entities such as KDC and TGS
in Kerberos. In SNG, an AS only keeps track of the authentication token key of all
network it attaches to and networks attached to it.
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2. Service providing servers do not have to be re-programmed to accept tickets as re-
quired by Kerberos. SNG only requires them to use session keys and conform to the
service information they give to the users.
3. There is no need for dedicated TGS to keep track of the service paths. SNG uses
SPath to keep track of the path to reach a services. SPath is particularly useful for
ad hoc aggregation of networks for sharing of services.
4. There is no need to go through an hierarchy of entities such as an hierarchy of KDC
to obtain service approval. With SPath Optimization, the traffic in SNG is only
two stops, end-to-end flow for both authenticating users and accessing service, thus
eliminating traffic bottle neck and single point of failure.
5. With Authentication Delegation, a member network of an SNG may have only one
shared authentication token key only and be able to access all the services provided
by the authentication delegator network. This makes service sharing readily available
to ad hoc aggregate of networks.
6. In SNG availability of a service is indicated by the existence of a corresponding
SPath. The list if service path is maintained by a Service Listing Server. A user
does not have to remember which services are available.
7. In SNG, service sharing is enabled by Authentication Delegation and Authentication
Re-delegation. There is no domain within an SNG. Networks can join or leave an
SNG in a dynamic and ad hoc way.
8. Authentication delegation and SPath remove any constrain as to which service
SNG can share. From relatively simple services like Date and Time service to na-
tional security services such as Passenger Clearance Service.
9. User can access services not only provided by the home network, services other
networks shared with his home network are also accessible.
10. As long as authentication and service requests can be routed to the home network,
SNG users can roam among networks in an SNG and still enjoy the services as if
he stays in the home network.
11. A network is only required to attach to a member of SNG to participate in the service
sharing. There is no central registration required.
12. While the linkages in Mobile Host Routing is one-to-one, linkages in SNG can be
one-to-many. When a network attaches to an SNG authentication re-delegation ex-
tends the linkage and connects a single attachment to a graph of links. Administrative
overhead for establishing service sharing is thus reduced.
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13. An SNG member are required to have, at the minimum, one shared key with another
member of the SNG. This will keep the administrative overhead of participating AS
to a minimum.
14. SNG is not vulnerable to DNS attack as in OpenID.
15. In SNG authentication is delegated. The home network still does the authentication.
Each network may set up their own identity check before registering a user. Home
networks can implement the same identity binding check as VeriSign so that a user
is actually the one whom he claims to be.
10.3 Outcomes
We have seen how existing technologies handle service sharing. To mitigate limitations of
the existing technologies, we proposed SNG and DPass in our study. The outcomes of
our study are shown below.
• Service Network Graph which provides service sharing for dynamic aggregation of
autonomous networks using Authentication Delegation, Authentication Re-delegation,
SPath and SPath Optimization.
• Dynamic Password and its associated Key Exchange Protocol as a candidate authen-
tication scheme in SNG.
• Application of a 4-network SNG model to two OMNeTT++ simulations.
• A practical application of the basic features of a 4-network SNG using C++.
• A formal proof for the correctness of SNG using DPass.
• A formal proof for self-authentication of an encrypted channel.
• A formal proof that SPath can be optimized.
10.4 Problems for Future Studies
The work on service sharing and SNG is far from complete. We need to consider issues
like:
• When a network attaches to an SNG, the sharing of authentication token key is to
use another secure channel. An automatic and secure mechanism is desirable.
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• When a network N1 revokes its authentication delegation to another network N2, N1
has to broadcast its revocation message to all members of the SNG. It would be more
efficient if N1 is only required to notify N2 and trusting N2 passes the information
on to other networks attached to N2 thereby removing the need for a broadcast.
• SOpt imposed conditions when a service is shared. Role based conditions can only
be enforced when user role is known. The system of naming roles and the role
hierarchy used differs from network to network. How to evaluate the roles and make
a user role available for checking during authentication is a high priority issue.
• We need to investigate the possibility of optimizing the topology of SNG so that it
can better scale to large network aggregations.
Let us take a look again at the example we gave in Chapter 1, Section 1.3 as one of
our challenge in the near future. In the example, Hong Kong and Macau can be consid-
ered as two autonomous network regarding custom clearance. They implemented the same
Automatic Passenger Clearance System using finger print for identity matching. The two
regions are in fact operating the custom clearance independently. The only thing that relates
the two regions regarding custom clearance is that a copy of user finger prints can be trans-
ferred from one region to another to be used as the common authentication information for
a user entering either one of the regions.
We can consider Hong Kong as one network HK with resident UHK and Macau as
another network MA with resident UMA. We can look at the custom clearance process
from an SNG context. Suppose HK attaches to MA. MA then delegates its custom
clearance authority to HK. When UHK request entry to MA, UHK is now a roaming user.
MA can simply forward the authentication information of UHK to HK and allow UHK
entry when HK confirms the identity of UHK . No more waiting for the error prune manual
transfer of authentication information and synchronizing two versions of the information
for the same person.
Instead of passwords, finger prints are used in the custom clearance process. We need
to pass a minutiae map of at least twelve minutiae points [27, 79] so that a definite match-
ing [52, 28, 21] can be done. Our initial consideration is a random combination of the
possible minutiae points to form a minutiae map for a particular authentication session to
avoid the possible Dictionary attack.
In summary, SNG is a practical, efficient and scalable service sharing infrastructure
which needs fine tuning and added features. Much work is needed to be done in the future.
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